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INTRODUCTION

.; This reportj the product of thirteen man/days of research

, _ of currently available documentation, analysis and preparation,

proposes to produce most of the answers to most of the same

questions toward which the Department of Transportation's

Office of Noise Abatement has been addressing many, many times

I,_ the same amount Of manpower and hundreds of thQusands of
-. .7

[ _ dollars over the past four years. It is recognized that some _--

: of the data herein have been derived as a result Of that

i ' sffortl however, it must concomitantly be realized by the !

_ reader that a good portion of the aforecited effort is not i,:

11 yet complete. Therefore what follows is the writer's best :.

II assessment of the values, shortcamings, costs, time-framing
and feasibility of the aircraft noise abatement and prevention ....i

I: alternatives examined. This is particularly true in the

_!_ section of the repor_ dealing with recommended combinations
[_|_ Of selected strategies.
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I. SUMMARY

A. General

The report examines various individual means of

_ achieving significant aircraft/airport noise reduction and/or

prevention, their costs in dollars and other terms, their
technical and operational feasibility, and the time frame

during which each may be accomplished. Additionally, a

selective detailed examination is made Of certain recommended 7

means, and their cumulative effects on the reduction of noise.

Ii The means, noise reduction attainable, social and _.
other costs, assessment of feasibility, and time Frames for i_

II accomplishment are delineated in a series of figures attached

to this paper.

"._ Figure i delineates the factors used in evaluating ._

each of the strategies chosen and the results of the examination.
It considers the following denominators for the strategy, taken

alone rather than in combination with other alternatives:

i. Means -- this is a description of the strategy.

2. Credits -- what reduction in NEF 30 & 40 contour
% b

I_ areas (using the 1985 base area as the 100% model),

the ntmtber of people affected favorably by the
I

reduction, and/or what other less tangible

benefits may be derived from application of the

alternative?

I_ 3. Debits -- what are the dollar (and other) costs

" of implementation of the technique and the

i limitations which may be expected therewith?
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4. Segment Affected by costs -- who pays for the change?

What alternative means of financing are suggested?

(Shown parenthetically)

5. Status -- When, in gross terms, can we expect to

see the results of the change?

6. Implementation Time Frame -- specifically what years

are involved in the implementation process?

7. Feasibility Index -- what is the degree of practi-

ix oability in implementing the technique as a sole _ i

oholee_ i•i

: 8. Legal/Institutional Status -- who must take action

I_ in advance of implementation?K_

9. Data Source, and 10. Remarks -_ self-explanatory.
m_

I_ Time available precludes a detailed examination of all i,

;!_R of the strategies for achieving relief in NEF 30/40 impact areas.

! They were each screened for their obvious noise-reduction benefits;

_iI_ only those procedural steps, technological changes, or other*J

efforts which promise some reasonable degree of noise abatement

_ in critical areas are examined beyond that point to determine

]_ their costs and benefits and their feasibility from other aspects. '

Because of the paucity of technical data available in

regard to noise reduction involving business je} aircraft, as

well as the obvious preponderance of the problem being engendered

by the air carrier fleet, no specific references are included
[

I_ herein relative to the former. Obviously, certain have uniform
-- applicability, and to that extent the entire fleet was considered.

/
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B. Conclusions and Recommendations

m

i i. The cost/benefit relationship of all source abate-

ment strategies except engine nacelle acoustical lining does not

justify their further consideration in the near term. However, i

continued and intensified effort is needed to insure that new !i_

i airplanes entering the fleet, and especially their engines, are

designed and/or treated to the maximum practicable extent toward

the reduction of noise, l_

Fi!." 2. Engine nacelle acoustical lining produces a signifi-

i_I_ cant reduction in source noise at a not unreasonable cost, provided

_ l_ that this cost may be shared by the public along with the user. J_'
!

It is therefore recommended that a program be i_

instituted without delay to require the acoustical treatment of

I_ JT3D and JT8D engine nacelles as delineated in the various
[i

I_ references herein.

L_ 3. The sound-reduction values achievable by nacelle !:

I_ treatment can be increased significantly by combining that

procedures. _/

4" There is n° difference between the reduction values _ I :achieved by two-segment approaches and higher glide slope angles.

5. The small gains apparent from the use of two segment _ i'_

approaches, as opposed to the election of the use of a higher _ q

transition altitude, do not justify the airborne and ground

I_ installation costs involved.
U

6. Because of the diversity of size, shape and location

- I
i.
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of problem areas among the various noise-lmpacted airports, it

may be more practicable at some locations to adjust the glide
slope angle upward, utilizing a higher transition altitude in ':

f •

k_ ._
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association therewith, end at others to rely solely on the

latter operational procedure,M

It is therefore recommended that, as appropriate

to each airport concerned,, the operational procedure/s :'
discussed in 6. supra be instituted at an early date,

_m

j_ 7. As a result of the foregoing, the present NEF 40

contour areas will be markedly reduced in size and_ therefore,
i

._'l population,

_ It is recommended that land use strategy a.,

relocation of persons within NEF 40 contour areas, be

_j instituted as soon as a firm determination can be made regarding

the extent of the remaining impact area.

_-I_ It is further recommended that cests involved in !_

_._ accompllehment-of this recommendatlon be borne in considerable

_ part by the public at large,

! B. Zoning of undeveloped land for noise-compatible

use is an essential strategy in the prevention of damage to
/

the publlc health and welfare.

i r o=oodedthatnmoessarylegislation I

fenacted which will ensure that this action is taken in respect

to new _s well as existing airports.

_ 9. Withholding of ADAP funds in the absence of adequate

_" land use planning will force airport and land use control

i_I! authorities to take appropriate steps to prevent loss of funds.

It is recommended that rulemaklng be promulgated

3
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by the Federal Aviation Administration which will direct the

withholding of ADAP funds in the demonstrated absence of land

use planning in respect to noise.
i0. Curfews per se are unduly restrictive and often "

costly. However, curfews intelligently and selectively applied

may be utilized to achieve beneficial results without undue

i_ expense,
......... [

i _ 7t,.iS therefore recommended tha.t action be ta}_en on "'_
the Federal level (so as to ensure standardization of application _:_

! _J to institute, as of a reasonable effective date subsequent to the

:_ inception of the recommended engine nacelle retrofit program, a

/

. curfew on all flight operations in terminal areas between the

i_JI_ hours Of 10100 P.M. and 7200 A.M. local time_ except for those ,

_i aircraft whose engines (a)meet FAR 36 certification noise _

_'i emission standards, or (b) have undergone nacelle acoustical

treatment.
ii "

$
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II, DISCUSSION

A, General

The basis for selection of the various means of

[ _ achieving effective noise •reduction
has been discussed earlier

in this report and does not bear repeating, The parameters

evaluated in considering each of the sub-strategies were

I_ researche_ i_i _he most current literature available. The
val_ss quoted are derived, in pert, directly from these

w sources3 in some cases limited extrapolation (on the order

" of _ ratio of 3z4) was accomplished in order that each datum

' _ would be relative to th_ next.

I_ The .various means_ techniques, procedures (or choose

your own word) for echleving slgnificant re_uctlon of noise

I_ on end in the environs o_ airports _sre organized into four

of what 7 have chosen to csll strategies. These are entitled_

i. Source Abe tement

I_ 2, Operational Procedures

3. Land Use

[_ 4, Service Restriction

No significance should be read into the order in which the

a_ove listing appears, nor to the rank order in which each

!!_ sub-strategy is delineated. Each Of the means has been

f. evaluated individually, as if it were the only one being

considered0 The results of this evaluetlon are dlsplaysd in

Figure i.

...... i
. !
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It should be borne in mind that the costs of a total

system (involving elements from most, if not all, of the

strategies discussed herein) cannot be computed by simply

summing the individual costs of each of the alternatives

selected. This is because the improvements achievable through

the application of service restriction, source abatement and/or

i _ operational procedure strategies lessen the numbers of people,

acres, square miles, households, or whatever denominator, to

_ I'_ be dealt with by land use options.

i _ Because of this interrelationship before evolving a

final choice of means it was necessary to inspecL various

I; combinations in order to assess the effect on the selections,

if any, of number of flight operations. For this purpose,

air carrier alrports were grouped into three categories by
/,

_:I_ number of annual operations (predomlnantly air carrier), with

_! the break points as follows J

1. 600°- 7 ooo
,. 7ooo-=ooo

L_ 3. 200000 - 675000

It This distribution represents 103, 21, and 13 airports,
_J

respectively, in eech of the categories.

.It was found that (as might readily be expected) that

the number of operations dld not affect the source abatement

.
technique applied. This variable made its effect felt on the

_"! viability of various operational procedures and land use

i-

!
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strategies. However, other factors also affected choices in
these strategic areas so that the net result was found to be the

!i_ lack of need for suhcategorizing final selections of recommended .
!
[ noise abatement techniques by level of airport activity.

This report concludes, then, with a brief discussion of

each of the means recommended for implementation and the cumulative
costs and effects of the total selection.

{ _ B. The Abscissa of Figure 1.

/ The factors considered in respect to the strategies

f ( I
_i evaluated are defined herein in order that the reader may be fully

ii_ _pprised of the extent (or the lack thereof) of coverage of each.

i, Credits

I_ This term is used to describe the benefits derivable

in terms of reduction of land area within NEF 301 and 402

!_I_ contours, the estimated number of persons affected favorably by

_i this reduction 3 and/or other tangible or intangible benefits

_! obtainable as a result of the application of a specific noise

_;_ abatement or prevention scheme. 4

i- 4
Items labeled A, B, C & D under "Credit" column in Table l. i

Isl

,E ,
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2. Debits

,This term is used to describe 1972 dollar costs

(where determinable from re ference material) as well as

qualitative statements concerning major limitations involved

-I_ the implementation Of the means under discussion. In
' A

.. ' calculating the costs of refitting aircraft with new engines,

!'_ the development and certification costs, estimated by various
!
. sources to be in the order of $500 million, were not singled

ou_. This figure represents a sizeable sum required to be

_'_ advanced by the engine and airframe man'ufacturers, but is
i:

presumed to be recovered in their charges to the air carriers

and is thus depicted in the capital costs attributed to the

latter for this option. Details concerning the specific

increases in airline operating costs as s result of supporting

I_ the additional capital outlay required to finance _ny source

abatement strategy have been left to the devices of the experts
P_

I_ in the fiscal aspects of airline management.
C

3. Segment Affected by Costs

rl This subject area delineates the government entity,

I_ agency or user group most likely to be saddled with the burden

of financing the costs of the strategy. Where there is a

parenthetical entry in this column on Table i, it is intended

that consideration be given to the alternative cost recoveryi,

alean_ described therein. These alternatives are discussed

at greater length in the examination of each of the strategies

8
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which follows in this report.

, 4. Status

i_ This heading is used to describe in general terms

the effective period of the application of the atrategy being

_ examined. Its values are: presently employed, near future

application or effect, and for future application or effect.

_,_ These values are further refined under the next topic.

5. Implementation Time Frame

r_ ' This subject is treated both generically and

chronologically. The definitions of the previously described

terms (subparagraph B. 4. infra) are roughly as follows:

Present - Now until the end of CY 1974

Near Future - Mid-1974 to the end of 1978J_

|_ Far Future - Beginning of 1978 to 1985

!__ 6. Feasibility Index

This is a subjective evaluation of the overall

I_ practicability of the sub-strategy under examination, considering

its cost in respect to the benefits to be derived, the time period

in which it could become effective, the difficulties anticipated

in effeoting the program, etc. It is intended that the feasibility
index

IS

F
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represent what a large body of reasonable, informed people

woul6 consider to be the relative worth of each of the means,

using the terms "Practicable", '_arginally practicable", and

"Impracticable".

7. Legal/Instltutional Status

The application of this term in the report may

have a somewhat different significance from that being employed

by others involved in this effort. Its use herein is intended

to convey the need (or lack of need) for regulatory, legislative,r
_i and/or financial planning action on the part of the Federal

L,_ Government, State or local legislative or regulatory authorities,

operating agencies or the aviation industry, as indlcated.

I_ C. The Ordinate

Before proceeding with s discussion Of the strategies

which may be employed to combat the problem toward which we

are seeking recommended solutions, the following assumption
must be enunciated. In order to conserve time and effort, as

well as expense, it has been assumed that the reader is

basically familiar wlth the v_rious types of source modification

L'd techniques, operational procedure and land use strategies

_% hereinafter discussed. _ere the writer has doubts about the

m validity of this ass_ptlon, he has provided explanatory text

material.

i. Source Abatement Strategies

These strategies represent various degrees of

IJ
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severity in terms of coverage as Well as cost. Much of the body

of reference material on this subject goes into greater detail

in the breakout of options and combinations thereof. To do so

here would be wasteful of the readsr's time, since a specific list

of references is provided.

All of the percentages of reduction delineated are based

II on the 1985 base case area equalling 100% and'the population data

base is the same year, unless otherwise indicated, iJ
/ AS further explanation of the foregoing, it has been

[_ projected in Reference 2 that normal fleet attrition and replace-

ment with aircraft equipped with quieter engined will produce by

_ 1986 a reduction in the NEF 30 impact area to a value of 70% of

• _ the 1972 area. This new base area (1985) is used as the 100%

model against which the effects of each of the following strategies

:!_ is plotted.

The Department of Transportation has indicated that 90%

:' of the noise impact areas are created by operations at 23 airports.

ii!_ Population data were available for the NEF 30 contours of 17 of

these airport environs. Those six locations for which data were

I_ not were to be roughly representative of the
available found

remainder; therefore, the foregoing population data were extra-

_ polated, first on a 4:3 basis to arrive at a 96% NEF 30 population

figure, then on a i.ii_I to derive a 100% population exposure.

The resultant NEF 30 figure was 6,182,788 people. It had been

previously observed by the writer that there appears to be a ratio

of about i0:i between NEF 30 and NEP 40 areas: thus an arbitrary

/
. m
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10% of the foregoing population value was assigned to the NEF 40

I_ areas. It should be mentioned again that this population figure

is that expected to be exposed in 1985 if nothing is done in the

_ way of noise abatement except rely on attrition and replacement

!!_ of the airline fleet.
• ii

_ a. Replace Fan - JT3D Engine II

i_ii This technique, applied to that portion of the .
?.

U.S. airline fleet (B-707 _ DC-8) forecasted to be extant in 1978, Ii

I_ would reduce the area within the NEF 30 contour by 40% in the case

of takeoffs and 67% for landings. This would affect 2.473 to i

4.142 million persons favorably. The comparable values for the Ii

_,_ NEF 40 contour are 61% for takeoffs and 96% for landings, affecting _

; 377,000 to 593,000 people. }/!d •

_ _ Best current estimates of the capital cost" of

_ this strategy are abou_ $720, illion. One penalty associated

_,!_ with the new fan would be a 3% increase in the gross weight of

_ the aircraft. On the basis of the current policy of the Adminis-
i??

.?; tration, as enunciated by the Department of Transportation the

_'_' costs for this modification, as for all source abatement strategies, :
_i' il

i!! will be borne by the users of the airspace. An alternative to i[

ii this policy, that is, a partial Federal grant, is discussed in the :,

_!I_ next section of this report.

The effect of this modification could start to

./be felt by mid-to late 1974, and the program could be completed ........._I I

........... Beciuse of the costs involved it is considered

. I;i

I_ only marginally practicable, and would require action on the part Iii
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• ,, •.......... .. ..... _._, ..... ,,. ¸•¸4¸ ._ _•

r
b. Replace Fan - JT3D & JTSD Engines

._' This strategy would affect the entire fleet of

aircraft presently 9quipped with low bypass ratio fan (LBPF)

engines, at a cost of $2,100 million, and would produce an. increase

_ in benefits (compared to the preceding means) of 1-2% reduction

in the NEF 40 area. It would provide relief to an additional

.__ 123t000 .Deosle. in NEF 30 areas and 18,600 in NEF 40 areas,

i In addition to the costs involved, this change
_ <_ would cause _ 7% ss in range for the B-737_nd_ DC-9 as well as

I_ _k 4_ "nersase in specific _uel con_umptlon for the latter aircraft.

Because of the considerably larger number of aizoraft involved,

it is anticipated that this program could not be completed until

.._ the end o_ 1979, at the cost Value shown. It would require the

_' " same type of regulatory and industry action as heretofore described

for JT3D engines alone, and

2-
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which is required for the application of all of the source abate-

ment strategies.

On the basis of the very small increase in
:m

i:_ benefits accruable from this strategy as opposed to!its costs, it

is deemed impracticable. (Ref. 2)

c. Replace JT3D Engine - equipped Aircraft

-- (B-707& DC-8)
q*,

: _his strategy proposes to scrap (or sell for
m

use outside the United States) all of the projected remainder of

! _ the four LPBF engine equipped aircraft and replace them with DC-10,
! " L-1011 and B-747 airplanes. The benefits derivable from this

_ maneuver are essentially the same as for b. above, but the costs

escalate to $5,534.4 million. This projects an additional require-

ment for 76 B-747s_nd 164 DC-10/L-1011 aircraft to compensate for

_ the passenger/cargo capacity of the replaced B-707 and De-8 air-

craft, over and above the projected increase in the wide-body jet

_I_ transport population.
_ Production of sufficient additional aircraft

I_ to meet the demands of the application of this strategy could not

[_ cor_ence before 1976 and would not be completed until 1980, thereby
implying an airlift shortage between 1978 and 1980 (presuming that

there was a forced retirement of JT3D-engine aircraft by that time)

or extension of in-service time of "noisy" aircraft until replace-

ments therefor came off the production line.

I" 13



On the basis of all of the foregoing this

strategy is deemed to be impracticable. (Ref. 1 & 2)

d. Reequip All Current Aircraft with "Quiet Engines"
The potential benefits to be accrued from this

! _ strategy are markedly greater than all others in this realm. It

has been opined that 94-97% of the poeple in NEF 30 areas and

,_ 98-99% of the NEF 40-affected persons (5.8 - 5.9 million and 600-

606 thousand, respectively) would be relieved by this change. Its
costs (apart from the previously mentioned $500 million development

end certification outlays) is about $7,240 million. Because of

the lead time involved ir the development and certification
LJ

_ _ processes, the first of the production engines can not be expected

_ to be installed on an aircraft until early 19_8, and the program
I

could not reasonably be expected to end before mid-1981 at the

'_I_ earliest.

[ Principally because of the dollar cost, but

additionally because of the alternatives available through a I
i
L

i_ combination of strategies, it is deemed impracticable to pursue i
this course for the near term. However, continued and intensified

effort is called for to insure that new airplanes entering the

fleet, and especially their engines, are designed and/or treated to ::

the maximum extent practicable toward the r_duetion of noise.

i_ (Ref. 1 & 2)

e. Engine Nacelle Aceoustical Lining

This strategy, applied to all LPBF engines, would

reduce NEF 30 areas by 36% for takeoffs, 62.4% for landings; the
l
1
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corresponding reductions for NEF 40 areas are 57 and 94.5%. The

ranges of population affected are 2.225 to 3.858 million and

+__ 352,000 to 584,000, respectively. Its costs

rl

_6
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are variously computed as $475 milllon (Reference 2) and

Ii $396 million (Reference 3) although there may be some variation

• _ in the number Of aircraft upon which the latter figure is based.

Another cost is the imposition of an additional 2% onto ther

direct operating costs of the aircraft.

This program could commence by mid-1974 and r

li would be completed, at a '_oderate" schedule, by the end of

1978. A "fast" schedule would involve considerable overtime

pay costs, but could advance the cOmpletion date to the end

I of1970

[!I_ When considered in context with some of the
material which follows in this report, and even when viewed

i_ alone, thls means is considered to be practicable,
_,LS

2. Operational Procedures Strategies

_ a. Steeper Glide Slope

This procedure, which calls for a glide slope

angle of about 3.5 °, as opposed to the present maximum angle

_,_ of 3.0o, wo_id provide relief as follows: NEF 30 - 25-76%;

NEF 40 - negligible. Affected by relief: 1.547 to 4.7

I_ milllen people.

The above-cited relief has some concomitant

costs. These are in the order of $15-20 million, for

recommissionlng, phototheodolite-measured flight checks of

the glide slope at the new angle. This cost would be one

attributed to the FAA, since that agency has the responsibility

• |
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for performing such checks.

Other potential limitations to the application

Of t_is means of noise abatement are the problems attendant

with gaining acceptance from the pilot community of this

procedure, which increases vertical velocity by one-slxth to
a value, in the case of a ground speed of 150 knots on final

approach, of 927 feet per minute. This sink rate borders on,

; if not exceeds, what is considered to be the maximum practical

_'. rate consistent with safety in the approach zone. In instrument

_ meteorological conditions, wi'th poor visual reference for
J,|

touchdown, this rate of sink could cause some problems in

eircraft control at the touchdown point.

Subsequent to obtaining concurrence from all

[_ segments Of the user population, (required in advance of a

i_ radical change in navigation aid alignment) the time frame
for implementation of this strategy would range from its

_ beginning in mid-1974 to completion by mid-1976. This time

span is almost inexorable because of the limitations on air-{%

_ bor_e flight check equipment, _ircraft and trained personnel.

The feasibility index attributed to this procedure is:

marginally practicable, (Ref. 5)

[_ b. Higher Transition Altitude to Final Approach

This procedure's application would redsce

' NEF 30 contours by about 40N, but would have no effect on the

NEF 40 area. As a result of the reduction in NEF 30 contour

16



size, 2.437 million people would no longer be exposed to the amount

l!i of noise associated with this value.

Its costs are somewhat nebulous in that they are

caused by delays as a result of reduced runway acceptance raue

/ _ created by a considerably longer common final approach course. I

have estimated them to be in the order of $10-20 million annually,

li reflected in increased direct operating costs of the users of the

airspace. This figure reflects the extra ai/c_a£h _pera_ing time,

• _* concurrent fuel consumption and attendant labor costs incurred as

a result of the delays to air traffic created by the application
i!Im

of this procedure universally. No computation has been made of the

_ considerable costs of air traffic delays to the persons most

iii:f_ directly affected, the passengers involved, but they would be

_ considerable in value of time and in inconvenience.

"[_ However, on the other side of the coin, this

means does have application without significant penalty at locations

I_ Of lower traffic density wherein delays are not a factor. The

strategy could be applied immediately in some areas, and in the

;_ near future in others, pending a review and revision, as necessary,

of terminal area airspace procedures.
The benefits derivable from the application of

this procedure are incorporated in the two-segment approach strategy, !

which is discussed immediately hereafter. It is considered that

_his procedure is practicable with the qualifications which have [_

!a been delineated. (Ref. 4)

c. Two-segment Approach, 3-mile Transition

_: This means of lowering perceived noise levels

"_ ,' 17



caused by landing aircraft embodies an initial descent angle
N

I_ of 6° , and a transition therefrom to a "standard" 3° glide

_ slope at a point about 3 nautical miles from touchdown, when
the aircraft is at an altitude of about I,OOD feet above

_ airport elevation. It includes a considerably higher initial

: transition altitude than the 1500-2000 feet above airport

I_ elevation associated with current procedures utilizing the ILS.

_ Airborne requirements i_clude .... of
!

( a computer which would generate the 6° glide slope end cause

!-

i i,i data regarding the aircraft's position relative thereto to be
[ fed to the flight director and the approach coupler, both of

l& which instruments would require some modification to accept

i_ this additional input.
An addltlonal ground-based requirement is a

I; DME (Distence Measuring Equipment) installation co-located

with the glide slope transmitter for the ILS. Data from the

_ |_ DME and the aircraft's barometric altimeter would be fed to

_i the new computer, from which bases the 6° glide elope would

be constructed.

[D Relief to be anticipated from the application

of this technology exists only in the NEF 30 contour area,

which would be reduced from 25% to 76_, depending on the

.i airports chosen for implementation. The resultant population

figure relieved from NEF 30 noise exposure would range from

1,85 to 4.7 million people.

iI
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Costs of the system are calculated to be $20

i thousand per aircraft installation for a basic non-redundant

,. system, equating to $50.1 million for a 2505-plane fleet

i_ (1976 projection), Beyond that• point in time it is assumed

that necessary airborne computations could be performed by

existing computers installed in aircraft delivered to the fleet.
m

14 The ground-based portion costs are $50

i thousand per installation (in place and operating) and, based

I_ on s total system installationj represent a capital cost of

I_ $70015 million for current ILS installations not presently

equipped with DME, or $24,5 million, based on the FAA's

projection of 490 systems extant by the end of i_76.

i,_ This strategy is presently undergoing a joint

flight evaluation by FAA, NASA and United Air Lines st Los

L_

_ Angeles International Airport. Results of this activity will

be used to develop standards for redundant airborne

_ installations, etc. In a4dition, two other airlines, National

tW and Paclfic Southwest Airlines (FSI) are assessing the
.... 14h,, procedure in visual meteorological conditions.

I_ On the basis of the data at hand, this means

Of abating aircraft noise is deemed practicable. (Ref i, 2,

5, g)

d. Thrust Reduction on Cllmbout -- Reduced Flaps {:) The effects of application of this strategy

I are derived principally from other than JT3D-equipped aircraft

,I
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because of their normally greater ratio of power to sparej

/ h although a lightly loaded B-707 or DC-8 can also create noise

reduction benefits with a power reduction after takeoff, if

safety conditions permit. Across-the-board gains through

use of this technique are from 14-54N reductions in the NEF

30 and 40 contours, the values varying inversely with distance :

'* from the airport. Population exposur_ reductions are in the

range Of .865 to 3.34 million for NEF 30 and about 10% of

these values for NEF 40.

_ I_ There are no dollar costs associated with this

technique, already in use at many noise-lmpacted airports. This

}m strategy is deemed to he practicable for application as required.

. _ (Ref. 7, 8)

e0 Use of Preferential Runways

[_ This technique has been applied at a number of
i.

high density airports with adequate configurations and runway

lengths, and the varying character of whose environs offers

_i an Opportunity to direct landings and, principally, takeoffs
over land areas which are less noise-critlcal. Directed use

_m of a preferential runway is usually predicated on a maximum

crosswlnd component of 15 knots.

There are no measurable gains associated with

_ implementation of this strategy, aince most, if not all, of

the published NEF contours in existence today are predicated
f0

: on the use of this system, This report could not be considered

-- 20
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complete, however, without mentioning this means and,

i_ additionally, it ties directly into the next strategy to

be discussed. It goes without saying that this technique

is feasible.

m

li f. Dispersed Parallel Runway System

At J. F. Kennedy Airport, New York, one of !
J_

., the airports of highest traffic density at which prefersntial

runway systems are utilized, the noise burden throughout the

periphery of the airport complex, and particularly under the

_ t_ airpor_ complex, and particularly under thefllght paths of

departing aircraft whys., were complying with prescribed noise
_a

!_}_ abatement departure procedures, that an attempt has mads

}_ to "spread the load" in an effort to achieve some measure
0_

of reduction of complaints.

The system presently _nder evaluation is one
t

whereby the noise impact under a given route is calculated

ct_mulatively by number and type of departing aircraft. When

!:_ a predetermined exposure level has been reached, and
operational conditions permit, the flow of traffic is changed

so as to direct it over a different area, again until thatcS

area has reached its predetermined noise impact level, etc.

The total noise impact over the long term is

the same for each of the aress as would be encountered by
i

random distribution of runway usage u_der the former

Ir preferential runway system. However, it has been postulated

I'
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that leSS prolonged periods of exposure will serve to lower

the complaint level which, although not an accurate messure

of noise impact by any means, is an indicator of the effects
under discussion herein, particularly in the New York area.

_ Preliminary indications appear to be validating the hypothesis,

although wh_t changes may arise as warmer weather, with more

open windows, arrives remains yet to be seen.

_, There are some costs attributable to this

program, incurred by the FAA in personnel costs required to

monitor the program and by the users in delays encountered

during traffic switching periods. Were the program to be
I_

_ I_ instituted at all of the high-density terminals at which it

. _ has applicability, the personnel cost would approach $750
i,

thousand annually.

[ _ This strategy has no tangible effect on actual

: noise reduction. Notwithstanding this, as an interim measure

tl' which may provide some psychological relief during the time

."_ frame that other, alleviating, programs are being implemented,

it is deemed _o be practlcable.

I_ g. In_reased Climb Gradient -- NO Thrust Reduction

Thls procedure, which has undergone empirical

analysis and some flight testing directed toward obtaining

n subjective reactions Of passengers and flight crewmembers by

_t least one major airline, is capable of producing some
|

reduction of noise in excess of that generated by the "standard"

il
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climb gradient, to a marked degree for close-in communities.

specific numbers are not presently available. The utilization

of this procedure at high traffic density airports has drew-

backs in thet the differing climb rates of, for exemple, e

heavily loeded B-707 and e lightly loaded B-727 would require

that the eirspece and control actions be tailored to the

':_ capebilities of the former while acecmmodeting the latter.

:, '_his type of flexibility, although eminently desirable in the

ATC system, dcee nou exist, nor is it forecast to exist for

,_. some time to come. However, by applying this strategy

5 [_ selectively (as is true uf most, if not all, of the operetionsl

procedures) some benefit may be obtained in noise reduction at

_iI: certain airports, with no dollar costs belng-incurred by anyone.

i'_ It is therefore considered to be practicable, as qualified

!It herei
_ 3. Lend Use strategies

;,, This is the most difficult of the strategies to

_:_ assess because of the multitude of problems associated with

: each of the pot_ntlel alternetives. However, there mey be

an advantage in heving a "non-expert" look at some of the •

i t_ choices, in that there exists the possibility that he may be
[ tw

able to see the forest rather than just the trees.

[I_ Although there ere some sub-variations in the '

application of the techniques under this major heeding, again

tlme and psrticularly lac_ of expertise precluded detailed

_s

U
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m examination of each of them. _qhat follows is a gross

13 description and discussion of the major means available or

potentially available.

a. Relocation of Persons Within NEF 40 Contour

This means of reducing the impact of airport/

aircraft noise impact may be characterized in medical terms

as radical surgery. That _s not necessarily to say that it

is not good, practicable, or feasible, but rather that itr

l,y

] represents a serious disruption in urban society. Its various

= j._ pros and cons are more than adequately discussed in a wealth

: _j of study documents prepared as a result of extensive

h
investigation into its many effects, In the considered

I_ Judgment of this writer, its total effect, unmitigated by

; any other influence, would be felt by 618,000 people. Its

'2; gross dollar costs would appear to be in the neighborhood

[
; _ of $5,580 million.

L It is rather obvious that an undertaking of

this magnitude is far beyond the fiscal capability of local,

or even States interests to perform, and that some forms of

i; Federal assistance would be an absolute requirement. This

I_ would include personnel, management and pecuniary assistance

in the form of a grant. This suggestion runs counter to the

1_ previously enunciated position of the Federal government that

the costs involved in noise abatement shall be borne by the

user. A few words expressing the opinion of the writer are

24
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in order at this point. They are directed to the subjectm

_ I_ of grants for technological improvements in the engines of
i

"the "offenders" as well as to the application of this

!i philosophy to land use strategies.

ili There is a charge made in the Noise Control

: Act of 1972 that certain actions shall be taMen "in order to• N

i :i afford present and future relief to the public health and

_ welfare from aircraft noise..." and another excerpt_ "...which!,i

[ emits noise capable of adversely affecting the public health

[_ or Welfare..." However, in Section 3 of this leglslation,

entitled Definltions", there is a noteworthy akzence of any

IJ reference to the terms "public health" and '_elfare". It can

I_ 0nly be presumed that this omission was by design and not by
accident, thus leaving the definition of these terms, as that

I_ of beauty, in the eye (and in this case, ear) and mind of the

beholder.

That apparently being the case, I choose to

::I_ propound that the public at large bears some goodly share of

the responsibility for its oWe health and welfsre as in the

case of aid to dependent children, old age assistance, Welfare
i

i payments to the indigent, and so forth ad infinitum. Certainly

_ " those who chose to locate themselves in such proximity to a

,_ _ source of noise pollution subsequent to the production of

evidence as to its existence should not expect to find relief

:_ _ solely st the purse of the user of the noisy facility. If

_ 25
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such relief is deemed to be in the public interest, to improve

_ "the public health and welfare," than it appears reasonable that

the public should pay for it, particularly when one considers

the vastness of the costs and the relatively small base which would

otherwise have to support them.

The argument may be made by proponents of an

i_i opposing point of view that factories which pollute streams are

required to fund corrective measures, and that the costs involved

are passed on only to their customers (read users); that pollution

control devices on automobiles are paid for by the ultimate

_ purchaser (read user) in _he purchase price, etc., etc. While this

_ _ is true, the relative fiscal load per individual is insignificant

when compared to the ratios applicable in aviation, particularly

_;_B commercial aviation.

,_ If elected as an alternative, implementation
L_

could no_ be expected to commence prior to 1975 because of the

necessity for finding means for financing, enactment of appropriate

i__ enabling legislation where needed, establishment of organizational

_i_ means for accomplishment, inter alia. It

Ll
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is anticipated that the entire process would take at least

_-3 5 _ars to complete, due at least in part to the present

unavailability of substitute housing and public facilities

I_ (schools, libraries, etc.) for the displaced populace.

Q As a sinqle source of alleviation of the

problems under conslderstion in this doc_nent, it is considered
[m

,e to be impracticable, (Ref. 6, et el)

b. Zoning Of Undeveloped Land for Noise- i

,4 Compatible Use Only i
;

_ t_ Use of this technique is an absolute requirement

in the earliest planning stages of a new airport. As sure

means Of eliminating noise exposure to households it has no

i _ equal prqvided that it is exercised firmly, without exception
; and with no regression. Unfortunately, the history of activity

i::_:_I_ in this sphere is replete with examples representing the complete

antithesis of these _equirements. J

It has been considered by some that this quasi-

Judicial process maybe considered to be a "taking" of property i

rights from the owner and that compensation therefor is due.

I_ This is a problem to be wrestled with by the legal exDerts.

If there is shown to be a pecuniary loss to the property owner

as a result of this type of action_ compensation would be a cost

associated therewith, to be borne by the airport authority. :
i

It is reasonable to expect that the administrative costs

I@ involved in the zoning/rezoning activlty be borne by the agency
hm
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exercising the land use control authority.

The effectiveness of this technique extends

throughout the time frames discussed herein. Some jurisdictions

l_ have the authority at present in their land use ordinances to

_ effect such actions for the purpose of noise prevention.

Others would likely require additional enabling leglslatlon_

I_ compacts among neighboring jurisdictions, etc. In still others,

M this situation is uncertain.

i_ Nevertheless, notwithstanding the problems

attendant thereto, it is deemed to be practicable as a partial

solution to the problem. (Ref. 5)

• _ c. Withholding of ADAP Funds in Absence of Adequate

Land Use Planning ,

= Here is a methodology which should have been

_[:_ employed years ago by the FAA and which would have stimulated

_, (i) litigation to overcome what would be called .'arbitrary and

j capricious" action on the part of the Federal government

without legislative authority therefor and thus li|_ly

'!_::_ triggered the Congress into providing this authority, or (2)

concerted honest effort on the part of airport sponsors to

"clean up their own houses" in this context, q_ere are no

tangible dollar costs which can be assessed against this ,

activity nor, in view of the intent of the Congress in

enacting the Noise Control Act of 1972, should there be any

q_ reluctance on the part Of the FAA to, at least, propound

28 .
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establishment of this policy at the earliest posslble date.

The Administrative Procedures Act being what it is, affected

persons would be provided more than ample opportunity to be

heard on the subject prior to the establishment of a

_i_ regulation in this regard.

Its effect would be a lasting one and it is

considered to be eminently practicable.

d. Compensation of Residents Within NEF 40
ContourAreas

Some effects of application of this strategy

_ould be to decrease the number of noise complaints from the
_J

!_ receiver population, and to provide, where practicable, s

_ means for properzy owners to cause their premises to he

, insulated against the noise of sircraft. Yet against the

_ yardstick of protecting the public health and welfare it does

, little, since sound insulation is not totally effective as a

remedy for annoyance indoors and not at all effective for

_iI_ outdoor household activities. It certainly cannot be considered
;! IS

as a sole source alternative, but may have llmited application

in lieu of relocation in borderline eases.

Its methodology has been treated in two forms,

so-called noise easements and property tax reductions.

(i) Noise Easements
The estimated cost of this alternative

as _ sole source technique is $i,i00 million, based on 20% of

2g



the valuation of the property assessed in sub-strategy 3 s.

infra. This cost would be laid on the airport operator and/

or the local government, pres%_ably to be recovered through

_ increased (a) taxes on the airport, (b) charges to the air-
'j

{ _ port users (airlines and others), or (c) passenger head taxes.
u

Its application, as would the tax reduction alternative

h_ discussed below, would entail a periodic review (if it were

a recurring payment) to ensure that the situation which called

for the compensation continues to exist.

In order to accomplish this means, (which

is net noise abatement under any extension of the definition

_.i of the tell) action would be required st all levels of

_ government to establish a uniform program. In view of what

_ would be required in this sphere, it is considered that

i_ compensation action could not co.hence prior to 1976.

(2) Tax Reductions

_+ All of the same arguments both for and
+.

against the foregoing concept are applicable hereto. In

addition, there are a couple of points against this scheme

I_ which should he mentioned.

First, it does nothing at all for the

I,_ renter, since by its very nature it is directed toward the z

I_ property owner. This point is of large importance in areas

such as New York, where a great percentage of those impacted

i
by aircraft noise are apartment dwellers.
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i Second) the dollar amounts to each owner

_Z_ would not appear to be large enough to be anything more than

a token payment for annoyance.i:
r_

: : •" On the basis of the foregoing, for limited

i

i _ application in concert with other strategies, 3 d. (i) is

considered marginally practicable and 3 d. (2) is deemed

:: ,..,' impraetlcable. (Ref, 5.)

i _ 4. Service Limitation Strategies

." a, Curfew - All Flights

I_ This subject is one which is anathema to the[[

airline operators, faced with the specter of'large units of
_J

_ [_ airborne hardware being forced to stand idle for 37% of the

i
,_ _ 24-hour day when, at least over certain routes, these aircraft

iii_2_ could be utilized to produce revenue. It is an especially

' _ grim prospect to the large movers of air freight, whether they

be an all-freight operator or a combination passenger-cargo

carrier. Much of the all-cargo transport activity transpires

i

during the night hours, which provides the major incentive to
a shipper -- next-day delivery at any major terminal in the

I_ country.

!i There is a considerable volu_ne of eastbound
!! ::

non-stop) and one-and-two-stop trans-continental passenger

i, service which would be disrupted by application of a curfew,
.i

: _ _ since most Of this activity is between lOz00 P.M. and 7:00 A.M. !

At least two airlines (Delta and Eastern) have a large volume

)
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of passenger flight movements during the early morning hours;
one of the busiest hours of the day in respect to departures

m from Atlanta Airport is between 6:00 and 7z00 A.M. Traffic
L_

between the New York area and the San Juan and South Florida

terminals is also rather intense during the normal periods

associated with curfews.
Lest one start to feel that the foregoing is a

--t_ sales pitch against the application o£ a curls=c, be assured

that it is purely a cursory statement of the current situation

in respect to present (and presumably projected) flight

activity in this country during late night and early morning
hours.

I•: Bseause of the Banner in which NEF values are

constructed, (and I am not taking issue at this juncture with

I_ their construction parameters) the elimination of flight

)_ operations between the hours of i0,00 P.M. and 7,00 A.M.
[J

:I Would drastically lower each NEF contour in size st some major

I_ metropolitan airports, particularly JFK, ORD •,MIA, LAX, SFO

snd ATL. It is inconceivable, however, that the flight

I_ sctivity accomplished during these hours would not be

i_ accompllshed_ were a curfew instituted. The cargo must be
moved -- the remainder of the day's p_ssenger flights will

]_ not adsquately accommodate the available passengers -- the

net result would he a reschedullng of activity into alresdy
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crowded earlier or later hours, causing additional airport/
m

It airspace congestion (and in some cases over-capacitation).

• _ Yet the total EPNdb effect on the public would be the same.

What would result would be a serious incon-

; venlencing of a substantial segment of the traveling public,

additional fare costs (since additional airplanes would be

17
, .. required to accommodate passengers and, in some Instances_
[
-- cargo), elimination of the alternative of air travel to those

i who can only afford it oh the basis of lower dollar outlayvs. unconventional flight hours in some markets, and, as

previously indicated, additional delays to flights caused by

_ overcapacitatlng terminal ares airspace and runways.

Yet on the other hand there is the constraint

:' of protectlng/preservlng the public health and welfare.

[_ Doubtless the health of presently noise-lmpacted house-

:_ holders would be improved if they _ere not subject to the

. _ stresses associated therewith at night. Without appearing to

_ _a disregard this facet of the problem, an overriding concern

might be in this case the welfsre of the traveling and shipping

publlcwellasthat theo rstore.Attemptingto
reconcile these deverss interests with a slngle-edged s_ord

labeled "excision" is a fruitless exercise, for it deals with

irreconcilable extremes. What appears to be a more reasonable
solution to this dilemma is discussed in the next subsection

of this report.
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To summarize, a complete curfew on flight
operatlons between 10:00 P.M. and 7+I00 A.M. would reduce

NEF 30 and 40 contours by an estimated 60-75%, mostly in

major terminals where flight activity between these hours

constitutes a significant portion of the total activity,

= thereby increasing NEE values. Its noise-abating effect

J_ would be felt by approxlma_ely 2.7 million people, or about

40% of the total population affected by NEF 30 and 40 exposure.

• Its costs are impossible to assess realistically
r_

_ because of the variety of options which might be exercised by

_u the operators/users_ Its limitations have been heretofore
tg

categorized and do not need summarization. It could be effected

IF immediately, but its disruptive effects would ricochet

throughout the remainder of the decade. It is deemed to be

-- impracticable as a single source solution to the problem.

I_ b. Curfew - Non-quieted Aircraft
As an alternative to the foregoing strategy,

consideration was given to a curfew which would be applied [

to those aircraft which had no undergone any type Of sound- I

I_ reducing retrofit as of a certain date. This technique alone

I_ would provide a large degree of relief to affected households
m

and, further, provide a needed incentive to the airlines to

avoid operating penalties by proceeding smartly with an

appropriate noise source abatement technique.
["

. This strategy should also provide the option, :

IJ

w_
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where a suitable non-impacted alternate airport is available

serving the same city, for use by unmodified airplanes of the

alte'rnate airport during curfew hours. There are very few

cities, however, to which this option would be applicable.

West Palm Beach might be substituted for Miami, Dulles for

Washington National, Oakland for San Francisco International --

those are the only three which come to mind readily.

In any event, this scheme is a relatively

palatable alternative to the plan discussed in Section C4a

infra. It is practicable, wlth qualifications, and in and of

itself could be applied with an effective date established

one year after the beginning of a source abatement strategy.

Its costs are minimal and its indirect effects far-reaching.

c. Capacity Limitations

Another service restriction strategy which

was examined was the reduction in number of total flights

between city pairs served by two, three or more carriers.

Examples arez New York-Boston, New York-Washington, New York-

Chicago, Chlcago-San Francisco', San Francisco-Los Angeles,

New York-Miaml, etc. The total reduction in NEF number achieved

as a result of the application of this means would be

insignificant, since this type of restriction has already taken

place once, a few years ago. If it were found that load factors
were averaging below 75_ for all flights between one city pair,

then consideration might be given to this technique. However,
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if at Los Angeles, for example, with its daily operations total

in the area of 1225, it has been estimated by the Director of

Airports of Los Angeles that there would be a reduction of ten

operations by this means, which would affect the NEF numbers by

a value of 0.03 for day or evening flights and 0.5 for all night

time flights.

At LaGuardla Airport, a reduction of twenty

operations per day o_" evening (the only pe-riods where such

reductions could be practically be accomplished) the resultant

NEF would be 0.05.

As a result Of the foregoing calculations no

{iI_ further consideration was given to the strategy.
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III° FINDINGS

AS has been indicated previously, no single strategy by

itseif is considered to be practicable in order to alleviate

i_ the airporu/aircraft noise problem in a timely manner, or for

all locations, Rather, a combination of strategies must be
applied, with some variations chosen to suit specific locations

or types of situations. Some of the individual strategies

previously classified as impracticable in tote change their

characterization when considered in combination with others.

Im In deriving the estimates of improvement expected from the

combinations hereinafter expounded upon, each selected source

! _ abatement and operational procedures strategy was examined to

determine, if possible, its benefits expressed in EPNdb. These

I_ values were then atm_ed, and the resultant total was cross-

[_ matched to equivalent percentage reduction in NEF 30/40 contour

reduction. This computation method appeared to create an

_ I_ unconservatlve degree of decrease; therefore, t]_ process was

'' repeated using the root stun square method and the values derived

_ therefrom again crossmatched. 'The results of both methods

appear in Table I, along with a display Of the effects of
e_gine nacelle scoustlcal treatment alone.

I_ The limited number of choices displayed in Table I

preaa_s the options which this report will recommend for

implementation. These options are in the source abatement and

operational procedures areas only. Subsequent to thelr

IJ
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application there may remain a "hard core" area around many
airports which has not been and will not be relieved by these

measures. The extent Of these areas may only be estimated in

toto by the application of the numbers used in this report.

. _ It is anticipated that the size of the remaining problem areas

m will vary as each airport varies in its environs.

These areas and their population should be. treated by a

land use strategy, probably relocation, and conversion of the

affected properties to noise-compatlble uses. The costs

associated with scquzsit.on, along with the costs of the other

.-|@ recommended alternatives, are shown in Figure 2, which also

':: |_ indicates the time frame over which each alternative may be

expected to be implemented. "

As a spur to the air carriers and other direct users of

the airspace to implement a viable source abatement strategy,

r _ action appears advisable on the part of Federal authorities

to propound rule-making which would establish, at a reasonable
¢:

IS date, a curfew applicable to flight operations Of aircraft
D_

whose engines have not been appropriately retrofitted.
t_
_ In the fiscal area_ a requirement exists for funding

_ large expenditures for retrofitting jet engines, as well as

_J in land acquisition and relocation of impacted households.

This is aimed au protecting the public health and welfare, and

ss such, means should be found for financing a reasonable part i

Of these cosus from general revenue funds of Federal, State and

Ii local governments.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

A. The cost/benefit relationship of all source abatement

strategies except engine nacelle acoustical lining does not justify

[ IT their further consideration in the near re=. However, continued

d

_ _ and intensified effort is needed to insure that new airplanes

entering the fleet, and especially their engines, are designed

and/or treated to the maximum extent practicable toward the reduction

of noi_.

I_ B. Engine nacelle acoustical lining produces a significant

. _ reduction in source noise at a not unreasonable cost, provided

that this cost may he shared by the public along with the user.

l_ It is therefore recommended that a program be instituted wit

without delay to require the acoustical treatment of JT3D and JT8D

engine nacelles as delineated in the various references herein.

C. The sound-reduction values achievable by nacelle treatment

_ _ can be increased significantly by combining that approach with the

_i_ early implementation of certain operational procedures.

D. There is no difference between the reduction values

achieved by two-segment approaches and higher glide slope angles.

E. The small gains apparent from the use of two segment

approaches, as opposed to the election of the use of a higher

I_ transition altitude, do not justify the airborne and ground instal-

Istion costs involved.

I_ F. Because of the diversity of size, shape and location of

r_ problem areas among the various noise-impacted airports, it may be

_J more practicable at some locations to adjust the glide slope angle

L_ upward, utilizing a higher transition altitude in
k_

|
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r
association therewith, and at others to rely solely on the

latter operational procedure.

It is therefore recommended that, as appropriate to

each airport concerned, the operational procedure/s discussed

_ in f. supra be instituted at an early date.

_I G. As a result of the foregoing, the present NEF 40 contour

areas will be markedly reduced in size and, therefore, population.

It is recommended that land use strategy s., relocation

of persons within NEF 40 contour areas, be instituted as soon

as a firm determination can be made regarding the extent of the

remaining impact area.

I_ It is further recommended that costs involved in

accomplishment of this recommendation be borne in considerable

part by the public st large.

H. Zoning of undeveloped land for noise-compatlble use

is an essential strategy in the prevention of damage to the

public health and welfare.

It is recommended that necessary legislation be enacted

which will ensure that this action is taken in respect to new

I_ as well as existing airports.

I0 Withholding of ADAP funds in the absence of adequate

I_ land use planning will force airport and land use control

authorities to take appropriate steps to prevent loss of funds.

!_ It is recommended that rulemaking be promulgated by the

i_ Federal Aviation Administration which will direct the withholding
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of ADAP funds in the demonstrated absence of lsnd use planning

in respect to noise.

J. Curfews per se are unduly restrictive, and often

costly. However, curfews intelligently and selectively

applied may be utilized _o achieve beneficial results without

undue expense,

; !_i It is therefore recommended that action be taken on the

Federal level (so as no ensure standardization of application)
14

_o institute, as of a reasonable effective date subsequent to

the inception of the recommended engine nacelle retrofit program,

a curfew on all flight c_erations in terminal areas bet_en the

iiI'] hours of 10zO0 PoM, and 7t00 A.M. local time, except for those

aircraft whose engines (a) mee_ FAR 36 certification noisem

_' emission standards, or (b) have undergone nacelle acoustical

_ treatment.

The alternative strategies recommended herein are discussed

! further and displayed graphically in Appendix A hereto.

r

i
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APPENDIX A

The alternative strategies chosen in the report have

been considered in this Appendix relative to their chronological

impact, particularly their pecuniary impact. The results have

• been plotted on Figure 2, Costs and Scheduling of Recommended

Alternatives, with the costs scaled down to their dimensions as

- reduced by application of the chosen strategies.

These data need little explanatlon. They represent the

costs Of the alternative to the entity or entities required to

finance them on an annual and a cumulative basis. The figures

contained in parentheses sre £hose associated with a fast-

schedule engine acoustical treatment program. The difference

between these costs and the '_oderate" schedule program costs

is the amount of overtime and extra labor compensation involved.

_ All of the time framing shown presumes reasonably

i!i__ e_ditionsactionsonthepert ofallthosefromwhumeetio_
_ is expected; i.e., legislatures, both state and federal,

[:._ municipal governmentsp airport _perating authorities, sir

carriers, engine and airframe manufacturers, etc. Shilly- !i

shallying end extended debate cn the problem or its i:

recommended solutions should have transpired long since. Now I

fis the t_me for aetlon, not words.

t

Iv I
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TABLE I

EFFECTS OF SELECTED STRATEGY COMBINATIONS ON NOISE REDUCTION AND POPULATION RELIEF :

m_

I_o oNy TANEOPF__ODOTIU.,RED=ION_EPOONTOURPOP°_TIGN_LI_R0I LANDING IN EPNL IN AREA NUMBER (Millions

" _i A - i LNDG 8.7 -2-/16.5 7.2 = 9.62 74 -2-/94 67 g/77 30 4.575 -2-/5.811 4.142 -3--/4.761

i __A + 3 LNDG 18 18 95 95 48 .587 .587

IAi_ + 2 LNDG 13 9.22 84.5 75 30 5.224 4.637
%--

_--A+2 _DO IB . ,0 0S ,s ., .7
A + 4 TO 7.5 5.47 69 57 30 4,266 3.524

:" A + 4 TD _8 18 95 95 40 .587 .587

-m
A ONLY TO 2.8 36 38 2.226

_L
!?: LNDG 7 62,4. 38 3.858

TO 5.4 57 40 .352

i'I_ LNDG _8 94.5 _O .584

_ VST_TEGISEA = Enslne Nacelle Acoustical Treatment
I = Steapor Glldo Slope

f 2 = I_Ighor Transition AltitudQ

_, _ 3 = _o-Segmsnt Approach_; 4 _ Thrust Rcductlon On Cl_mhout

2/ Adding values derived from tochnlque combinations shown in first column

__/ Doterminlng square rood Of sum of squares of valuas from technlque combinatlons shown
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S_ATEMENT OF FUNCTIONS OF NOISE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

_i_ Although the measurement of noise in terms of its physical
i. properties is a well developed science, as are the techniques

!!i_ employed in predicting changes in sound pressure levels with

certain variations in the noise source and the surrounding

environment, the predictability of the human response to

_ _ these sound levels is a good deal less absolute, and conse-
quently the establisb_..ent of standard measurement criteria is

difficult. This issue is further obfuscated by tbe prolifera-

tion of criteria adopted and utilized by different federal

• i[ agencies, states, and countries. In correlating scientific

il_ findings concerning the effects of noise on people, the in-
il vestigator is confounded by the use of such abbreviations as

._ dB, dBA, PNdB, EPNdB, Air NI, Q, NNI, TNI, NEF, CNR, and CNEL.i

:i_ Fortunately, much of the resulting confusion may be eliminated

.... " IS for those of us who have little technical background by

_ _ examining the specific functions that each measurement technique
_._ serves.

ill_ Basically, each technique may attempt to measure

l) The sound pressure emitted by a single source (dB),

2) The loudness of a single source (dBA),

3) The noisiness of a single source I(PNdB),

4) The noisiness of a single source corrected for the length

..of exposure and pure tones present for a single event (EPNdB),

and

5) The level of community annoyance created by a series of noise

il_ events corrected for the time of day during which they
occur (CNR, NEF and CNEL).



Thus, the measurements most commonly employed in the U.S.
may be presented in a table, as follows:

i _\Evaluation Sound Human Per- Human Per- Corree- Correo- Correo-

: !_iteria Pressure ception Of ception Of floss For tions For tions ForEmitted By "Loudness" "Noisiness" Pure Tones The The Time

_nit_ A Single Of A Single Of A Single & The Number Of Of Day

Oi_sur_ Source Source Source Duration Daily

o\ Of A Single Events
Noise "Con_unlty

....... Event Annoyance"

Measured

: dB On Sound
Level Meter
"C"Scale

MeasureddBA On Sound

_.J LevelMeter. "A"Scale .......

Measured
PNL On Sound

Level Meter
PS PNdB ........

|_'" Measured Generally

4 _ EPNL On Sound ±2
• _ Level Meter Adjustment

As EPMdB _ TO PNdB

- _ses Operations
_! CNR PNdB Weighted

For
:_, 2200-0700

k

Jses Dperations

:)'!_ NEF _PNdB _eightedYor

_. 2200-0700

_" Jses 3perations

_i_ CNEL dBA _eighted

_ _or• - 1900-2200 &I

. I 2200-0700 I



,.. .... _._._ ...... _3 _

The three composite measures of community annoyance, CNR,

NEF, and CNEL, are presented in the order in which they have

been developed. CNR was developed and utilized during the

_ middle 1960's t and both the FHA1 and VA2 adopted it as a
criterion to be used in evaluating whether residential pro-

! _ parties qualified for Pederal mortgage assistance.

With the derivation of the more sensitive EPNdB from

_ PNdB, NEF emerged as the more generally accepted technique

for evaluating the impact of aircraft noise on communities
and has been adopted by HUD Circular 1390_2, as amended. 3

I_ Both the FHA and VA have subsequently adopted NEF, and it

• has been the most extensively used measurement technique

in the U.S. to date.

CNEL was developed by the State of California for use
in its adopted airport noise regulations, 4 and may prove to

_ _ be both more useful (dBA is a measurement unit uniquely

compatible with other noise sources and standards) and more

_ _ accurate (the weighting of operations from 1900-2200, as

l!i_ well as from 2200-0700, appears to have merit) than NEF.
However, NEF has proved to be a valuable tool in the

field of land use planning, and the vast majority of data

concerning the compatibility of community development near

specific airports in the country have been developed and

- presented utilizing the NEF methodology. For this reason,
NEF has been used almost exclusively in analyses which ]*ave

required data samples and forecasts for a large number of

airports.

..... ,c: • J
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ABSTRACT

i- _" The problems o£ noise associated with airports

have been tdentificd ns issues o£ local and national
concern. The causes of these problems and potential

technological solutions are described. Traditionaland modern Judicial theories as wen as legislative
approaches and their limitations are also examined.

In addition to continuation o£ the present policy, _five major pollcy alternatives arc identified: three
tenhnlenl, one legislative and one Judicial. These

,. alternatives are (1)operational changes ucing a ._,

6013 ° glide slope for landings, (2) nacelle acoustic "i
treatment for present aircraft, (3) new engines on new ::
aircraft available 2n 1980, (4) Imposition o2 a 10 p.m.

to 7 a.m. nntlonal curfew, and (5) llberalization of! Judicial policy granting more and larger damage awards. _;":'
Social Value Function annlyais is explained and applied

_ to evaluate the dollar and non-dollar-quanti£1able .;costs end b_ne£itn that accrue from the major altcrna- ''
elves and their cc_nblnationn..As n result, certain ' ::

' [] minimum low-cost actions are recommended. In addition,
_ [] the political choice between more costly altcrnatlves ,:

is cleri£1cd nnd an instltutional atcuoturo proposed
to £aciliteto the choice. '_
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I. INTRODUCTION

Airport noise control has become an issue of both local

end national importance. Communities not only object to

present noise but also fear future increases. Their objections t

have gained mushrooming political nupport and, as a result,
the development of new airports and/or the expansion of present

r' facilities has been stopped in many areas of the country. :_

In the joint Department of Transportation - National

./Aeronautics and Space Administration report on Civil Aviation

I_ Research and Development, the" importance of thle public concern t

was recognized.

The impact of civil aviation on the environ-
moat is evident in the pub!_c concern re-
garding noise_ sir pollutionj esthetics,

_] ecologlc_l disturbances, and mcCeorologtcal
b_ -changes...Of these 'effects,noise ils,_udsed

to be the most important and presently a

critical constraint _o the future _rowth ofavlatlon.,..[I]ncreaslnE resistance to air-

craft operations can be expected at the very ,;

time these operations should increase sig-nificantly to meet the growing travel demand. (l) r_
(emphasis added)

The basic cause of the airport noise problem is directly

; [_ related to the technology of _he alrcraf¢ or, more apeci£1eally,

_i_ the turbojet engine used to propel most modern aircraft, But

i.i _ eolutlono to the problem mus_ rely heavily on legal, politicalH
_I and economic considerations ao well aa technology,

|

i,J___ There are a multltuds 0£ optlono avallable but to dace
they

have never been compared in any systematic way to evaluate their

iitm , relative effects on the local community, the air Industry and

!1_ the traveling public, The assessment task to to _elect the best
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solution to the existing problem from n mumber of specific policy
t

alternatives. The difficulty is in defining "best". As in any

ehvlronmentnl area, quantifying soclnl, non-economlc values is

i _ highly sub_ective. The _atioeal Academy of Science recognized

the relevance of the soclalcosts and the difficulty in comparing i
them with other economic factors when it stated in a recent report i

...Almost without smceptlon, technologloal [,
developments will affect some people or r

" " _ m, interests adversely and others beneficially, i_i
and there simply is no agreed-upon algebra

by which one can neatly subtract the pains

from the pleasures in order to arrive at a

net index of eoeial desirabillty.(2)
TO provide that missing "algebra", a Social Value Function

will be used. The economic dlfficultlea underlying the i_technique
R

assessment process will be exemlnod n, well as the technical, _I

Judlelel nnd..leglelatlve alternatives available to contrel airport

_ilW soles. Social Value Functions will then be computed for promlalng '

alternatives and the results compared in detail. Finally, the

_ pelltlcal reelltiea in adopting each of the most promising I

alternatlvea will be evaluated and the ones with the highest probe- i"
bility of success identified, i

h ,

• i
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II. THE SOCIAL VALUE FUNCTION

To be effective, any assessment technique must

_.. I. force the assessor to consider all foreseeable

implications of the proposed change;

_. 2. quantify these foreseeable implications; and

3. provlde a method of comparing the results with - ii
those of other alternatlvc policy choices. [_

The £1rat two of these objectives are relatively straight-

"forward; however, to date there has been no adequate method of

comparison. Thla paper eetabllshea a "Social Value Function"

to make the third objective not only possible but practical.

_..
The Social Value Function ia an outgrowth of the economists'

Social Welfare Functlon (1) but with two major differences. First,
the Social Welfare Function aeseeeee the absolute value to

"' _ eoctcty o£ name course 0£ action while the Social Value Function

etudlee relative effects of different policy alternatlvee.
Therefore, ualns the Social Value Function, it is not important

to come re an exact formulation of all possible factors so long
ee tbo came method of formulation is ueed for each alternative. J

Minor errors would bias all results in the same direction and

Second, the annlyale used in constructing the Social Value

W- Function starts with the premise that, although theoretically .

; poeelble, it is impossible from a practical atnndpolnt to aesi_n

." "_ dollar costa and benefits to all poeeible social impacts of a

'i
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planned course 0£ action. In the development of the Social l

Welfare Function, tile economists realised this problem and

il _ reformulated their equation to eliminate non-dollar terms. (2)
The Social Value Function is deliberately formulated in both I

i! i

:_ dollar and non-dollar terms to emphasize the necessity off eel-
(

ulng both types of coats and benefits.

7 ;' Identification of ForeseeAble Implications

i! _ The £1rot etep in £ormulatlng the Social Value Function is

:i_ to Identi£y the cost-benefit relatlonehlpnthat presently exist _i_

_ £or the problem being studied. One way to Identi£y these rela-

_ tlonahlpe is to use elaborate checklists which onumorate general

!i N aategortee end types of tmpacte which could apply to a range of

[] problems. _3)'" The snalynt rclatoB these general"llste to hie
= []

,_ epeeific problem to tee which clasoi£1catione might apply.

U Although thane llete are merely an outllne or starting poitlt in

_i.j _ aeeeseing a particular problem, they force the person per£orming
_i_ the anaessment to consider a large number o£ possible impact

i-. [] areas. Another successful way to identify cost-benefit rmlattcn-
$

ohlpn in to assemble a group o£ qualifled experts to prepare llctn

of important factors from their combined exporiemcoa and back-

? grounds, (4) _!
r: .

Once potential impacts ere idcntlfiod, their relative importance

:!:'_' B_'. must be decided, Philocophicelly_ chains of causation can go on
Indc£initely, but £or practical applicationn limits munt be placed

on how many possible Impacts will be evaluated. Ae a general rule,
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evaluating n potentla] Impact i8 not practical when either:

1. causation in no longer clear or

2, the potential impact results from n number of :
!i _ .!

". L_ causes and the contribution og the problem being i.i

_i _ Btudted is no longer significant, i
!,i qua_tlfi:atlonofImpacts

" _ OlICl_ _oreseeable implical'ion_ or Impacts ere identified,

they fall into three categories:

, I. those Lhnt can readily be assigned a dollar value; !

, tho othatooolheassignedodollarvales
su_gtctent data were available; and

.i: _ 3. those thnt cannot he accurately measured in
:i

_;' monetary terms.

,: In -_ho first case, dollar values will be used. In ells

_:"I_ second, dollar values will he assigned where data can be foiled
$i

_ or constructed. Often the relative changes in these impacts, can

• -:q _ be predicted in dollar terms even though the absolute number

in fuel costs due to aircragt fiotse nhntement procedures. This

I_ number ia valuable oven _hough the nbBolute Fuel COSTS areL_
: unkno_m, liowever_wben even relative dollar values are unknot;,

_:I _
'_ L_ tnlpacts of the second type will be treated like the third.
r

The third type of llapaet must be evaluated in tetlna of

value JudgeT,snts. In this case in particular_ it may be Impossible

• It
iI
hie

I#
'i

.J

I i /
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to asslgn an nbsolute value to the impact, As a recent study

_ statsd,

It must be recognized that such terms

as "harmful" or "important" are chargedwith value judge,leers and are profoundly
affected by the prevailing concept of man

and his ralatlon to the snvlronment. Thisdoes not preclude objective analysis, but
it throws light on what an objective anal-
ysls moans in this context, An objective .'

analysis in this sector of problems is one :
- thst st all times takes account of the

fact that the msanlng and weight of the

tarmmofsmalysiswary.iththedif ereso;sin the basic concept of man and his rela-
tlon to the envlronment.(6)

I_ With this admonition in mind, the Social Value Function

is deoigned to consider community value Judgements. These

are ae_esaed through community surveys to determine what

impacts arm eoneld_red important, how important they are in ;!
t, b

_: relative units, and how much s unit of change would be worth

to each individual in the community, Again It must be stressed

_ that exact values are not as tmportnnt as the relative changes

_. reoulting from different policy alternatives.

i< _ Comparison of Al_ernatlve Policy Choices

Once all the variables are identified and quantified, I

the sslalValue Function is constructed for the existing I
i

situation. The various policy options are reviewed and those I.I
prnctlcallyor politically unacceptable are eliminated. (For

example, an option for the control of airport noise basud on

the nationalization of the entire air system could be dismissed I

at this point in time.) Then for each policy option remaining, [
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the changes to the existing situation are assessed based on

the amount o£ change, the number o5 individuals affected end

the value o5 the change to each individual. To make this task

manageable, the individuals are collected into interest groups

" !!i_ _i.o.ccosorvetieaist0,airport_cighbore,localhueios0°me_,
etc.) and group values uoed where possible. In many cases,

the groups a£fectcd will be the same for all opticne, eo only

the amount o5 change is important.

i [_ The policy options are then evaluated in terms o5 their

_ dollar and non-dollar components. Thooa which have the higher

• benefite in each category are reviewed £or ca_c o5 implcmentatlon,
h;

_I_ political acceptability, economic feasibility, etc. Theoretically,

, one option will Brand out aa bolas superior to the others.

_-_ Practlcally, one or marc optione will ba oelcctcd and proposed

_.__. £or implementation.

___

E

L_

I-t!
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III. THE UNDERLYING ECONONIC PROBLEH ]

objectives policy assessment is the
One OE the Of

selection of a plan that is economically efficient. Therefore,

the value of airport noise reduction must be balanced against !

tilecost of obtaining it, The first few increments o£ noise
reduction are relatively inexpensive, But st some point

further noise reduction requires major investment in new equip-

ment, sad perhaps in new technology, to achieve the lower levels.

I: •Conversely when community noise levels are high and bothersome,

I_ each unit of relie£ is worth e great deal. As the overall
noise level gets lower, she value of further noise reduction

is less.

_conomists have stated ."

The 'optimal level of pollution...is
reached when the costs of'further reduc-

tions equals the benefits accruing tosociety from further reductions, As a
corollary, the means o_ reducing these...
effects must be achieved in the least

costly way possible.(I)

In Figure llI-I at Point A,

the value o£ a further unit

t_ of reduction is equal to COSTOF VALSEOF '
ONE UNIT OF ONE UNIT OF

the cost of obtaining that " SEDUCTION

reduction. This is the
EXC[gS

point of maximum community COST

value, I£ the industry is , #

I' !

compelled to implement fur* _ ,
!

' CO.UNITy
flOISE

thor noise reduction measures B "' _ ' C LEVELl!
(Point B)j the cost 0£ each Pig, lIl-I Noise Reduction Trade-oils
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unit exceeds its value to the community. If the noise limit

[_ is set :oo high (Point C), the costs o£ further noise reduc- i
tion measures ore less than the value obtained. In the Eirst

ease, the noise limit should be raised since the excess cost

_ _ is wasted. In the second case, the limit should be lowered
since the community would gain more than the noise reduction

would cost.

Detsrm_natlon o£ the eos_ of no, no reduction is not easyj

but reasonable estimates san be obtained by projecting the

i: costs of hardware development, Instsllatlon_ etc. Industry
has a groat deal 0£ experience in predicting these typos o£

{_ expenses.

Determining the value of noise reduction i_ censlderobly
tm

- _ .inore..di.fficult.. How..arelatangiblos like loss 0£ sleep, bad

_. tolevlsion reception, and general annoyence to be measured?
Since direct measurement is all but impossible, it is usually

p

assumed that these £octern are reflected in o decrease in land

values, floweret, there are other influences which may conceal |

_! _ the effects o£ noise. People who work at the airport may

_ ValUe convsnisnco more thse they object teools_. Iedustrla_ i

porks nnd hotels seek land near an airport since access to i
I '

[_ _rsnsportation is vital to their business. Beachfront land is

st o premium regardless of noise levels. As a result, land

I_ values near an airport often go up even though the property

is less suited to average resldentlol use. This was highlighted

_ "-

I!
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in a study eponsorcd by the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration which concluded

...It ia clear that to a substantial part

of the public, particularly to those whoarc leas sensitive to noise than others,
the advantage of being close to air trans-

portation and to the corm_ercialactivitiesgenerated by an airport adequately compen-
sates for the attendant noise.(2)

IT Since it highly impractical to set different
would be

noise levels for various pieces o£ property depending on each
ra

owner's subjective values, some sort of community average value

[r_ must be used. If the resulting noise level is too high for a
particular person then, in theory, he should sell euL to someone

[_ who does not object. Over some period o£ time, the proper

balance would occur through the operation of the marketplace.

L 'Thla is what has happened over the years with the railroads as

i_ people who were bothered by the noise sold out and people or
M

industry who wanted the convenience bought in.

No matter how correct this solution may be from an economic
5

_ viewpoint, it is not acceptable politically. Although aircraft

noise has been an isolated problem from the earliest days of

aviation, it is only since the widespread introduction of jet
aircraft that major community disruption has occurred. People

who oscc were only marginally aware of airport activity now flnd

themselves subjected to increasingly higher noise levels. It

violates our innate sense of Justice to tell these people to

move if they don't like it. Politicians see this aa an area

where they can win votes by chewing their support for both the
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11tile men and the environment, But noise restrictions imposed

by the political process can only be set by educated guesses

_; _ end are bound to differ from the noise levels dictated by economics.

•: In addition to the di££1cultles in determining noise levels

. '_ and their relative costs, it is necessary to decide how these coats I
, i.i t .

_ should be allocated, In an ideal market system, the buyer o£ a

i. [_ product or service should pay all the costs of its production in-

eluding the scala1 damages caused by noise, pollutlon, etc. l_
•the price 0£ each item on the market reflects its true cost, then

I: the buyer's selection of one item over another indicates their

relative values to hls,a,_d, in the aggregate, to eoclnty as a

[g _bola. (3)

However, an ideal market system le not possible. There are

i. too many factors that enter into the problem. First, it ie

_ difficult to assess all the true costs since, as mentioned above,

eoclal damages are very hard to compute. (4) Second, a buyer

_. cannot possibly knom o£ ell the products or services available

_ on the market; there£ore, he cannot weigh all possibilitles. _5'

¢ %

Third, buyers act in response to present values without being

able to £ully anticipate future worth. (6)

One role o£ government is to attempt to correct these marhet

deftcteecie_, keeping the national interest in mind. (7) Therefore,

the government subsidizes air service to small communities where

there is not enough market demand to meet out-of-pocket costs,

much less social costs. Subsidies are peld to the ship-buildlng

l_ industry. Sousing loans are guaranteed £or veterans, another form
tm

+11

1!
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" jl

, _ 0£ subsidy. The government undertakes these programs because

it feels that community development should be encouraged or i:!
i,

because a ship-buildlng industry could be needed in time of
• fi

war or because it feels that private housing is n worthwhile :_

goal. 0£ course, when the government acts, it is not the govern-

ment but society as n whole who pays through the tax:structure.(8) •

_, Thus there are three acceptable options as to who should
_J

__ payforoolnedemean•_ftheosrkotprosossistobeenoourn_ad
: . il #

: _ the users of the air system should pay. If social values are

i; _ paramount, nnelety in general should pay. Or some workable }i

[_ combination of the two should be devised. But none of these ;,:

alternative sources has been assessed with the damage to date. _ii
f'J

Until now, the small portion of society that lives near the

_ airport has borne all the soclnl casts of the system. Mnny ,i

argue that this in not unjust since this portion shares in the

"t_:(i'_ benefits that accrue to society

_. from air service, gut this ig-

: nares the physical realities o_ ;:_

: the situation. 1_e'benefitn of sunset,To,ESiWNTS

air service are diffuse and
_i!

!_!_ havelittlernlotionshlpto _°__o0_,0_0,0
E

dlstsnca from the airport while

_ the burdenn of noine, pollution

and congestion are highly con- _ILES "
nentrated in the airport's Fig. Ill-2 Distribution o£ Burdens

and Benefits o_ Air Service with j
immediate vicinity• Distnnse from the Airport !

i

! /

. Iii,
I!
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• No matter which option for the distribution of the airport

i _ noise coot is selected, it has to be more equitable than the

_ _ present situation. In any case, the excess burden must be lessened

_i':_ either by reducing it through technology or by transferrlng some It"_ o£ the excess benefit as cm.penoation to those who bear the loss.

__ .ltbaughthoo+tostionoftha,oliayasooo0meat,roesss ti_
to th_se opticn= should striva for ceceomlc efficiency, it must

also somehow factor in both the difficulties in determining economic

: 'values and the realities of the political system, llowaver,in

!!"_m daolgning a policy asseooment method

i [a ..,the many faults of that system [of

[2 markets, prlcso and private enterprise]
• hould not be allowed to obscure its

. virtues, and any plan devised to impro_s
_ [_ our management of technology change
I_i|B "ehould "malce-_a_imum feasible use"of

this Ingenlous mechanism for allocating
"_' _ resources and calculating effects."(9)

f

I
i

L: i.
!

_.. [ /

- !
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IV+ TECHNOLOGJYAND ITS LIHITATIONS

Before di£ferent policy options can be assessed+ the

i_i _ Svsilsble techa°l°gicsl alterentives must be iden|'i_led,

J!: along with their limitations. For airport noise control,
_J

' _,a techniques of aoise reduction can be considered as they

!:irelate to the sound production proeeeses:

_! 1. generation -- the physicsl activity producing the =

_, soundat its scarce;
? }_

2. transmission -- the passage of the sound from source!i

J; to receiver; or

1

_'_ 3. rcception/roectlon -- the p,ycho-physlcal process

:,if _[_ through which the listener recognises the sound and

" i!:'_ _ubJeetlvoly classiflns it ae noise.

_" _ .Reduction at the Source

• i! 1"_ 'he _ct esglne is the primary generator of sirera_t ecund.

!+_+ The majority o_ _hls sound is produced by either the interaction

.... p:+m of the high-speed jot exhaust gases with the relatively still

sir hrooghwhichthep oocpsas°sorhytheooprse0orbled°0
i'

: inside the engine itself. The first is characterized by the

roar st take-off, while _he second is moat noticed as a high-

I_ pitch whine during landings. Effective notes reduction must

tl control bot h, (i)

_, ]lardwaro Chan_es -- Exhaust sound Is primarily a function

of the speed 0£ the gases, Early attempts to reduce thlo sound

,through the use of nozzlce and suppressors did cut down the speed

I ! 0£ the exhaust and thus lowered the over-all level. However,

i u
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I'f: they also raised tile pinch of the sound into a range where the

ear is more sensitive, as did little to reduce annoyance. (2)
The most successful approach to lessening exhaust sound is

through the use o£ the "high-bypass" engine now being introduced

: on the Boeing 747j tile Douglas DCIO, and the Lockheed L10Zlo A

'_' certain amount af air peases through the engines without being

IF combined with £uel and ignited. The ratio oE this "by-passed"[A/

nlr to that used in the combination process is celled the "bypass

ratio'* and for engines designed in the 1950s and 1960s is

typleally I or 2 to I, In the "hlgh-bypsee" engine, this ratio

le Increased to 6 or i0 to 1 which results in more'alr being

movedbutatlowere hauetveZoclt.Beeaneee hauetspeedis
LS

Zowered, the exhaust sound from these new engines is much lees

I_ than £rom a 1960 ensino.o_.equal power. Aa a result, the larger

• "wlde-body" Jets are actually quieter than the smaller B707 or

'I]2: .

*_ DC-8 elate planes presently in service.

' I_ The new wlde-body transports have
continued a trend toward schlevlng reduc-
tions in community noise levels .... The

;_i|W J_gD Cengine used on the 747_ hen more
than twice the thrust o_ the original
turbofan englnea_ yet the latest 747
with treated nacelles has noise levels

[._ [subjectively three tlmes_ lower than !aircraft powered by the initlal turbo-

£an engines .... (3) :.

Bamllton Standard Division 0£ United Alrcraft Corporation

presently has under design an engine with a bypass ratio o_
25 or 30 to I. Such an engine could be operational in the late

1970s and would result in further sound reduction. (4)
algni_lennt e._chaes t

IJ

_f
o,

.... . '. . ,
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There are also techniques for reducing the co_presoor sound

of an engine, primarily produced by the interaction of the air

stream in _he engine with rotor blades nnd vanes of the compressor--

an effect much like that used in sirens, Tests have eho_ that "

÷i_.__ algolfieant noise reduction can resul_ from varying the location
and number of these components and their turning speed. (5) Thle

II type of technology was also used in the high-bypass engine 0£ the

747 and resulted not only in lower sound levels, but alan in a

.,.lower-pltehed oound which io not aa annoying.

i_ Ae engine nounal is reduced, the land area exposed go airport
helen is eorreopendlngly reduced (ace Figure IV-1). !£ older

aircraft preoently flylng could u_e englnee deeigned today_ the

._ exposed land area could he reduced by n factor of i0. If englne_available at 'the end ofthls decade were available now, the

I" _ exposed land area could be reduced by more than a factor of 20.f

. I*m-},ZSO._IICS I •
. i.

• |_0-_ SQ, MrLI$

3.

Fig. IV-1 L_nd Area Expoocd to High Noise Levelo

I_ (90PNdb) by Aircraft Designed wit|,1960, 1970 and 1977 Teehsologiea(5)

.I! / i
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Although technology has produced quletor englnes for

aircraft presently entering servlce and promises further noise
reduction in the future, the bulk of the present fleet canslata

of Jets designed without these improvements. Some of these are

ten years old or older and wlll be retired from major airline

service as the jumbo jets are purchased, However, a,larga

number o£ planes in the fleet have many useful yearq of service

remaining. Scheduled carriers are expected to have 553 narrow-

: .bodied four-englna Jets remaining in their fleets in 1975 and

,- 428 in 1980.(7) Forced retirement before these planes are felly

depreciated would represent major economic waste, particularly

[4 now when the industry has already made major financial commitments ¢

for wide-bodied aircraft purchases. .'
f_

_:,_ Programs:that would .re-equip the present aircraft with the

new _ochoology nngines have been cosaidered. However, because
Of tbslr large size, the engleen actually used on the wide-body

class o£ alrsraft could not be installed in present aircraft

without major structural changes. A batter solution would be

¢0 design an engine that employed the new techniques and wan

: _ also compatible with present aircraft structures. However,
t_

such _ program would probably require four to five years from

tlm start of the design to its certification as safe by the

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). By that tlms_ many more

planes in the present fleets would be close to ratlrsmsnt by

[_ the trunk carriers. Althoagh older planes may fly many years

after their retirement from mainline passenger service, either

I.I

_,. ,'
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as £rcightere, charters or primary equipment for smaller carriers,

their use at the major hub airports where serious noise problems

exist may decrease drastlcnlly. Therefore, ro-englning would

serve little purpose.

-i_ A second approach would reduce both exhaust and compressor

sound levels by redesigning the fan assemblies of present

englnoa, Although promising, this approach would be expensive

and tlms-consuming and require recertification of the engine.

" Another technique seriously considered is treating the

[_ engine housing end mount_ With sound-proofing material. The

National Aeronautics anu Space Administration has sponsored;u
:"_ "" several program, to study this approach and indications are

that substantial reductions can be made, prlmarfly to the fan

whlna. The details of implementing such a program, including

FAA certification, are shown in Figure IV-2.

DEVeLOPMeNT CONFIGUflATION

TEST T£STS

r

I
DESIGN

IONFIgUflATION AII1LINE rlETROFIT
TOOLING _ERVIC_

O|VSLOPMENT I J

MANUF, TJ:STINQ KIT PnoouI,%TION

FULl . _LIGHT
_ALE

RETNOFIT _

[._ CONF IOURATIOtll KIT$ AVAILAal.E

DJHIJN£D I

I ,
,, '

FIB. IV-2 Nacelle Retrofit Scbcdule "8"

_ , s.'
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AlLho,gh It would take several years before such a program cou!d

be implemented end early estlmates of the cost were high ($800 to

_ $2,500 million), (9) experience is showing that tileactual costs
ere now lower• Tile resulting noise reductions wlI[ reduce overall

- _ community annoyance. Annoyance reduction in high noise
areas,

however, may not be very great (see Section VII)•

- _ i_ Onc,ntlonal Clmn_ca--Tbe major operational change that Ii

IT affects the sound at its source is a power cutback. Although
[_

thls procedure was fou.ghtby the pilots in the early 1960s for

safety conslderatlons, cutbacks over densely populated areas

ere usually standard today, unless in the pilotts judgement

:!I_ adverse conditions make it unsafe to do so.(I0)

•. • However, the power cutback reduces the plane% rnte of

climb. In addition to adding to operational coates this spreads

n lower noise over a larger area. At full power, the plnne

• would make more noise close to the airport, but would have

climbed hlgh enoagh not to affect outlying areas, With the

_ [ cutback, there Is eon_erelief close in, but areas that did not

have a problem now complain, In effect, the noise burden has
rJ
N not been lessened over-ell bst has shifted to a larger segment :

of the community (sea Pip Ire IV-3).

MAX THRUST TAKEOFF
NOIS_ EXPOSU_lBAFIEA

TAKEOFF NO*$E
_UNWAY • _ X@OStlnl_AII_A

" MONiTOn I

I...............i......i......I.......
7 MILI[$ F Sot._ START OF TAKEOFF

mm

Fig, IV-3 Effect on Noise of Take-Off Procedures (90 EPNdh Contours) (ll)
I

/
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Reduction of Transmission

There are two ways of reducing sound by affecting its

transmission. The first is by putting more distance between

I_ the source and the listener, letting natural dissipation decrease

.the sound level. _e second is by blocking =ha transmission

through sound-proofing techniques.

Dieelpatlon _rough Distance -- The energy of sound fails

off proportionately to the square ef the distance between the
source and the llstsner. I£ the distance is doubled, the

s.ergydoursaessby1/4. if tbsdistanceiet.plsd, theenergy
is decreased by i/9. Hewever, a parson pcrcslvea that the sound

i: ;_ been decreased to i/I0 its prior level. Thus, a dlstancs
.i _ increase of slightly more than e factor of three generally will
i.

_. seem to halve the sound (although wind direction, the nature of

the terrain and atmospheric conditions may vary this effect),
r_

- _ Since sir does not transmit the mere annoying high-pitched tones
,i

as readily as lower ones, the annoyance may decrease slightly ;
mere rapldly than the actual sound level._13_

#%

Land acquisition is perhaps the most successful way te

Increase the distance between the alrcra_t and the listener.

The airport buys enough land to allow the airplanes using the

airport to climb high enough to dissipate most of their noise
before crossing the airport boundary. Although this technique

has been used for new airports in areas (e.g. Hontreal'aopen

now airport has n land area of 80,000 acres), it is prohibitively
id

/
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expensive for older airports in developed areas. The scat to

the Los Angeles Intonational Airport alone for the purchase of

• property subjected to high noise levels bee been estimated to

i be $1.6 billion, (14) In addition, the taking 0£ large tracts o£

i _ land in existing cc_wunitles might actually increase the "noise

Impact', since the required condeonatlons may split a co_unlty,

_i uproon families and generally changn the nature o£ the area.

Changes in the path which the plane uses in approaching

I'!I_ . and departing the airport are also used to lessen sound levels.(15)

¢i

_ _ By routing the planes over water, undeveloped land or industrial
it, •

areas, the distances to houses is increased. Un£ortunatelys

this technique depends on such alternatives being available.

In addition runways at older alrporte were positioned before

"_olss'problems wsresonslderedj 'soeven if there is water or

__ vaeae_ land nearby, it may not be opern_ionally ponslble to
"_'_.

route planes over it because of runway alignments.

_. Steeper cllmb-outa may be helpful in some circumstances by

getting the plane higher before it crosses inhabited areas.

II "This requires more power for l_ngnr periods and is in direct

contrast wlth the power cutback procedures described be£ore.

It is mos_ useful where there is a noise-lnsensltlve buffer

l_ cons between the airport runway and the co_unity. Northwest

Airlines has used such a procedure since jets were introduced

into its £1sot. The additional fuel consumption la estimated

_o con_ more than $I million annually.(16) ,.
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Steeper loudlng approaches have the came effect of increasing

altitude over llctouera. In addition, they actually require leas

power than normal landing approaches so there is a double noise

reduction benefit. In using this technique, the pilot descends

_i_ on the steeper angle at a faster rate than on the standard approach,
Then, at a relatively short distance from the runway, he must claw

_ hie descent and adopt the standard approach angle fo_ which the

plane has been designed. NASA experiments have shown that this ic

,quite possible, but suggest that further instrumentation and

I;_ landing aids would be needed both on board the plane and on the
ground before this technique would be care enough re- use under all

weather condltloue, as the Increased rate o£ descout and the

transition maneuver greatly amplify the danger from pilot error or

equipment ,_ailurs,durlngthe eruclal seconds prior to landlng. (17)

Discipatlon Through Sound-Proo£1n_ -- Depending on eomatructlon

technlquee and whether windows are open or closed, the cound levels

inside an average home may seem only 1/4 to 1/8 o_ what they seem
outcide. Through the inctnllatlon of storm windows end Inaulatlon

materials, thin number may be halved again. However, even the

resulting noise level may be intolerable when the resident is

[_ attempting to sleep or concentrate elnee a close Jet overflight

l_ would still seem about four times louder than what are considered
acceptable indoor noise levels.

In new buildings, various ccoustic treatments, designs and

materials can further improve the sound damping. However, thet_
Coot to halve tile noise level again would be an additional ten
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l,J
percent for alr-condltlonlng slnce the windows would have to

,,._ be sealed.(18)

Although these techniques could be justified for industrial

-_ Or ¢c_nercinl buildings where ulrport access could be e valuable

asset that would offset the cost increase, It Is doubtful whether
• they would make sense for residences both because ofJthe costs

L

•and because they would not lessen the nolae in yards or outdoor

areas around the house.

' Reduction of Receptlon/Renetien

_i_ Once the sound has been traesmltted, thorn is not much that
b

can be dane to reduce its Ioudnea_ or pitch. Ear plugs or
T,

_ acoustic cnrmu£ffs (which could also be considered as devices

which block trnn_mlssion) might be used in industrial areas to

protect wor_ers_.bu.t..wa_Id..hnrdlyfled.wide-spread acceptance in

_ _ commercial or residential settinss.
_e

The use of background music or constant noise levels has

--_ also been shown to reduce the awareness of slnale noise events. (19)'_

These techniques might be useful in situations where the peak

nolee was not excessively above'the general background level. By

I_ ralelng the background levels, the peaks do not stand out aa much }r{and are less distracting, lluweve_, thig technique would be

worthless where the increased background level itself would interfere 1

with speech or other activities teklng place,

I_ In addltion to loudness and pitch, the numbe= o_ ecunds and

their timing influence negntlve reactions, As stated by a leading
aeoustlcal consultant,

I ,

• ]
.. ? * , ,. ......
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It is generally agreed that amplitude,
frequency content _tone_, aud time history

[duration] of tile noise should be consideredin [computing] noise expostlre. In addition,
certaiv other factors, empirically derived

from assosslIlen_ of con_nunityresponse, areoften included in the computa,'ion. For _
example# noise exposure at night is con-
sidered more serious than during the day,

: _ end an sI lowance for this is included in the

- _ computation.... Finally, the tlmo period Of
activity considered in the nsalysls, i.e,,

hourly, daily, monthly, or almual average= . _ must be specified. (20/

[_ Since many flights are more annoying than a few and night

.,'flights more annoying than those during the day, it is common

for the number of noise complaints to increase the longer a

'_ given approach or departure path is used or when it is used

late lnto the nlgltt. When _he path is changed, the complaints

d_op rapidly--only to start up along the new route,

it!"[_ After the relationship between the number and times of

':'_ flights and the number of noise complaints received wee recog-

,, nlzed, various operational changes were instituted to minimize "

_ complaints by local residents.
q

oldest roeoduroist.opreforootlnlro  0ys oto°
[i

originally adopted by _llePort of New York AutltorityIn 1952.

I_ Within weather and traffic the airport assigns
constraints#

priorities to runways based on tile usage of the affected land.(21)

During tileday, a runway might be used which routed flights over

homes instead of schools. At ntght_ the preferences would be
reversed. Such systems ore designed to cause the least impact

to tile over-nil area. tie.ever, _hose egposed to noise from the

I ]

/
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runway preferred for over-all minimum impact may actually be

subjected to higher noise levels than undo= some other system,

_|is negative aspect of the preferential runway system has
been reported by representatives of both the FAA and the airlines,

I_ Strict adherence to the preferentialrunway system could create serious noise
problems for those airport neighbors living,
or working, under the flight path resulting

[_ from the use of the preferred runway. Far
the benefit of all airport neighbors, it

l__ may be better to distribute the noise by• using ell of the runways permissible for
the particular wind direction and velocity.
Thus, the inhabitants off the ends of all

[_ the runways ace affected to o limiteddegree, rather than the persons off the
end of one runway being the recipients of
ell the alto=aft nelee generated.(22)

Using the dletrlbutlon of noise concept, recent exporlments

i [_ have been conducted with a rotstlng preference system thor

.. attempts to spread the noise e=ound rather then concentrating

.it where it has the least Impact." Every so many hours, before

I_ the community presently being flown over reaches the saturation

point, s change le made routing the noise eve= a new area, This

gives the flret area a chance to return to normal end, before the

ascend community So'is too upset_ a change is mda to a third.

F_ Preliminary results indicate that this technique is effentive in I
11

[_ reducing the number of complaints, but it is too soon to say how
effective the system may be in reducing long-term colonelcy

annoyance,(23)

In addition to teshnleally measurable qualities or quantities
of sound, negative reactions seem based on other more psychological

I .
t_ ''.

1
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factors, A recent report has characterized _hoso most annoyed

by sircrafc noise as follows:

...They perceive increased air trsfflc,

are hlghly fearful of aircraft crashing,...and rank medium to very high in noise
susceptibility.(24)

! _ There are no _cchniesl solutions to these psychological factors. !

Indeed, they seem induced by the technological changes thee i
have taken piece in air trsnsportatiOno The importance of

evslueting these non-technical emotional factors in a policy ,..

assessment was recognized by the National Academy of'Englneerlng, ,"

which said

[._ The epprsissl of _osiety'a readinessto adjust to technology-induced change
must be a pert of complete assessments;

L. _ and one 0£ the major objectives of these
'i_' assessments should be exposure of the

principal non-technical obstacles _o a
' constructive use of technology by society.

In Certain eases_ the assessment may finda technology to be fully developed and
•- ava£1able_ but lack of public appreciation
-_ _ of _ts pocential benefits prevents its

_ acceptance. In these cases, the preparation
of the social framework, through educationj
to accept constructive technological change
should be given priority a_tcntlon if tech-
nology is to make its m_'clmomcontribution.(25)

Although englneering tcchnlques can reduce sound gcneratlonj

t_ansmiesi_ or roception_ problems of eo[1_nunlty resction csn I,

only be attacked by usin8 technology in its broadest sense.

L

1
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V. TRADITIONAL JUDICTAL APPROACIIESAND TIIEIRLIMITATIONS

. _ The imbalance between the private and public costs of

aircraft noise and the resulting adverse community relations

. i are ss much a result of Inadequacies in the Judlclnl system

• _ as of the technical problems of salsa reduction or the econ_nlc

problems of computing and sllosating coats. (I) If there la

.......... i L1 no legal liability for damages, the person making the noise i_

_ need not anticipate the costs of those damages or pr_ventlvn

•"technology in his own cost/beneflt snnlysls. They remain
}.

!1'• _ n_ "e_ternol" to hlo calculatlons.(2) If liability is imposed
by the Judielsl system, the anticipated coats become s part

: _ [i o£ doing business and are included in assessing tilevalua of

',/ i} _ ths dsmage-produclng actlvlty to ths individual or flrm. Thus

: i_ . a particular technology may be accepted a_ fcasible or rejected

_ _ as too costly depending on what legal righta and remedies exist.

i:i, Todote,thscourtshaverarelyimposedliability far
_ nlrersfC noise damage or granted any other effective rellsf,

i_,_ although many parties have brought suit to atop or collect

_ i!!_ damagos resulting from nolsy alrcraft operatiOneo In 8choral,

I_ parties resorting to the courts can be grouped into four

categories:

i. private parties who arc directly exposed to the

i| noise and soak to protect their own interests,

either individually or through local associations

I_ or class actions;
_m

if' _ /
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2. envlronmentnl groups who are no_ directly

Impacted in the tradltlonal sense, hut who

seek to pro=eat the interests of the public

;,._ in general _n a better environment;

_ _ 3. local governments who seek _o protect the ,

interests of all their citizens; and i

4, airport o_crs and operators who httempt co

rof_ulate the actlono of those uelng the £acillty. "

_ The Ri_h_n O_ ,th_ _nd_v_dual ,!

:'" I_ _hrou_h _he ,ears, th_ o.er of the ,raper_y aoh_sated tO

noise has been the mac_ eonnnonli_igan_. Since class actions

,., and the _rlda-apread impact of Jet noise are relatively recent

[_ occurrences, the early eases were primarily individual suite

..... between the property owner and the airport or alrplana operator,

_' gost of these actions have been baeed on three di£ferant legal
theories.

!i: _ .Trespass °- Trespass actions arc baaed on an actual un-

_I I_ privileged and unpermltted physical invasion of the property _'"" of the party bringing the suit. (3) But Is a £11ght through the

l_ airspace above a person's land such an invasion?i
, " There are early precedents for granting roller in trespass i.

'_: _}:_ projectiles.(4) ',j £or invaelone 0£ the airspace by In these cases,

" ;"' however, invasion was not very high off the ground. With the

eomlng of the airplane, the concept 0£ ownerahlp o£ the airspace

_ above the land had to be llmlted if the use 0£ the airplane was

not to be ati£1ed by constant lltlgetlon arising from ovar£llght0.
J| i

J
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Therefore, Congress and state leglelatures passed acts that

' placed the airspace certain minimum
above altitudes in the

"public domain and open to the passage of all. _5;'" However,

some courts continued to recognize a "technical trespass" for

fllghts below the pre-empted minimum, unless of an emergency
F

naturc,6)t and awarded at least nominal damages. In n very

,.!.:= few eases, injunctive relief was actually g_antsd against

the operator st the plane. L7)"

Nuisance -- In contrast to trespass, a nuisance may arise

[_ when an activity unreasonably interferes with the usd and enjoy-
ment 0£ the property of another without a physical Inca°los. "8"t_

_[_: Nul0ansaoarceseallyales°iliadiota_ot.cs--th0privets
nuisance affecting a limited number of partlas (9) and the public !

i _ nuisance which has wlde-spread effects on the health or welfare i

!::I_,_ ofthap_bllcl.gcnmral.(l°)Sle°ethelatter is a p_bllc _:
wrong, it can only be redressed by government action. In these I:

_i[_ seas°,_ivatopartiesoannotbrioganac_leaintheiro.
right unless they can show some special damage not suffered by

IS

_! _ the publl= as a whole. (II) As stated in a recent treatise on '

equlty_
...Suits to enjoin publlc nuisances ordln- '.

mrily are provided by statute to be broughtby the state attorney general or other
designated officer in the name 0£ the stats
or the people of the state. Usually the

_ult may not be brought by and in the nameof indlviduala....(12)

In addition, public enforcement could be difficult when the
local government who should bring the action also operates

iI

U
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the activity being challenged, as is o£ten the case with

airports.

The tours could award damages for loss of value, an

[_ injunction to stop tileoffensive conduct or both. However,

injunctive relief will not be granted where the harm to one

party is outweighed by the benefit to the other or to the

I_ public in general. As found by the United States Supreme i
!

_11 COUrt, ; i

II ...Where substantial redres_ cam be afforded
by the payment o£ money and the issuance of "

: an injunction would subject the defendant te
grossly disproportionate hardship, equitable
relief may be denied although the nuisance

[I i. indieputable.(13)

An activltyvltal to the public good may even become a

|9 "legallzed" nuisance, particularly if operated under governmental

charter or authority. In this ease, damages arising from its[_

[_ operation are considered Inaidentai to the public benefit con-

[_ ferrsd and compensation need not be paid unless negligence is
_m

choral. (14) On this theory, the U. S. Supreme Court has denied

U relief or damages from the Iinjunctive crising non-negllgent

operation of a railroad, although the adjacent property was

affected by noise, vibration and smoke. (15)
i

A0 a result, there has been only limited success in blocking

new airportsby injunctions based on nuisance (16) and recovery

from an operating facility on this theory has been very rare. (17) i

(A recent decision by the California Supreme Court may indicate

tha_ this policy will be reexamined for airports, at least in that

I, state.)(18)

!.
IL o ......
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Inverse CondemnnClon -- Host airport operators, as branches

of tile local government, have the power o£ eminent domain.

Therefore, as long as just compensation is paid, they can take

land needed for the public good even i£ the owner does not

wish to eel1. On the other haad_ a property owner who thinks

hie land has been taken without compensation can brine an action

: _ of teverse condemnation tO force payment for what he has lost. (19)

!:Li
This theory has had wtde-apreed acceptance ala_u the Supreme

7

I'_ Court decision in ,The.Unlted States v. Cnusby.(20) Causby lived

' _m just beyond the end 0£ an alrhase runway where bombers repeatedly
}i

came over hla lend a_ lass than 100 feet. As a result, some

[_ of his chickens flew into a wall and ware virtually scared to

death. The Court was able to dletlnguleh Conshg from the legalized
t_

"I[_ nuleancecaaeaby,flndingan-a©tual invasion o£ thepropnrty of

! _ the plalntlff.(21) Although the right 0£ the public _o free
t_

. passage in the upper alr space wlthout liability was recogniaed

bytheCoati.fligh ooverprivatelandwhiobareoolawnod
frnquent no to interfere with the enjoyment and use of the property

1_ were held to be as much an appropriation o£ property aea conven-

tionnlantry iI
...The air is a public highway, as Congress
has declared. Were that not true, every

trnneconttnental flight would subject theoperator to countless trespass suite. Com-
mon sense revolts at the Idea. To recognize

l_ such private claims to the airspace wouldcloS these h_ghways, seriously interfere
with their control and development in the

I_ public interest, and transfer into privateownershlp _ha_ to which only the public
has n Just claim. (22)
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...We have sold that the airspace is n
public highway. Yet it is obvious that

if tile landowner is to have full enjoy-
meat of tlleland, he must have exclusive
control of the immediate reaches of the

!"_ enveloping atmosphere.(23)

Therefore, the Court held that the passage of aircraft

through the airspace, although not normally a basis for rehovery,

could amount to the taking of an easement under certain clrcum- ;
3

O_mne_fl, !

...Flights over private land are not ataking, unless they are so low and so
'" frequent as to be a .direct and immediate
I_ interference with the enjoyment and use

of the land. We need not speculate on
that phase of the present case. For the

[_ findings of the Court of Claims plainlymstabllshed that there was e diminution

in value of the property and that the
frequent, low-level flights were the

[_ direct and immediate cause. We agree'wlththe Court sT Claims that a servitude
• - _ C24)has been imposed upon the lanu.

Damsge_ were awarded on this basis, although the causes of

[_ the injury were the types of wrongs usually associated with
nuisance or trespass setloos. As the Court sald_

.,'.The noise iS startllng. And at nightthe glare from the pianos brightly lights
up the place ....Respondents are frequently

I_ deprived of their sleep and tilefamily hasbecome nervous and frlghtened.(25)
...We think that the landowner, as an in-

[_ eldest to his ownership, has n claim rethe airspace and that invasions of it are
in the same category as invasions of the
surface.(26)

Although this reasoning did justify aompensatingMr. Causby

._ for an obvious inequity, it had an important undesirable alde
gem

effect, Since the recovery was based on the taking of property.
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the compensation has been restricted to those cease where there

la an actual invasion of the airspace above the land, so a

property o_ner whose land ta not beneath the flight path cannot
m_

I_ collect compensation even if the impact of the soles and vibrn-

,_ _ tlon is severe. Without an over£11ght, the owner must be deprived

requlred (27): of all or most of his interests before compensation is

. ],| Thus, in a ease where the damages resulted from the use of an ,i

engine test pad at the airport and not from an overflight, it I

- l:i ,was stated
d

...It ie my opinion, as a matter o_ law£rom the evidence presented, that plaintiff
has not been deprived of "all or moss of
her interests" in the subject property, so

[_ as a "taking",'although
to constitute there

Was, indeed, a substantial interference
with the use and enjoyment thereof...Q 28)

_a
_ |S "Thee leads to theInequltabl'e result that a person living close

[_ to the runwaym but to the aide, cannot collect for noise damage,
while a person who lives further from the airport and experiences

ii I_ leas nolee may recover i£ he is "fortunate" enough to have even
mPB

a amall portion of his land beneath the flight path,

Many state courts have been able to avoid this harsh result

[_ when the state constitution requires compensation for a "taking
or damnglng.._29_t_ of propartyj since n damaging can be caused by

the noise and vibration without
a physical overf_ight m However,

the federal courts and courts in states without a constitutional

requirement to compensate for damages etill apply the ovor£1ight

t_ requlrement.(30) Roughly one-half 0£ the states fall in each

category.(31)
I!

/
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The Influence of Environmentalist Groups

Although wide-spread recognition of environmental problems

ie n relatively recent phenomenon, judicial concern can be

traced back many years. Here than forty years ago Justice ,

Ilolmea described a river as "more than an amcnityj it is a
treasure. It offers a necessity of llfe that must be rationed

among those who have power ever it. ''(32) Speaking for _he

-- U. S, Supreme Court in 1967j Justice Douglas admonished the

,,Federal Power Commission that the issue ie not "whether the i

proJec_ will be beneficial to the licenssa..,.Che test is whether ,_

the project will be in the public intersst.._tn preserving reaches
I

2 of wild rivers and wlldurnese arses,.,and the protcetion o£

wildlife."(33)

: _ gut even though the courts have been sensitive to environ-

[_ mental mattersj they have not often seen fit to grant standing

to individuals or groups that have a general interest in the

[; environmental issues of a case, rather than some direct personal

stake in the outcome. As stated by the Supreme Court in the

recent case of Sierra Club v. Morton,

|_ The Sierra Club failed to allege that
it or Ire members would be affected in any
of their activities or pastimes....

|| The Club apparently regarded any
allegations of individualized injury as
superfluous, on the theory that this was
a "public" action involving questions as

to the of natural ned that
usa resourcest

the Club's longstanding concern with and
expcrtlee in such matters were sufficient

I_ to give it standing as a "representative
em of the public," This theory reflects a

misunderstanding of our cases involving
#

f_

6
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administrative law....The trend of casss...h_s beon towards

recognizing that injuries other than econ-

iJ_a omic harm are sufficient to bring s person

iiI_ within the meaning of the statutory lan-
guage, and towards discarding the notion
that am injury that is widely sharvd is

ipso facto not an injury sufficient Coprovide the basis for judicial review ....
But broadonlng the categories of injury

that may be alleged in support of standingis a different matter from nh_ndnn_ns the
requirement that the party seeking review

_ i!_ _ must have himself suffered an injury,(34)
Although this decision was baaed on atandlng, both the

I_ majority and dissenting opinions agreed on environmental pro-

tostlon principles that would have been applied if the action
|i
f| worn properly brought. Far the majority, Justice Stewart

doslmrsdtbst
Assthetlc and environmental well-belng,

' like economic well-being, are important

i [_ ingredients of the quality of life inour society, and the fact that particular
environmental interests are sharmd by the

I_ many rather than tilefew does not makethem loss deserving of legal protection
through the Judicial pronesa.135)

[_ In his dlasmnt. Justice B_scl_un decried the rigidity of

law that prevented the Court from reaching issues that involved

[_ ...significant aspects of a wide, growing
and disturbing problem, that is, the

I_ Nation's and the world's deterioratingi environment with its resulting ecological
diaturbances.(36)

Theae Btatemonce may indicate that environmental groups willm

play m larger role In future court actions once technical problems

ore properly resolved.

i
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The limited success oE environmental groups in the cnurtsj

howevers has noc diminished their political importance. The

Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970 requires that

. _ No airport development project involving
C

the location of an airport, an airport

runway, or a runway sxtsnelon may beapproved by the Secretary of Transportation

unless the public agency sponsoring the i
project certifies to tile Secretary that

there has been afforded the ::opportunity

for public hearings for the purpose of
= connldsring tim economic, social and

environmental affects of the airport lots-.. tlon and its consistency with the goals
and objectives 0£ such urban planning as
ha_ been carried out by the ¢o_uunlty.(37)r;

A_ a result, confrontations between airport operator= and con=unlty

[_ ff_oupa Will occur increasingly more often. In
environmental

ndditio_, a recent study on community opposition to airport

development has Identi£ied at least two cases whore national

I_ conservation groups were able to block new airports through
[_

political pressures oven after local con=unlty organizations had

,? been oatlsfled wlt_ tlle environmental aafeguardo proposed.

Publlc opposition to the development

_of a new Los Angeles airport at Polmdal_ Iirose in throe quarters. First there was

the dissident local resident who simply did I'i
I_ not wane to be displaced from his present t
La home, or become an abutter to a glant air-

port. Other local resldenta advocated

I_ detailed regional planning -- which was
endorsed by the local government and tits

t| Airport Department. Civic groups organised
for economic promotion in the clty supported

the project completely. They were satisfied• _hat the increased emplo_enc and purchasing
power of the airport would give rise to grant

urban development in the region.

,z
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_le effective opposition that finally

stopped the alrpor= development at thistime came from...remote dissident groups,
Led by the Sierra Club, the combined con-

eervation groups sought a court injunctionin Washington, D. C., co stop the disburse-
ment of Federal funds on the basis of

inadequate environmental planning. This

action caused much comment in the Palmdaloarea, for a number of residents felt that
the airport c_plex would be beneficial to

the community as a whole° It was also feltthat by removing the court case to a distant
...... sLyLy, kheae persona and groups supporting

[_ the airport could not afford the expanse ofappearing in person in the caurt room and
/ voicing their support, However, from a

strategy viewpoint, the Sierra Club, taking

[_ this into consideration, made effective
very

declalon. Because the Department of Tcans-
portatlonp located in Washington, D. C., was
being sued, the case could be brought in
Washington, D. C.... The DOT, seeking to avoid
a trial simply temporarily withheld their

_ contributions to the project which, in effee_,

_ _ temporarlly,haltedwork on the construction
._ of the airport.( 38)'

'!_i__ _ The study also documents a similar.problem involving the Florida

..: Everglades.

...the originally proposed site had the
• ii approval of various government agencies of

" [_ the State of Florida and the Federal Govern-
_ _ meat. In fact, construction of the facility

wan well under way with federal airport funds
when termination was ordered. [The Dade

I_ County Port Authority had_ conducted a number i'
of local public hearings and funded a number
of research e£for_s to determine the exact I

i_ impact Of the jetport construction on the I:
Everglades site. Local conservation club Ibranches were satisfied with the site selection

process that also included specific inpu_ fromthe Park Superintendent ....IIowever, as time
progressed, an alliance of the Audubon Society,
the Sierra Club and the Friends of the Earth

began a lobbying campaign in full force....
As lobbying pressures increased, Secretaries

Volpo and Htckcl commissioned studies that

" ii
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culminated in President Nixonts announce-
ment of tile withdrawal of public funds,..

effectively cancelling the proposedcommercial Jetport development of the...
alto.(39)

m

Thus it can be seen that environmental groups can be powerful

political forces and will in all probability become powerful
litigants in the future.

Community Restrictions

Federal v. State -- In many eases, the local government

..has attempted to act for all it, citizens by regulating or

!}[_ actually etopplng the amount of noise impinging on the community.

_ Chest attempts arc usually based on the power of the local

_' authority to promote and protest the general health, morals and i

i'_ Ii welfare of its citizenry. This power is aotusl_y found in the :_stats consti_tione. For instsuce_ the constitution of Nssssehunstts :i
)

roads "Government is instituted for the coulees good; for the
proteetionj eafntyj prosperity and happiness of the people. "(40)

Acting as an agent of the stats govermusntp local govermuentn

have traditionally undertaken the regulation of notee through those

police powers.

However, under the federal constitution, the states yielded
to Congress the "power to regulate Commerce wi_h forsiEn nations,

and.augthess,orul  otes,,,C41)whileelsesgreslngi. tbs
"Supremacy Clause" that "this Constitution and the Laws of the

United States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof...shall be

the supreme Law of the land...any thing in the ConsCltution or
Laws of any Stats to the contrary not wlthstnnding."(42J_ Thus,

.i
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whnn thn attempts of ths local governments to regulate noise

_tare to impose undue burdens on commerce among the 8taCos, a
t:

conflict arises betwson the state and federal spheres of control.

Although it is not impossible for both federal and state govern-

ments to regulate the same subject matter through powers arising
from different sources, federal control is exnlualvn when n

conflict does arise and the area is under thepre-empted Supremacy

Clause.

• In the 1824 case of Gibbons v. the New York

leglelature had granted exsluolve license to Ogdqn to uae
Bteomboate on the liudaon, barring Gibbons from operating between

[_ and New York his steamboats had been
New Jersey aZthough federally

llsensed. Arguing vigorously that it hod ev0ry.rlght to regulate

coomereo until Congress chose to pre-_pt the field, New York

[_ insisted that

...this powsr is concurrent; and as such,
may be exercised by the staten, subject,

t_ concurrent powers, to (44)
llke other the

_' ,power of Congress, when actually sxerclaed;...

I_ Supporters of a strong federal government argued that Congress

alone could regulate commerce and It8 failure to act indicated a

' Con_resnlonal policy of no Governmental regulation in this area,

i_ thereby excluding state action.
It has bean contended by the emunsnl for
the appellant, that, as tim word "to

regulate" implies in its nature, full powerover the thing to be regulated, it excludes
mecsssnrily, the action of all others that

would perform the snma operation on thehomo thing. That re_latlon in designed
for the entire result, npplyin_ Co those

/
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parts which remain as they wore, as wall
as to those which are altered. It produces

_._ a uniform whole, which is as much disturbedand deranged by changing what the regulating
power designs to leave untouched, as that

on whleh it is operated. There is greatforce in this argument, and the court is not
satisfied that it has been refuted.(45)

! The Court neither approved nor disapproved these arguments but
I;

found that Congress had in fact pre-empted the area by imposing

]'_ the federal license requirements which Gibbons had mot. Since _;
L_

_I Congress had acted, New York did not hove the power _to regulate j.,

Gibbons' actions.

_ ...all inquiry into this subject seems to
the court to be pat completely at rnet, by

I, thecotalreadymsntlnmod,entitled,an
:: |9 act for the enrolling cud licensing of
• ctnnmboats" ....This act demonstrates the

opinion of Congress, that steamboats may

be enrolled and licensed, in common withtassels usln_ sails....The one element
Jetsam] may be aS legitimately used as the

'. |_ other [saila],...end the act of n state
; _ inhibiting the use of either, to any vessel

having a license under the act of Congress,
comes, we think, in direct collision with

_ [i that act'(46)

Y _ Neither the New York nor the federal positions have ever been

specifically accepted or rejected by the Court. The general

guldellnea that emerged during the first half of the 19th Century
(and still basically apply) are:

I. The states, in regulating the general public good,

can pass laws which affect commerce, as long as they

do not come into conflict with the federal powers.

In 1829, the Court held that

tl

[
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.i

. F_ Heasures calculated to produce
m these objectives [to enhance property

I value and health of Inhabltants_,
:: _ provided they do not come into col-
.'. llslon with the powers of the general
, _ government, are undoubtedly within

those which are reserved to the
states. But the measure authorized

_L_ by this act stops a navisnbls creskj
_ E= ....But this abridgoment, unless it

comes in conflict wlth the constitution

or a law of the United States, is anaffair between the government of Dole-
_ ware and its citizens, of which this

court can talcsno eognlsance.(47)

['J 2. If the subject matter is by its nature national, or

[I suited tO only one uniform system Of control, it!

requires exclusive regulation by Congress. In

18SI, it was found that

Whatever subjects of this power are

In their nature nntienal, admit
or

only of one unlform system, or plan
of regulation, may justly be said to

be of such a nature as to requireexclusive legislation by Congress.(48)

_ 3. Local government can exercise powers that are local

J and not national in scope in areas where local
!,

peculiarities can best be regulated by local legislation

until Congress finds it necessary to act. (49)

The Court expressly limited these rules to the cases before

it and refused to say they would be valid in all sormneres clause
_ituations. However, these rules do provide a background for

underetanding court to community attempts to regulate noise.
reactions

Local Regulation -- In 1956, Cedarhurst, N.Y., attempted to bar

overflights below a certain altitude by planes taking off and landing

: from what is now Kennedy Airport. This was held unconstitutional since

I'
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the federal government had assumed exclusive control of the

airways, preventing the local government from restricting their !
.use.(50)

In s 1968 case involving Hempstead, N.Y., the Court held ,'

i_' that local noise ordinances normally within the police power

of the town were uneonstltutionel sines planes had tO deviate

from the federally-establlshed flight paths to comply. Since
_ every other town around New York's Kennedy Airport was about

to pass similar ordinances if Hempstead's wets upheld_ there :_/

would be no way for planes to 'divert. The resulting constraints "

on the flight paths in and out of the airport would limit

oporatlons as severely as Cedarhursttm altitude regulations
and, therefore, those ordinances wore also unconetltutional. (51)

_ [9 Communities have also attempted to impose curfews on

nnmrby airports. In 1969p the California courts uphold the

_ _ right of e city to prohibit night Jet flights in Stags v. Clty

- _ p£..SantaMonlce,(52) since no _nterferenee with the federal
[]

_i P °wer was found. Citing from on oarllmr cats, the Court said I!
4_

oreovor,weeatsthamaise°hsto e
_' is a fodcrnl ss well as a state aim nnd

when not inconslstenC with safety...would

i._ not necessarily present a confllct with I'federal law but might well reinforce It.(53)

_ _ Howeverp there was no commercial aviation at this airport and

the city was its owner and operator. The Court felt that,

under the publlc utility code,

...the operation of a municipally owned
}_ airport,..has been expressly committed by
t_ statute to the local agency. Government

Codn_..oSeCtion 50474o..provldes:

I! •

/
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Ie In connectlos with the erection or

maintenance of,..airporta or facilltles_
m a local agency may...(f) Regulate the

use of the airport and facilltlss and

other property or means of transport- 4
_@ orlon within or over the airport....(5)

It is not clear whether both of these factors must be

_! _ present for local control to be upheld, However, when the

city of Burbank, Collfornla, passed a similar reEulatiom

I_ based on the Santa Monlca case, it was struck down as an

ii., a.oonstltntlonali.ter ereseow.bin=aCeo=oroe.
-" flare neither factor was present, since there was interstate

_ oom_nerelalaviation and the tenninal was neither owned nor

operated by gurbank. J

. The trial court in the Burbank case stressed the national

+ :_ nature of the air system and found that the federal government

has so completely occupied the area of airspace control that

j:+ _ Congress left no room for local regulatlens of the type
Burbank

!,, cought to.enforce.
t,

!; .,.if the time during which the navigable
air space may be used is to be curtailed,

thecourteooolodssthortheootlos.oatcome from Congress, or its authorised

i agency, if the safe and efficient use of
the air space is to be maintained and

ii[_ .interstate commerce protected from
un-

reasonable burden and in_orferonco.(5g)

The trial court held further that, if tho Burbank regulation

were upheld',all cities would soon pass curfews causing a cascade

effect severely limiting the movement o£ alr mail and air cargo,

I:_ which would ultlmately place an undue burden on interstate co_oree,

In the words of the Courtj

m

• +, .
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The noise problem created by jot aircraft
• _ is well known end it appears to the Court

[_ that a curfew ordinance, if valid, would
promptly be adopted by virtually all I

I_ cities surrounding airports. Considered 1
_ singly, such an ordlnance'mlght not impose I

an unlawful interference with interstate I
i•

;i _ s°=leree" However, considered on a
national level, the ordinance could not

: stand.(57)

' On review, the Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit held

The pervasiveness of federal regulation in

the field of air commerce, the intensityof the national interest in thla regulatlonp
and the nature of air commerce itself

,. require the conclusion that state and local
regulation in that area has been preempted,.**
Furthermore, the Federal Aviation Act also
contains language of exclusivity. 49 U.S.S.

lJ 81508 [(1970_ declares that the UnitedStates possesses and exorclsos "complete and
national sovereignty in the airspace of the

United States...." That is the same type of_omprmselon which the Supreme Court found in
the Federal Tobacco Inspection Act to evidence

Congressional intent to establish a whollyfederal system which states were powerless
even to surplant.(5g)

Zonin R Restrictions -- Local governments have used thalr

zoning powers to impose land use restrictions around the airport.

I_ However, the zoning power can only be used tO place minor

i_ restrictions on land use that will benefit the public good, health
and general welfare while still not placing an undue burden on

_ the land owner. As stated by the U. S. Supreme Court,

The governmental power to interfere by

zoning regulations with the general rights:J of the landowner by restricting the char*
actor of his use, is not unlimited, and

other questions aside, such restriction
i cannot be imposed if it does not bear asubstantial relation to the public health,

_ Bafoty, morale, or general welfare.(59)
[

J
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m

I_ The aoerte distinguish between minor restrletlons that

i _ ]imlt enjoyment and use and those that amount to on apprmprla-

•tlon of property for public use, stating that "...the city may

• [i not under the guise o£ an ordinance acquire rights in private

_. property which it may only acquire by purchase or by the exercise

f_ of itc power of eminent domain .....(60)

i'!}_ In 1963, an Indiana court hold that an attempt to zone land

:_ near on airport to prohibit structures over the height that

would not _nterfere with the glide elope was more than a minor

[_ restriction and amounted to a taking of the ni_opaca which required
compensation. (61) Zc te arBuohle that a zon£ng schema based aolely

: on noise considerations ie really a taking o_ aviation easements

and just compensation would be required. CHUB, the airport end
f_

elty' lanenrmet bc.ary earofulhowthezoelngardlnaneoeare

In addition, Zoning cannot be used to bar an activity already

_,__ in extmtenee. (62) Thernfore_ the Indiana court felt tha_ any

attempt to change the nature of use around present airports could

only be done through condenmatton proceedings where full compensation

would be paid, saying
• .,regulation under the pollen power which
can be modified at the discretion of the

_ regulating euthotlcy ie wholly different
|| from the taking or appropriating of private

prnparty by the government for a specific

: use. The latter can be affected only ifcompensation is provided .... With this dis-
tlnegion eatabllshed, it becomes apparent

I_ that the City of Gary has attempted, by the

#_ passage of the ordinance under consideration,
tO take and appropriate to ice own ueo the

i!
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ordinary usable air space of property
adjacent to the Gary Airport without the

c - _63)

payment of _npensatxon,
R_Bhta of the Airport Operator

IT Anticipating the coming Jet age and its associated noise

problems, the Port of New York Authority (PONYA) waa the first

airport operator to act noise standards for aircraft using its

facility. An explained by the Port Authority'e chief acoustlea
oonsultant,

...We decided that the operation of Jet
./ aircraft could only be approved at our

_ airports after a showing that the nolae
;. _: under the take-off would be comparable

1_
with, and certainly not greater =han, that
of the large £our-englne piston transports

i[] then in use. In the early days of trans-port jet development, we refused permission
to both Boeing and deHavilland to bring

i_ problems.(64)jot trnneporto to New York because of noise

The Port Authority relies on its position of landlord to
enforce its rules and regulations, pONYArequires jet aircraft

to obtain permission in advance to use its airports and that

permission le contingent on an agreement to comply with the rules
ii

and regulations. (65) In addition, all airline lenses contain a

clause specifically stipulating that the carriers must comply
with all these rules and regulacione aea condition o£ their

1: tenancy.

The aircraft noise standards of the Authority have never been

directly challenged, but the general powers of PONYA to impose

I_ restrictions on the uee of ire facilities have been tested in two

Instances.

t#

I!

, _+..... . ...... , .............
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IF
The first involved tlle use of a particular runway at

m

I_ I_ Guordis airport. The Port Authority had a rule in force

etatlng that the runway in question could only be used if a
given noise level was not exceeded in nearby communitles.

.L

The airlines complied with this rule for two years while

: extensions were being made to allow safer Jet oporatlons on

m II
I,_ that runway. When the work was completed, the airlines started !!
7 H

.'It[_ operotlons end challenged the restriction on the basis that it
: was unreasonable and an interference with federal regulations

_ I_ which pre-empted the field. The Port Authority sought to
_m

enjoin the nlrllneo from violating their agreements.(66)

[_ The Court upheld the Port Authority and found no conflict

wlth federal re_ulatlon. The Federal Avlstlom Agency in operating
the tower had never directed anyone to use the questioned runway

even though it was available for use under particular weather

conditions. Also_ an additional runway which was Co be operational

within seven weeks would allevlato the problem. At mostj only

nine percent of the operations were affected, and other airports [

wars available as alternatives. Since noise woe a major problem, _.

those restrictions did not appear excessive. The Court held that i;
i'

By reason of its specialized experience and

expertise, the Port Authority is uniquelyequipped to weight the various conflicting
interests and to resolve the soma by the

[_ adoption of regulations which it believesto he reaoonsble. In so doing its Judgement
le not affected by any special or personal
Intoreot. It is not for the Court to sub°

atltute its for that of the PortJudgement
Authority or decide what regulatlona should
be adopted. Its function is only to determine

I'

/
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in the llght of all the circumstances
whether the particular rcgulatlon is so

unreasonable as to vlolate the understand-ins between the parties .... [The Court] is
convinced that under the circumstances

_:_ the regulatlons...sre still reasonablu....(67) |
_t

In the second case, the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Assocla-
r

!,_ ties (AOPA), which represents general aviation interests,

challenged the Port of New York Authority's right to charge

_: _ landing fee that had the intent and efffent of forqing private
?

_!_.. p£1ot_ to use other airports, allowlng more con_nerclaloperations

i,_ congestlon.(6g)'i at the three major New York airports during periods of

_'_ AOPA contended that this amounted to a restriction on air traffic

• and thus was local regulatlon of e federally pre-empted field.

,:' ["|_: _ Again, the Court found no conflict between the Port

[_ Authorlty=s acts and federal regulations; instead, both worked
;a

together to sllevlntc the severe peak-hour congestion being

_!! expsrlanced ar the New York facilities. The Court stated

Nothing in the present fee snhedule runs
_ counter to the FAA regulatlon in the

sense that it seeks to authorlzo conduct

which tim federal regulation prohibits

_i t_ or requtras the cessation of a practice
required by federal regulatlon...,United
in general purpose with tilehigh dennlty
regulation _imposed by the FAA_, the

_: revlaed fen schedule, if viewed as a
regulation of air traffic, simply has
the tendency further to restrict the
traffic restricted by the federal regu-
lation, but to do an in a dlrectlon of
rentrlctlon and for an aim eonnnonto both

:_J_ sets of regulation.(69)
t

;I

_p Thess two cases, plus Sta_ v. Santa Monlea mentioned earlier,

'_I_ have been cited as authority for the general propoe_l that the
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airport operator can regulate the noise levels at his airport.

llowever,all three eases are actually quite limited by their I
particular facts and may not justify so broad a conclusion, i

i

_._ In each cnsej the Court found no interference with federal ._

authority, thus ending the inquiry. Howcvor_ since most commercial

_ airports in the United States are owned and operated by local or

,_ state governmental agencies, it can be argued that their rules

and regulations are but another form of local ordinance and

!_ consequently subject to the same constitutional conflicts. It

il _ _S _herefors probable that tha airport _roprintor'. rogul.tions • I1
would fall if at somQ point they did con£1ietwith federal law. !

All that can safely be said is thee the opezator of the ]

airport can impose some limits on operations through his contracts i

f_ with the uscruas long as the restrictions are reasonable, do not

! place an undue burden on interstate commerce, and do not conflict

• : with soma fedarul rule or rogulatlon.

The ability of the airport operator to aomswha= control the_:,

no£oe of his facility is important, since hn is responsible for

i_:_ any resulting damage. In the case of Grigga v. Allegheny County,(70)

the Supreme Court o£ the United Sta_ss held that the airport operator,

: "as promoter, "owner, and lessor of the airport", (71) was the one

ill who had to take the required easements for fligh_ paths sincei
the operator decided "where the airport would be built, whet runwayu

,_i:i_ it would nnod_ their direction and length, and what land and naviga-

tion casements would be needed. ''(72) The federal government merely
approves the plans, and the airplanes fly where dlrscted. This

ib

_m

/

q
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places the burden of paying for navigation ennements on the

airport operator. There£ore_ it is important that he be able

i_ to regulate the noise levels and, to some extent, limit his ,L
liability.

"i _ Summary
Any technological or policy change proposed to alleviate

the airport noise problem should not rely on traditional modes _i
• ]

'[_ of enforcement since the judicial solutions to data have been
i

.'largely unsuccessful. Although there have been eases whore an i

I: individual recovered for _he diminution Of value Of h_o property
L_

due to noise and vibration, the property owner's rights ere

l_ limited in the federal and in many state jurisdictions to eases

of direct overflight above the'property.

Environmental groups have not had much success in the courts

-_ either, However, they promise to bn an increasingly effective

' li_Igan_ in the future as technicalities regarding their standing
N.

to bring actions ar_ clarified, In the interim, these groups

continue to exert effective political pressure in many ma_tora.
Efforts by tim conlnunity to control noise have been struck

down except when the local government unit was also the operator

of the facility, In general, the courts have upheld the airport

operator's rights to impose noise restrictions through contracts ,

wltb the airlines, so, as o class, the operators of airports have

boon moot nuecosoful in imposing noise limits, tlowovor, since the I!

operator', financial well-being depends on expanding air commerce,

r_

the noise restrictions may not have been as severe as those

t_

, ]
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Vl. LEGISIATION AND ITS LIMITATIONS

pa Solutlons to the airport noise problem that do not directly

Involve the airport operatort the airlines or the aircraft sod

l& lie totally outside the scope of traditional technology must

also be examined. These are ioglslotlvo solutions developed
11

as local, state and fnderal governments consider the rights

of the citizens the relative the over-all
near airport _o

b_ne£., of slr service co the area and nation as a whole.

I_ , Dapendlng on the location of the airport, several independent !

Juri0dlctlonsmay be involved. It has been astlmated that on a
clear day 1300 separetn political Juriadictlone can be coon from

the top of the _npira 5race Building. (1) Effective coordinated t

sotloo in such cacao is all but Imposalbleo

[_ LoealLe.,slation

" [_ Since lossl governments are restrie_ed by oonstltuelonal

conflicts with federal powers over interstate con_nerce, they

must look for methods of airport regulation through techniques

of land use and transportation planning becked by their police

i powers to protect the general health and welfare of the citizenry,

Alternate Services -- Cor_unltlos could limit or actually
replace air ae_vlce with other modes of transportation such as

Improved rail (including advanced air-cushion dovtcae) or

highways. (2) But these solutions might lead to the same or

additional problems.
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where t11e coots of _ t_

a largo mmlber oE
/

vehicles could exceed

ground rigllt-of-way

costs for the other n° air/
0

modes, (Tile trade-

_" --I_ o£f between rail and _ *_ ,!l 'l *; L®
= HILLION PASSENGERS PER YEAR
• _ air systems is shown

Fig. Vl=l Investment per Hilo --

in Figure VI-I.) Roll and Air Systems (4)

II Th*rd,ogrouodo.tomooooovormatchtheopoodofalrcro t
on long-rnege service, ::orcould it provide any transoceanic

rm

. [_ alternative, Thus, there will always be air service between the

major cities of this country and of the world a_d air service

._ could be totally eliminated only bgtween smaller citleo or between
t,

_:J _ small cities and major hubs. l|owover, it is in these lower den-
J

-: slty markets that the air system has its greatest economic advantage

an4 flexibility.

;" _ .the investment per route mile for airr. ,,

"_ _ systems is proportional to traffic volume
along a route since vehicles are added as

tile system proves its need. For low

vohHne routes (less than I00,000 passengersper year), there is an investment ratio of

roughly I00:i, and it is not until thor°

are i0 million passengers |>or year on aroute that the investment per mile in the

air system equals that of the ground sys-

" I_ tam. Conversely, for low volume routes_
n the same investment would provide about

100 times the rest° mileage for the system.

It is not surprising to notice that when

governments wish to provide transportation
to open up new areas of their country (as
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in Canada, Australia, Africa or Russia).
they no longer invest in rnil systems.(5)

II

I_ Finally, transportation systems are no longer local in

nature. Although n small city might decide to close its

_ airport, it cannot by itself obtain the rlghts-of-way needed

to connect with e distant hub by roll or highway. This can

only be done by cooperation between many governmental units

i:_ with o common goal.

Relocation -- Many titles hove closed down their older

i _n-oity airports ned built now facilities in less populated

,2: "areas. This has usually been motivated by a need for more

_ room and increased capacity rather than as a noise reduction

technique. Although soma regions have been successful in

i _ acquiring sew slice (Dallas-Fort Worth), most have been blocked

{_ *
_,_ by local residents in the selected area {New York). The only
z4

_I_ successful acquisitions haw been new airports located many
IQ

! miles from the downtounhnb that generates much of the traffic

I_ .(Montreal). Even in cases where a now .Irport has been opened, .{i

thaol oneoftoohosno heonFe=osntlyoloaedoomiginolly
m

planned (Chicago Midway). As pressures for increased services

have grown both airports have been meeded to meet the demand.
I:

However, n now airport does divert a large portion of the oltyts

service tO the remote location providing limited noise relief, i
J

particularly from the larger alroraft used in long-dlntance fllghta. [i
An example of thla san be aeon in the Washington, D, C., area

whore ions haul flights were transferred to Dulloa and Friendship

L ,
[
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Airports, and eervlce at Waahlngton Natlonal was restricted

to flights of lees than 650 miles. (6)

_;J Renovation -- Often it is cheaper fo_ a city to renovate

its presen_ facilities than relocate them, particularly where

there is sufficient land area available or easily obtainable

to meet service and runway requirements. Additional land can

be obtained by harbor fills or limited condemnations. This

'" is the case in Boston. Nalghborhood objection is hound to

IT increase, however, since more aircrnf_ will use the expanded

facilities and there still is not enough land to allow dieal-

[_ petlon of the noise before it reaches residential areas.

[_ Limitations and Curfews -- In addition to the tecLnical
constrelnte of runway capacity and tha air traffic control

+, [_ system, attempts have been made to impose artificial conetralnte
h_

on the type of aircraft that can use a facility, the number of

opsrntlona permitted and the time of these operations. However,

these types of constraints have not been upheld by the courts
unlss_ imposed dlrcctly by the owner or operator of the airport.

The tmpace of limitations or curfews goes much further than

. _ noise reduction in the viclnity of the airport. Limitations on

the type offaircraft can ef£eetivsly eliminate long-distance

t _ flighta which require large planes. Therefore. such limitationsm
nan be imposed only where there i+ anomher airport available

that does not have such restrictions. This results in additional

noise at that second airport when flights are transferred from

the first.

/
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A limitation on the number of flights in and out of one

airport has a direct impact on tile airports at the other end
of _hose flights--even if they have no noise problem. When

the limitations become total as during a nlght-tlme curfew

and when several major airports impose similar rules, the

i effect on the air system is magnified since tlme zone changes

and the tlme spent in the elf limit the number of arrival
&

and departure alternatives.

•I

; The potential accumulative effects have not gone unnoticed

by the courts. In a recent caee_ the Court considered the

_ effects that an ii:00 p.m• to 7:00 a.m. curfew would have if

imposednatlonall,
•..The Ordinance on a national basis would

increase costs by 25%...by reason o£ tile_i loss In the utilization of aircraft as

_; well as tile required purchase of new planes
to meet tlle concentration of flights within

_ tilepelmlitted hours of take-off, if, in fact#
c tile roschedulln 0 of fliglits Be eliminated

could be accomplished from a practical

!_[_ a_anvpot,lt. Additional maintenance shopswould also have to ho established by all

airlines co accomplish the rcq._rcd .lain-

[_ tenancc nc necessary Locations for roperand efficient: use o_ their planes. (-_)

"' _lJ Detailed analysis, however, indicates tha_ the intpact would be

considerably less than indicated (see Section VII).

l_ gonine--Although there are legal restrictions on tile use

Of zoning around an airport, it can be a powerful tool when

properly applied to assure land use that is compatible with

[i airpors noise. Forty-twostates have adopted express enabling

n= legislation providing for airport zoning• It has been estimated

I'
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that there are morn than 500 airport zoning ordinances of one

C)

li type or another currently in effect in the Drilled States,-g-

Under these plans_ nolse-sensltlve areas such as residences,

.... , schools and hospitals are prohibited, while manufacturing and

_ recreation areas ere encouraged. _hle technique is most helpful

izit
when used in conjunction with sew airport development, but has

little application around older airports slncn property uses in

::_":" ._' being cannot be zoned away, (9) :

i J To be ef£ectivn, zoning mutt be dose on a regional basis,

:' t_ zincs the noise usually affects many surrounding aor_nunitlns

• in addition to the polltical unit in which the airport in located.

[_ It ehould alas be coupled with stringent building codes that

:', minimize noise ineldn structures by requiring sound-proofing

|_ The limitations of local governments in deallng with

environmental problems in general has been recognized by the

annual report:

The traditional local zoning system '
de Ill-suited to protect broader regional,

state and national values. Local govern-meats have a limited perspective on and
little incentive to protect scenic or
ecologically vital areas located partially

I_ or even entirely within their borders.
' _ Economic pressures often spur development

to the deSrimcnt 0£ the environment bncsuse
of local government dependence on property
t_Xefl.

Local land usa regulatlon alone, there-

fore, cannot deal efficiently with many oftodayla environmental problems: protecting
lands that have naSurul or esthetic value
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to n region; accomodnting development
, _ that is necessary fiefa region but may

h not be desired by local co_'nunitles;
and controlling large-scale development
that impacts upon more than one local

goverru_ent. Recent state initiativesin land use regulation are aimed st
_r: overcoming these disabilities,(lO)

" _ State ,Le_Islstion

[_ Several states have either proposed or enacted measures
.-.......: Lo control airport noise. Under the Hinneaots Airport Zoning

I_ Act, the State Airport Commiaslon was given the to
power

!

determlne guidelines for zonlng and comprehensive land use

I_ planning around airports in the state. Local governments

must get the approval of the State Commission before local
¢

land-use regulations csa be imposed, (ll)

The state of California has adopted a unique plan for

the regulation of airport nolee throughout the state, which,

g If upheld by the courts, will serve as a model for other

_iI _ states.(12) Ths plan stresses noise impact reduction by all
," monna rather than by noise limits alone. Although absolute

_olse levels set for ind_vidudl aircraft they
operations,ere

_re not essential for the operation of the plan. Instead,

_hs limits ere set to protect individuals from being exposed

i_ Co harmful noise levels rather than to control airport noise.
Individual noise constraints are enforced at two levsls.

i:. _ Under ths regulatlons:

L No opera,or of an aircraft shall operate

any aircraft in excess of the singleevent noise exposure level limits adopted.(13)

l! 1•
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Violations ere a misdemeanor and subject to a substantial fine _::
unless :_

]

•...such operables is the direct result of "
: the pilot's exercise o4 his responsibility !i

for tile ea_ety o4 the passengers, crew, _
_ _ cargo and aircraft or of his emergency !_

• Ii authority.(16) i
,!

m In addition to tlleoperator of the alreraft, the operator of i_

.... the airport is held lluble for violations 0£ the eingie event _

,li_ts" ii
• No airport proprietor shall knowingly _

l__ permit any aircraft operator to
exceed the single event noise exposure !!level limitS,o,(15)

;tI

Although this approach to controlling individual noise

I_ events is in Itself unusual, the unique feature of the Cali£ornla 'i!"

g

_i 'plan Is in the auction atntlng J

,! . _i'|_ No airport proprietor shall operate his
i_! _ airport with a noise impact area of other 'I
i, than zero unless aald operator has e ,_

,_. verlneee.(16)

;i;; Thie section attempts to regulate nolsa impact rather than

_i _ noise alone and gives a flexibility and adaptability that is !i
'r i. I

_, Incitingin most plans. ;,

The noise impact urea le based on the amount of land sub- i

!i k,'_ _sctcd to sn averagenoise level thst exceedsthe limits i:!L established as compatible for the existing type of land use.

_, m _hese limits were deveiopcd from numerous studies 04 the impact ,!

! of noise on sleep m ten,nucleation,health and other factors, (17) !_

_' 'Different limite are specified for various aetivities_ thus per- I!

[! mlttlng various amounts of noise depending on local eondltions.(18) _.

I, !i
Imm

.... [
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_lo average noise level is determined for property neer

the airport by computing or m_asurlng how loud each aircraft

operation Is at the point in question and thenwelghtlng the

result by the tima of day when the noise occurred.(19) One

flight during the evening relaxation hours is conaldered to
amuse as much annoyance as three separhte flights during .the

day, while flights during sleep perlode are consldcre_ an

offensive as ten dnytlmn operotlona. The impacts of all the

noise levels ere combined to yield ths average daily level. (20)

_: I_ This number io compared to the standard ,or tho property to
II

oen if n violation has occurred,

• This fonnulatlon gives the airport operator the optlon

_ of using several typno or combinations of techniques to r_duen

_: noloe Impact beyondthe alrport'boundsry.(21) Either through

-:_ variable landing fees or contracts with the alrllnesj the

airport proprietor can encourage the use of alreraft with lower

,!

C_' noise characterlstlee while discouraging noialer airplanes.

By lowering the noise level 0£ each operation, the proprietor

lowers the average value of noise impact°

I_ The proprietor can also encourage the use of r_nways, fllghg
paths and operational procedures that reduce the noise or increase

the distance between the noise source end the noise impact boundary.

Shlalding (the use of nature1 terralnj buildingn_ etc.) would

[_ llhewlse reduce the noise that reaches the measurement points

end thus lower the average levels.

T m
J
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Sines evening and nighttime operations are heavily welghteds

the proprietor o_ an airport that has many flights during these

I_ nolse-sensitlve periods can greatly reduce the average noise
m r

level for the area by imposins flight restrictions or a curfew.

_'I_ If the airport has 90 flights during _ho day and I0 at night,

m the I0 nighttime operations (which are considered ten times

I,_ as offensive as the day operations) would add more to the average

. ,i nolae impact level than all the day flights combined. Consequently,

by eliminating these ten night flights, the proprietor o_ the

airport can substantially rcduon the average impost level while

decreasing his capacity Dy only ten percent. Thus reduction of
fllghts_ particularly during the nolso-sensitive periods by

_,I_ noisier aircraft, le an sffoetlve control of over-all soles impact.

_, Limitations on the number of £1ights that can operutQ st

an nlrport hays an additional e_fect on noise reduetlon that is

:: {_ not immediately obvious. While landing fees proportional to
noise levels or fines £or excossive noise might sncourugSlalrlinee

tobuy °leterplanesthedegreeioaontlvsw lddopoodos
the policy established by the Civil Aeronautics Board, _f all or

a portion of the costs could be passed on to the passengers through

_are increase_ an airline would carefully welsh the potential

envlngs in noise costs against decreased traffic, the remaining

llfe of the noisy equipment, and slmilar factors before undertaking

s large re-equlpment program.
JJ

However, frequency limitations cannot be passed on through

a fare increase. Since the over-all noise impact for several

I! ,,
l,

............. . ..... • . . .
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flights by o quiet aircraft could be the same as for a few

flights by noisier planes, the first airline to get quiet planes

could fly more often and still meet th_ same noise criteria.

_ Since the airline with the greater frequency o_ service between
il

i " ' _: _ two cities is known to got more than a proportionate share of

Y .the passenger traffic, there would be a strong incentive to be

_ _ the first co fly quieter planes.(22)

Finally, the airport proprietor could reduce the noise
.l'evol at the noiso impact boundary either by expanding the

boundary physically or by changing the land u¢o o£ property to

be compatible with the noise impact level. Thle coula be done

:5 by actually buying land or by paying £or building modlfieatlona,

- _ purchasing easements and otherwise controlling land usa without
actual purchase.

In addition to the flexibillty.thnt this plan gives to the

airport operator, it permits con_unlty involvement in the setting

_" of standards. Although the minimum levels of tolerable soles

_' _ impact are established by the state_ the county governments
are expected to work with the airport proprietor in setting levels

best suited to the area. (23) Thus, if an area felt that economic

developmon: would be encouraged by n busy airport, it could decide

to impose only the minimum standards required by the state. If,

"" _. on the other hand s the area wanted come air service hut valued quiet
more, it could eot standards that wore higher than the statelo and,

thus, bettor suited to its needs.

_.._.- ,......... . .
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In addition, it is up to oath county to decide how it

defines a noise problem and what airports wltbln its Jurisdiction

have such a problem, The county governmsn_ may also require the

_: _ Inatallatian of an aut_nntlc nolsa monitoring system at an

!_ _ airport if i_ feels that the problem requlrea it, (24) TO avoid

oongustan, the minimum standards and spaci£1caClons £or such s

monitoring system are sat out In great detail in the state

regulations, (25)
." In its plan, Cnli£ornla has attempted to avoid a violation

{_ 0£ the c¢_._erce provlsion_ of _he federal eonotltwtlo_ in several

,. ways. Firet_ the lfmics #st for individual aircraft operations

ore vary close to Chess imposed by federal regulaclonc_ although

_ _ a dlfferent measurement technique la used. Second. the stats

contends tha_p baaed on the leglalatlva hlstory and intent of

£edoral laws_ _t can act to the extent _hat it is no_ prohibited

: by _edcral action, (26) For support, Calffo_fa relies on Public

:_ La_ 90-411 whleh empowered the Fedoral Aviation Adminiatrstion

!i_ to act noise standards for alrcra£t. In the histo,y of the act,

it is stated that

The bill is an amendment _o a statutedascrlblng the powers and duties of the
¢ Federal Government with respect to alr

con.narcs. AS indicated osrllcr in this• reporCj corrals actloss by StOic and
local public agencies, such as zonin_ to

assure compatlble land use, are a necessarypart of the total attack on airaraft noise,
In this connoetlon_ the queatlon is raised
whether this bill adds or subtracts any-

thing powars _tata or
from the o_ local

g0vernmonta. It la not the intent of the

:
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cor_ntCtee in recommending this legislation
to effect any change in thm existing
apportionment of powers between the Federal

and state and local governments.
In this regard, we concur in the

following views set forth by the Secretary

inhielatterto ao°itteoof uno221968:
' The courts have held that

the Federal Government presentlypreempts the field of noise regu-
latlon insofar as it involves

con_rolling the flight or aircraft.: Local nolse control legislation
limiting the permissible noise

i I_ level of all overflying aircrafti has recently been struck down
because it conflicted wi_h Federal

i_, rcsulation Of aft traffic. American !
' _| . Airlines v. Town,o_.}[empstead,272

}J F.Supp. 226 (U.S.D.C., E,D,, N.Y.,
1966). The court said, at 231, "The

iii_ legislation operates in an area: eo_ttted to Federal care, end noise
limiting rules operating ae do those
of the ordinance must come from a

_:._ Federal source." H,R. 3400.would

_:; (_1 merely expand the Federal Govern-
i/ mantis role in a field already pre-

eruptedwouldnotohangothlapreemption. State and local
governmenta will remain unable toi

_ _ • use their police powers to control
z!i[] " aircraft noiee by regulating the

.". flight of aircraft.

_'_ . However, the proposed Iegis-.! latlon will not affect the rights of
a state or local public agency, as

• ,. the proprietor of an airport, from

laeulng regulations or ea_ablishlng_'_ requirements as to the permissible
level of noise which can be created

I_ by aircraft using the airport. Air-
:_ _ port Owners acting as proprietors can
_ presently deny the use of their air-
!iI_ porte to aircraft on the basis of

noise considerations eo long as such
exclusion is non=discrimlnatory.

'Juat as an airport owner is

responsible for deciding how long the
runways will be, so is the owner

,j
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responsible for obtaining noise

easements nssassary to permit

_._ the landing and takeoff of theaircraft. The Federal Govern-
menC is in no position to require

an airport to accept service byc larger aircraft and, for that
purpose, to obtain longer runways.

_. Likewise, the Federal Governmentis in no position to require an
airport to accept service by
noisier aircraft, and for that

_:. purpose to
o_tain additional

noise easements. The issue is

the service desired by the airport

owner and the steps it is willing

to take to obtain Cha aervica. In

• dealing with this issue, the Fed-
eral Government should noc substi-

' ruts its Judgement for that 0£
. the ,tares or elements 0£ local

government who, for the most part,
_ om_ and operate our Nation's air-

ports. The proposed legislation
is not designed to do this and

o will not prevent airport propria-
[! tars £romaxcludlng any aircraft
v on the basis of noise conaidara-
[1[_ tions.
_ Of course, ths authority 0£ units of

I' local government to control the e£feeCs of

_! I_ aircraft noise through the exercise of land

'_L_ uos planning and zoning powers is not dimin-ished by the bill.
_i,- Finally, since the flight of aircraft

'/I; has been preempted by the Federal Government,
.: state and local governments can presently
! exercise no control over sonic boom. The
IJ[_ bill makes no change in this regard.(27)
!

_lis position has been enhanced by ths passage of Public

Law 92-574, The Noise Control Act of 1972, in which several

specific references are made to the right of local and state

authorities to establish and enforce controls on environmental

noise,(28)

,c -
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Plnnlly, the state relies on those cases upholding the

right of the airport proprietor to sec noise limits for

operators using his facility. The California plan makes the
proprietor llsble for vlolatlsns of the noise standards and

threatens revocation of hie ps_i_ for non-compliance. (29)

The operator is then the one who imposes the eurfew_ bans

].! certnln alrcraft; etc., not tho state itself.

A major problem with the Callfornla plan is enforcement.
If the airport proprietor does not comply s the state may revoke

i ' hle rlght to operate the airport. Although this may be an

effective threat against a private or small operator, i_ is

_'i'II_: _ doubtful whether such an settee could be enforced sgatns_ the

Clty of Los Angeles or whether any of the major California

_.] airports could really be closed.

_: --_ Another problem is whether the standards set are realistic]

: over the time period proposed. Since present alrporta do not

have to msee _hs minimum noise levels unCll 1985_ (30) the time

problc_ is sac crucial. In sdditlon_ the state has shown s

"_ _ wllllngsess to cooperate slldgrant vnrlnnces whore roqulrod_

_ [_ Therefore, it would seem that realistic standards and an appropriater

_ime frame will emerge over the next few years.

Federal Le_islstlon

m

The two major federal acts passed to date primarily attempt
4 :

to directly limit the level of noise, rather than concentrate on

the elimination of noise theimpact on e Gn_nunlt y.

El
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There are ewe major problems with this type of approach,

The first Is in the definition of how _he noise is to be measured.

Technologists do not agree on what qualities of the Bound should

I_ be considered or what the relative importance of these qualities

ii: _ is. There is debate over what equipment should be selected to
make the measurements, where it should bo placed and who should

i_ operotesad=on,tel it. .
the ascend problem is whore the llmlta should be ee£ after

a measurement technique Is adopted, The aelectlon of the maximum

t_ Bound levels is based on the value judgements of the decision

P, makers as to what is goo_ for the populatlon as a whole and ie

l] subject to political pressures. At the local Ievel, the deelre

to please the voters would cause a tendency Co undervalue the

_ national importance of commerce and overvalue community impact.

--_ i_ AC the national level, organized industry lobbies might bias

decisions against community interests since local groups would

offer only scattered and divergent viewpoints,

In olthor case, any law Chat sets absolute limits on the

I_ soles that an aircraft can make is probably imaf£1clent from an

; enonomla standpoint. The efficient amaunt of nolae reduction

occurs when the nest of further raductlon in nolso exceeds the :i

I_ benefit that the community receives from a reduction in noise

impact. Since the noise impact depends on several factors in I"

addition to the absolute noise level, any plan that deals solely

with the noise cannot poaslbly meet the needs of all car_mnitlee,
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If the noise level is sat to alleviate noise impact at some

airport, then it not be hlgh enough to significantly
_vercge may

:: reduce the problem at high-noise airports. I£ ths noise level

;iI_ is set to alleviate the hlgh-nolse problem, then the cost of

_ _ noise reduction to the air system will be much greater than

that needed to reduce noise impact at most airports. In one

J_ ease, there is too much noise; in the other, too much nolsc_d

• redustlone

, Public Law 90-411 -- Under Public Law 90-411,(31) _he Federal

_ Aviation Administration was given the authority to prescribe and

amend rules and regulations necessary "to afford prcscn_ and

;. future relief and protection to the public frmunnecesaary

aircraft noise....''(32) In setting these rules and standards,

!':I_ the Administrator of _he FAA was to consul_ with federal, state

I_ andi.taretstoauthoritieaashafelt cppropri_ts,(3a)eom_idor
the t_pact o£ such rules and standards on safety, (34) end evaluate

[_ their economic and technical reasonableness. (35) This lawb_

represented the first major attempt to control commercial aircraft

noise at the national level.

[_ Fcdaral^viation_lation Part36,_6)iseucdinresponds
ta

to the above chargej set standards on the noise levels that could

be made by different weight-classes of aircraft during take-off

and landing. But it was primarily prospective in operation since

aircraft cer_tfisd before the regulation came into affect ware

given various exemptions, (37) However, the tabulations specifically
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:l'l_ avoided the question af the resulting impact of noise standards

ii ontheeo uulty.
Pursuant to 49 U,S.C. 1431 (b) (4), the

...._ noise levelsin thisparthave beende-

ii_ retrainedto be as low as is econo_ically
- "_, reasonable, technologically practicable,

and appropriate to the type of aircraft

to which they apply. No determinationis made, under this part, that those salsa
levels are or should be acceptable or un-

I_ acceptable for operation st, into, or outof, any alrport.(38) .,

Publl9 Law 92-5.74,the "Noise Control Ac_ of 1972,,(39)--
.: .Partially in response to the previous failure to consider noise

< [_! impact on the local community, Senators John Tunney of Californiai

and Edmund Muskle of Maine in_roducsd The Environmental Noise

Control Act of 1972 (So 3342) on _reh 14, 1972. As stated by

_ii _ Senator Muskle,
The bill which ws introduced was not...

_: de0isned primarily _o rollers transporta-
_ _ tion companies, particularly the airlines,

fromeffsstive noise regulations.
h . ...To date, regulation of aircraft

:5, , noise pollution h.s been the sole teepee-
., elbillty of the Federal Aviation Adminis-

i ,_ trstloe. The Federal Aviation Admlnlstra-
tlcn has had this rosponslbility since its

!i inoop.oohasha.ospoolflelabials
tlve mandate for the past four years. And

ill_ its record is wholly inadequate. (40)
_S

Although the original bill saught tO transfer thQ determination iI

of aircraft noise standards to the Environmental 1_'otection Agency
J

I:(EPA), the act as finally passed retains the dominance of the

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Eowsvs_, it does emphaslze 71

I_ Stowing congressional concern for the publio health and welfare. As
stated by Senator _nney on the Senate floor,
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: It is not the intention of the Congress
that the phrase "economic reasonableness"

m continue to be interpreted as it has in the

past under section 611 of the Federal Aviation

Act. By recasting the control of aircraft

_ I__ noise in a new regulatory framework s Congressintends that the reasonableness of the cost

Of any regulation or standard be judged in

_ _ relation to the purposes of this acts which

,_ is to protect public health and welfare fr(ml
aircraft noise. Costs are to he Judged
against that goals not for thniT effect on

nit commerce or pnrtlcular air carriers.The hey element in this proposal is
protection of the public health and welfare.

The key clement is nots as some may believe,protection of commerce. The Federal Aviation
Admlnlstrationts regulatory responsibility
is retained in order to assure technological

I_ availability and protect safety. However,
the FAA, following the lead Of EPAs will

be required to promulgate regulations which

I_ shall assure protection of public health and
welfare in airport environments even where
it iS not possible to achieve necessary

noise reductions through the application ofspetifio'_sion controls On engines and
alrcraft._ "A;

[_ To carry out these goals, the new law charges the Administrator

of the Environmental Protection Agency to

[_ ...conduct a study of the (I) adequacy of
Federal Aviation Administration flight and

operational noise controls; (2) adequacy• of noise emission standards on now and

existing aircraft_ together with recormmcnd-

atlons on the retrofitting and phaseout ofexisting aircraft; (3) implications of
identifying and achieving levels of cumula-

tive noise exposure around airports; and (4)

additional measures available to airport
operators and local governments to control

aircraft noise.(42)

TO ensure that the findings of the EPA are _iven proper weight ,

I! Section 611 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C. 1431) was
It

mm

modified to emphasize that agency's role. Under the revised section,

/
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[,
the _PA is to propose regulations for the control of aircraft

noise and sonic I£ the FAA £ails to adopt itsboom. (43)

rdco_nmendntions, EPA can request additional reviews (44) and t!

require supplemental report8 (45) when it £eels the FAA's

.!.._ action does not adequately protect the public welfare. In

eddltlon, the new law makes specific provlslone £or citizen

actions, stating that

...any persoe_..may co_eace a _ivil action

hie own behalf--
oR
(1) against any person.,.who is alleged to

be in violation 0£ say noise control
requiremeet..._ or

" (2) against--
(A) the Administrator of the Environ-

[_ mental Protection Agency wherethere is alleged s failure of
such Administrator to per£orm any

,s act or duty under this Act..., Or

• [_ (B) the Administrator o£ the Federal
Aviation A_mlnlstration where

" there is alleged a failure 0£ such

E_ or duty under section 611 0£ the
Federal Aviation Act of 1958....(46)

_! _ All O_ tbeae provisions _re designed to tighten stendarde set
2

|_ _°r aircraft holes em_sslene through direct sad indiree_

government and public, pressures.

I_ Federal Prepmp_ian -- Both Public Laws 90-411 and 92-574

make it clear that Congress did not intend to preempt local

control over noise impact. Although the ir_nedlatecommunity

may be in the beet position to assess its own noise problems,
it te not clear if this type of control could ba implemented

I_ locally without severely restricting interstate cor_aerca through

myriad local rules and regulation_ that could have national

impact,

i p,
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Although the courts have allowed various local regulations

i:_ thatdoselectinterstatee_erco,(47')nonehavetouchedon

_. control of aircraft or the air system but rather have concentrated

i'_ on trucks, trains or barges that are relatively slow and remain

:__ in a state for some length of time. In fact, much of their

activity may be constrained to a relatively local geographic

area. If a city regulates truck noise, most of the trucks

I_ affected are used primarily in the city. Interstate truckers

can either comply, roroute their trucks around the area or

i; [] USe remote terminals, without significantly affecting their

aver-all operations. In contrast, a modern Jet airplane

II theoretlcslly could either touch or pass over practically every

state in the country in a 24-hour period. There is no chance
to atop at state borders to transfer crew members or change to

quieter aircraft. If each city on an air carrier's routes

_ot different standards, the carrier would be forced to either

_ abandon sarvice to points with restrictions that it could not

meot_ buy planes that would meet the strictest standards even

.
though they would not be necessary at other points or buy

different models o_ aircraft to serve pnrtlcular cities based
on their noise limits. None of these alternatives is practical

or doslrable.

The Court has considered the ioglslatlvo history of Public

Law 90-411 and concluded that, in spite £f the Congressional

_ intent,

/
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F,
...sir commerce by reason of its speed

PI and volume, requires a single authority
['l in control if it is to be conducted at

maximum safety and efficient use of the

navigable airspace.- The evidence discloses that air
traffic is unique and sbould be con-
trolled on the national level.(4 8)

i In reaching this conclusion, the Court relied heavily on an

earlier Supreme Court ease where it was said

Of course, air transportation, water

_ transportation, tall transportation, and :!
l_ motor transportation all hays a kinship i

in that all are forms of transportation :!
and their common features of public il

e=iogoforhiromsyboaosoable=o
kindred regulations. But these resem-
blances must not blind us to the fact :i

i_ that legally, as wall as literally, aircommerce, whether at home or abroad, i

seamed into a different realm than any
_ that had gone before ....A way of travel

_ which.quickly escapes the bounds of local i!

reBulattva competence called for a more i 1i
penetrating, uniform and exclusive regu-

[3 lotion by the nation than had been thought
appropriate for the more easily controlled ']
co_sres of the past.(49) '!

I

On reviewing the decision, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals i

The legislative history emplmsiaes the
status of the one regulating the use of J

airport, not the locus of the air-
the

craft when the offensive sounds are I
produced. A State or local public
agency, as the proprietor of an airport, ':

can deny the use of its airport based on
noise considerations; a State or local

government cannot use its police power ,to do so.(50) I

! , !.

_, Since this ease iS presee_ly nndar review by the Suprams COUrt s !'

the issue of federal preemption versus Congressional delegation I

il will be resolved shortly.

,_

l
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I,
: VII. SOCIAL VALUE FUNCTION ANALYSIS

The first step in uslng the Soclal'Value Function is to

Identlfy the various coats and hencflCs associated with the

_I status quo. Then the relative changes in those costs and

_ _ benefits can be computed for each policy alternative that could

' modify the present situation. The amount of each change can

_. _ then be multiplied by the value of one unit of change to each .

: individual affected. Finally, all values of all changes to

,m all individuals can be eu_ed to represent the value of a change

in policy to a society as a whole. Hathematlcally, this le

represented as

N M
SV(x) = _" __ all bj (C/Bj)

i-1 j=l
where

SV(x) m social value of policy x Ii

C/Bj = cost or benefit J associated with the present activity !i

_i _ b_ - amouo t o_ change in cost or hene_it J
J .}

! _ alj - importance of one unit of change in cost or benefit j

to individual i

I_ M - total number of costa and benefits identified ;'I

N = total number of people affected by those costa or beneflca.

Because of _he impoaaibility of determlnlng the personal value

of each unit of change to each impact for each individual in a society,
certain simplifying assumptions must be made. For example, individuals ..

can be grouped and group values used for the value of changes in each

coat or benefit. The number of people in the group tlmas the group

.'
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[q value equals the sum of the individual values for enoh person

in rile group. Often, the same group of people will be affected
by each alternative. In this case, the change in the cost or

bene£it Is directly proportional to the total change in value

• _ to the society, so it is not necessary to multiply eseh unit

of change by each person% valuation for each policy alternative.

Applying these concepts to the airport noise problem, the

present costs and benefits must first be dete_sined. If the
#wl

I_! nlr system does not haw to pay for noise coots, its service

_i |_ i a less expeeslve end more people fly th0n if noise costa ere

i
'_ part of air system costs. Nhen more people fly, more money

•:r_ is spent in the local economy, more people are employed and the

economic well-bolas of the area served by the airport is improved.

I; oo°vorsoly,tothe.0cotthetoo.oshot--stpolioioeare
J

imposed (ned increase the cost of air service), the area economy_q

will suf£er. The economic loss represents the dollar-quantlflnblei/

_:i_._ dlnbeneglto associated with noise reduction. Since the eeonomlc
ii tm

, loss is eventually felt in some way by everyone in the region,

i |_ all individuals are treated as one group which remains constant

[_ for each policy alternative. Therefore, economic loss is proportional ,_
to total eoelal loss and must be mlnlmlsed to maximize social value.

The non-dollar disbeneflto of noise reduction are the ineon-

,. coalesces that result from fewer flights at higher costs. Some i

I,
people may no longer be able to afford to fly. Others may not have

[! flights available when they want them. These factors are extremely

hard to quantify. They are, however, proportionate to the decrease

L
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i _ in passengers, as are the dollar-dlsbeneflte. Therefore, it
_z_

ca_ be assumed that changes in the dollar disbenefita will

_ aloe represent changes in the non-dollar dlsbenefits and that

.'i

.;2 both are minimized simultaneously. Since the relative merit

. i,__ of a given policy le squally reflected in both the dollar and

non-doll_r disbenefits, the non-dollar factors need not be

Bpeclfically considered.

, Second-order effects _nch as the loss of t_ revenues
/

f_om decreased employment and apgnding are imposslbls to quantify.

Since the 8overament will always raise the money it n_eda, the

_. I_ loss dn rex revenues from one ares will be made up by an increase
L_

in another. T_ losses are actually absorbed by the region as

I_ a whole, perhaps au u general tax rate increase. Although notp_ J

quan_Iflsblc_ this dishene_i_ aloe is logically assumed to be

"_!_ proportional to the total dollar dlebenefit and, lilcenon-dollar

ii_ dlsbencflta, need not be specifically comsldered.
The major dollar-quantlflable benefits of noise reduction

,,* are the inercasee in local proper_y values around the airport.

Second-order offecte on the tax bane merely rsalloaate an additional

part of the _oet of government to those whose property hen gone up

in Value. These people therefore do not realize all of their
property appreciation but the society as a whole does. This

increase in values lu eonesntrated around the airport and,
property

ae a rseult, the people affected arc not the whole of the society.

e= lloweverD the came people around _he airport are affected by each i'

_! policy alternative and can be treated ae a group.

_ ,"
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The non-dollar benefits of noise reduction such as better

" I_ sleep, pence of mind or easier communication are also concentrated

: in this same group, h recent study based on community survnys

:_ bi has correlated annoyance caused by aircraft noise co several1

psychological and social factors:

' I. fear of aircraft crashing in the neighborhood;

2. susceptibility to noise;

,- 3, belief in misfeasance on the part of those able to

relieve the noise problem; and/or

4. belle£ in the importance of the airport and air transportation.

Those factors can also he _orralatsd to noise levels. (1)"" Therefore,

" I_ changes in noise levels wlll be used as a proxy to represent changes

_:, in these non-dollar values. ."

Witl| these simplifications in mind, the Social Value Function

I_ used tO evaluate the impact of various airport noise control
pro-

posals becomes

sV(x)o Y" J_ sij bj (c/B1)i-ij-l121:
t2

.here C/Bt - change in noise levels (and, as such, a prOXy for h
-_ all non-dollar-quantifiable benefits of noise

reduction) I,

I_ C/g 2 = increase in property values (the dollar benefit
of noise reduction)

C/B3 - economic loss to the region (the doll_r dlsbenefitof noise reduction and also a proxy for other non-
dollar=quantiflable dlsbencfits)

= amoun_ of change in C/gl, C/g 2 and C/B 3 for each
b1_2'3 policy alternative

i
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N = NS + NNE,= total number of people in the region

where NS = number of people exposed to noise

NNE = number of people not exposed to noise

_ = value of a unit of change in noise levels to people

aNEI exposed _onoise

E value of a unit of change in noise levels to people
SCN'NE) Z not exposed to noise (assumed = O)

- value of a unit of property value increase to people
nNE2 exposed =o noise

o(N.NE) 2 = value of a unit of property value increase to people,_, not exposed to noise (assumed = O)

aN3 - value of each unit o£ economic loss to each individual
_, in the re,Ion

[! _ Fat _ample, for t_wo policies X and Y, i£ blj2, 3 _or X is 1,2,3 and
for Y is 4,5,6, the Social Value Functions could be _rcltten

[

SV(X) - _E 1 x 1 + oNE2 x 2 + aN3 x 3 , and

:: SV(Y) " ONE1 x 4 + nNE2 x $ + aN3 x 6 .

_. Subtracting the _wo Social Value Functione to evaluate the relative

_ merit of the two policies yields .

SV(Y) - SV(X) - (4 aNEI - 1 eNEI) + (5 aNE 2 - 2 aNE2) + (6 aN3 - 3 aN3) =_

_ - sNEI (4-i)+aNE 2 (5-2) + aN3 (6-3) .

Since the aNEI. SNE2 and aN3 remain the came for each policy alternative, .

they can be fettered out of each equation.
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Thus

sv(Y) - sv(x) = (4-1) + (5-2) + (6-3)

= (bl(Y) - bl(X)) + (b2(Y) - b2(X)) + (b3(Y) - b3(X))

_a Therefore, the change in social value la directly proportional to
10

4a the change In bj 2ram one pollcy to another and the Social Value

Function can be 81mpllflcd to

3

_= sv(x)- _ £1 (C/Bj)t_ j=l

: In this costa 02 varloua propoeala are computed on the
paper,

basis of overall system cost increases. Theao costa are then

[_ ..eppllod to.a given .locality to compare policy impact on a region.

: ,_ _ha area aervod by Lea Angclea _ntornn_io_al Airport haa bees
4-

aelected because o2 the availability o2 regional data. Since the

_. _ analycla Is based on one region only, care must be taken in

_,' e_tcndlng the 21udinga to other areas. However, the relative merits

!'_ I_ o2 various proposals arc loglcally' the anme in all places although

_ the dollar _mount. vary.

Several noise abatement approaches have been selected 2or _tudy:

l: three technological, one lcgtclativa and one Judicial. These are

compared with the base coco of no policy change and the continued

natural attrition of noiBe aircraft through planned retirement. The

I
]

i!
_ /
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mm

period of study from the present to 1985 has been chosen both

because of the availability of data and because of Increasing

political pressure to take definite action soon. Needless to
.,,- say, any of these alternatfveo could be adopted simultaneously

or In various degrees or stages over that time period.

The technological solutions considered are a change in

operational procedures, 100,

naoollooooo,tloelfrost.'ment and the introduction _ 60

of el=aft ithsew -
veryquiet enginesin " B- 0_P_r_o,;,aLi_,i_._::R_.S

I_ . 20 'C" JT_D/JT2DI_<ELLr T_5",TflE_;T1980. Figure Vll-1 shows g - ALLI_£_%_.IJI;T"£i_GIHES _'_x_

I_ the effect these procedures "72 76 80 85 POST:_ 19S5
have on land area exposed YEAR

°D_C.E_',__1 ALLYEARS

to u given noise level as

compared be the 1972 land Fig. Vll-I Noise impact area as a

f_ function of abatement pro- C2_c area, reduces & fleet modifications" "

TWo oLher approaches outlined in Section IV were considered but
discorded: the des.ign of a new fan assembly for presser engines

and the design of an entirely new engine for present aircraft. Although

both approaches promise considerable noise reduction, their costs to

I_ the system have been estimated to be from 2 to 13 billion dollars

respectively. (3) Because of the e_tenetve engineering work yet to

be done. it would probably be at least 1977 or after before either

option could be ready for fleet installation.,(4) At that time, mm_y

of the aircraft in the fleet would have only limited service life

• m_, {
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remaining. Therefore, it is better to bypass these options and ,i

concentrate on a completely new aircraft using on entirely new

engine that could provide more sound reduction, offer better ]

operating economics and start encoring service by 1980. The few

years' difference in time and the batter results make the new
aircraft/new engine option superior to either a reran or a new

engine for present airframes.

The legislative solution considered is the imposition of a

ti national 10 p.m. to 7 a.m. curfew at all carrier airports,

Ii_ More drastic measures such.o forced land condemnation, mass
relocation of airports or the introduction of alternate types

I_ of transportation were considered too expensive to be practical.

The Judicial solution considered is a contlnuzLtionof

[_ what •seemsto be a liberalizing trend toward more and larger

[_ recoveries for noise damages to the point where, at some date
within the next five to ten years, all people within high-melee

[I regions given compensation,
will be

In considering these alternatives, all costs and benefits

: are estimated in constant present dollars. All values are

!;I: compoundedfo ardfromthetooofauraltolog5
', interest and the options compared at that date. It is assumed

_/ throughout that the population density around the airport will

remain constant over the time period of the study.

,PresentEconomic Benefits o£ Los Angeles International Airport

tolts Re_ion Of Service
In 1970, the consulting firm of Waldo and Edwards, Inc. made
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an economic impact study of Los Angeles International Airport's

contribution to the Los Angeles regional economy, Projections

were also made for 1975 and 1980. The study was based on two
H

surveys of airport employment and industry spending to determine

contributlone to the economies 0£ Los Angeles, Orange, San

-- Bcrnardino, Riverside and Ventura Counties.

.-- Using survey results as s base, estimates were made of

the payrolls and the direct and secondary employment generated
by'the air industry. Local purchases of services and materials

and local taxes paid were also estimated as well as the expend-

itures of non-resldent nlr passengers.(5) Table Vll-t sumarizes

the _csulto.

il
2 Tab Is Vll-I

[_ Economlclmpact of

f_

Los Angeles Internation.l Airport
on the Los Angeles Region

1970 - 1980

1970 1975 1980

I_ ..(billions o£ dollars)L_

Payroll (people employed by

airport industry) $1.440 $1.970 $2.425
P_rchsses o£ local goods i
and services .258 .347 .430 i

t:
Local taxes paid .025 .034 .042

[_ Expenditures by non-resldent
air passengers 1.587 2.120 2:627

'Totals $3.310 $4,471 $5.524

| ,
i /

" t!
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Growth of passenger traffic over this same time period

)i_ h.. beenosti_atedfromg to lg_aannually,C6_Throughout
":" this paper_ it is assumed that economic impact is directly

_•__ proper.noeltopo.eo_orscarried;therefore,_hoiopact
_ _ of the airport on the region might alao be expected to increase
: at the same annual percentage.

i I J Los Angeles Internatlenal Airport, however, is reaching

::_._ its capacity llmit in terms of the number of aircraft fllgh_

'! 1
" and ground operations that can safely be per£ormed. Even

'[_ using the most advanced traffic control technlques,,only 50%

: more could be added to its capaelty. (7) Although passet,_er

I: capacity will increase at a eomewha_ greater rate because o£

the introduction o_ wlde-bodied jets, additional airports will

, be needed to handle the total increase in demand.

I_ With these factors in mind, the Los Angeles Departmen_
¢_

t_ o£ Airports has estimated the growth at Los Angeles Internatlonal
i:

- ii Airport to be somewhat less than overall national proJectlons.(8)
s,

It is assumed that the economic impact of the airport to the

resion will be propore!onato to this growth rate. Table VII-2

summarizes this data. (Note the close correspondence to the

Waldo and Edwards, Inc. study for 1975 and 1980.) Changes in

!i!I_ thle,rejectedoeonoo_e_rowth_ooaaaeofnoiseahotomont
pollciee will be used to measure the dollar cost o£ noise abate-

ment to the region.

!'

i.

i J
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Cost of Noise Reduction to the Re,ion

Cost impact on a region Is determined in the following

manner:

I. The percentage increase in system operating costs is

astlmated for each proposal.
]

2. It is assumed that this increase will be passed on

go the user as a fare or rate increase.

.[

3. This will in turn reduce the Volume of passengers
and freight traffic. An elasticity o£ -0.7 la used

I_ (the most recent Civil Aeronautics Board estimate

for passenger service).(9) The same elastlalt:,is

asooosdfarfrolght.

4. It is assumed that the average eystem-wlde traffic
reduction will he experienced in the region to be

studied (Los Angeles) and that employment and expend-
Itures associated with air service will be reduced in

the same percentage as traffic reductions.

- _a 5. Finally, it iS assumed that Some portion of those

unemployed will find other Jobs in the area, that

_+ _ soma ef the money that would have been used to buy

air service will be spent for alternative services

and that the economic impact to the region will thus

1_ be lessened.
To estimate the range of absorption of potential loss by

the region, several assumptions are made:

,i

1
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a. Most of those who lose their jobs at the airport are
m

i_ clerical, ticket or rental car agcnts_ mnintennnce

_'_a personnel, etc., with an average salary of $200/week
;%

• ..: or less end would be entitled to unemployment compen-

_ satlon of $75/wcek. Therefore, even if all remained

unemployed, 37.5Z of their former income would still

I_ be circulating in the nrea.

IT h. At the other extreme, it can be assumed that the labor
pool is large enough to absorb the unemployed to the

[_ extent the general unemployment level. Assuming
came as

o 5X unemployment rnto, 95Z of the wage base would

i: remnlnlntheeommunlty.

[_ e, In reality, some people will find better Jobs, most wlll

find lower-paying jobs, some will go onto unemployment

•rollo and eventually welfare and some will leave the

roglon. Therefore, it is assumed that 75_ of the wages

Will he regenerated in other ways and the econenllo loss

_ II to the region is 25Z.

d. It is assumed that spending by travelers from out of the

I_ reslon will be decreased by same percentage as the
the

.. traffic decreases. However, there are people in the

region who will not travel outside it because of the fare

increase. Money they would have spent for travel is
therefore available for spending in the region. It is"

assumed that this would offset half the lost spending by

travelers from out of the region.L,
II

/
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e. Since the wages and expenditures o£ the air system

and the expenditures of travelers are each about 50%

of the total economic impact to the region (see

. _ Table VII-l), the above assumptions yield the following
.

:. _ measure of impact on the region. For a decrease in

traffic s there will be s 50_h decrease in area economics

-_ because of reduced tourist spending, tiowever, half

of this will be made up by additional in-area spending

by residents who would have traveled if there were no

I_ fare increase, Likewise, there would be nSOZ decreaes
in area economics because of unemployment. However,

I] 75_ of thie will be recovered by people _aktng other

iower-paylng jobs, As a.result, the total economic

[_ loss to the roEiondue to a.traffic dec!ease would

be '(50%x t) + (50Z x _) - 37.5Z. '"
£. I_ this is combined with the demand elasticity, a i%

il l_ coat increase would yleld a .7% traffic decrease.

Multipllod by .375, this would lead to a .26% lose in

eEOC eeosomlca.

T_hheCost of Doln_ Nothing

If no additional coa_s are imposed by noise control measures, Ii

.hobene item olrsorvioets the es ogolosroglomcaobo i:
expected to grow as shown In Table VII-2. To provide enough capacity

to meet this £orecsst growth, the air system Will be investing ,

_ heavily in new aircraft over the next Eew years. It le assumed that
thi_ cost can be absorbed without a £are increase due to the corros-

II i,
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pending increase in traffic. Noise reduction costs, however_ will

be over end above the planned expenditures and will ultimately be

• peaced on to the passenger as e fare increase.

The basic capital coats of the industry have been estimated by
'Ii

f _ the Air Transport Association to be $7 billion from 1971 to 1975 _i
Ix I.

and $15 billion from 1975 to 1980.(I0) Assuming the investment lJ
m

{! rnte for 1980 to 1885 will be the same as the 1975 to 1980 period

end that the investment over any period is evenly distributed,
these figures represent an invectment _ate of $1.4 billion per

q

I: year from 1971 to 1975 end $3 billion per year from 1975 to 1985. d

Depreciating these new aircraft over n 15-,year period t_ zero I'

I_ residual value (Present Civil Aeroneutlca Board guidelines for
p_

rate-making purposes are 14-16 years to 10_h.(ll))_ each $1.4

I
I_ billion Invected derlng the period 1971 to i_75 will add $93 i

million to annual depreciation chergc,a in each of the 15 years 1;

after its investment and each $3 billion invested from 1975

to 1885 will add $200 million annually over e similar tlme period, i
B _

Table VII-3 shows the eumulntlve effect of shls depreciation li

:, from 1971 to 1985. _

1 I

t:

i
l_ :

i.

i

lli



Table VII-3

Cumulative Annual Depreciation Cons.
fa_ Planned New Aircraft Acquisition -- 1971-1985

(Millions of 1972 Dollars)

1986 end

Year 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 :1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 ; beyond

15 year $93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 0
dsproala_ion 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93
of $1.4 bill. 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 '93 93 93 93 186
annual 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 279

invns_.msnt: , 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 372
200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 1000

200 i 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 1200
15 yaar 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 1400
dspracla_ion 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 1600
of $3 bill. 200 200 200 200 200 200 1800
annual 200 200 200 200 200 2000
invos_msnC 200 200 200 200 2200

200 200 200 2400
200 200 2600

200 2800

IncEaaaa
_n annual
dspl:astat:ion $9 ,4 186 279 372 485 665 865 1065 1285 ,1465 L665 1865 2065 2265 2455
OVS_

1970 bass
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The Cost of a 60/3 ° Landing Procedure

This option can he flo_a_ under visual conditions without

_" any additional electronics. In bad weather, however, new trana-
misslo, devices at the airport and new receivers on board the

aircraft are needed. Since the entire air traf£ic and landing[$

control systems of this country are presently under revision and

J since the new landing aids will probably be microwave instrument

landing systems compatible with this type of approach, much of the
cost nan be absorbed in the natural growth of the air traffic

control eyatem. The incremental cost of using this approach tech-

nique with present aircraft in the present system is al_ that need

1: bens_imsted.

"" t_ Asaumin_ that there ore only 25 major hub alrporte with eevera

enough noise problems to justify early installation of mlnrowavo

_" ,yetems airport instrument four runways: _esad that each would

case per runway would be $40,000 and the cost per aircraft would be

' $6,000. (12) It is anticipated that there will be 2,236 aircraft in

:j _ the nomnlereial fleet in 1973. (13) Therefore D the total airport cost

would be $4.000,000 and the total aircraft cost would be $B,944,000.

[_ Aesuming a flee-year depreciation, the incroaoe in annual depreciation

; costs would be $2,590_g00 per year. Baaed on the data in Table VII-3,
_hlo would increase depreclation coats .92% in 1975, .69_ in 1974,

_55% in 1975, .38% in 1976 and .29X in 1977. Depreciation coata

roprceent approximately I0_ of the total operating coots of the eystom. (14)

The total cost increase and associated fare increase would be 1/lOth the

f_ above numbers. Table VII-4 eummarizos the roeult_ of these caste and
,I

thelr impact on the Lee Angclee region.

"' i
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Table VII-4

Economic Impec_ on the Los Angeles Region
£rom the Implemen_etlon of a 60/3° Glide

YQo_ Annual Resulting Base Line Resulting Reaultlng
System Business Economic Value Business Business
Cost Loss to Area Loss Per Year Loss Per Year

Increase (Z) (Billions of (Millions of nR 8Z In_erasc
" (Z) (a) 1972 Dollars) 1972 Dollars) te 1985

(b) (c) (Millions of
1972 Dollars)

(d)

1973 .092 .02 3.70 .74 1.B6

1974 .069 ,02 4.17 .B3 1.93

1975 .055 .01 4,45 .49 .97

1976 .03B .01 4.76 .48 ,96

1977 .029 .01 4.99 .50 ,92

Total 6,64

(n) elastlclty (.7) x Z business loss (37.5) x Z annual system costincrease

(b) F_om Tsble VIZ-I

(¢) Z buolnass loss x boca lles economic value

(d) business loss per year x compound interes_ fneto_ at 8%(15)
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The Cost of Quiet Nacelles

The total coot of nacelle treatment has been estimated

l__ at $475 million for tile 707/DC8, 727 and DC9/737 fleets that
would still be in use in 1980_(18) while ths depreciation

I_ pcrlod for such modifications has boon estimated at 5 to I0

years.(17)" Using the longer term to minimise cost increase

and baaing the implementation over the three-year period

from 1974 through 1976, the average annual investment would
be $158.3 million, resulting in a $15.83 million depreciation

! IF charge for the flrot year, $31.66 mllllon for the second year
gJ

f
and $47.49 million for the third and subsequent yearn until

1984 when the £irnt year's investment would be fully depreciated.

[_ Using the some method for estimating the economic impact on the
area as was uaed for the 60/3 ° approach, =he lose to the area

t_ would be $1029620,000 over the 1973 to 1985 period.

The Cost o£ New Quiet EnRtnos and Aircra£t

:_"_ The introduction o_ a totally now aircraft using a totally
t

,,,[_ now quiet engine in 1980 would have very little impact on the

air system as long as the coat per seat were the same aa or

"I_ Ioua than that for wlde-bodled aircraft available at the
same

time. If the cost per sent were comparable, then the industry

t_ could purchase such aircraft in place o£ name of the wide-bodied
J

I_ oqulpmsnt it would otherwise buy.
_he new aircraft would be smaller than the wlde-bodiad jata ....

slncm it not designed as a competitor to rheas aircraft. ,i
would be

Rather,lt would be a replacement aircraft for the smarter 727j#I

zm
(
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I,
737 and DC-9. The current cost per seat of these aircraft

is approximately $40,000 compared to $50,000 for the wide-

bodied Jets (based on maximum seating densities(Z8)). Part
of this difference is attributable to inflation in development

costs since the smaller aircraft wars designed about five

years earlier; part of the difference is a result of the longer-

range requirements of the larger aircraft; and part of the

difference is in the size of the production run.(19) Of these
factors, the size of the productlon run is the most important.

!_ If enough aircraft are produced, the total coat aircraft
per

approaches tho actual production coat ao development co_a
11

I_ are written off against mors aircraft.

l_ Beesuee of the large number o_ 727e. 737a and Dc-ga that

could be replaced, the production run for the now aircraft

i I_ would be quite large (even assuming that _do manufacturers

, wo_Id enter the market). In addition, there is growing pressure

si. _| for a smaller version of the same aircraft to replace the turbo-

_ prep equlpment of the local service alrllnea, (20) which would

- lJ inorease the production run to an extent alas, i.!

i: reasons, seems quite posoible a
For all these it that

125 to 175 passenger airplane could be designed using new quiet :'i

hlgh-bypass £anjet engines at a seat cost that approximates

,, the $50,000 of wide-bodied aircraft. Therefore P the introduction ,

of ouch an aircraft would not impose any additional costo on the

air system beyond what ia already anticipated.
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The Co.qtaf a National i0 p,m. to 7 e,m, Curfew

r, Although the cost 0£ e curfew at one airport may not seem

significant, the true cost impact is felt when the curfew is
L national. In fact, the total system cost increase has been

i,I_ n_tlmated as hlgh as 25%.(21) Because there is little factual

data available an the coats of curfews, the implications of

thi_ pollay alternative require more detailed analysis then

pa theprecedingalternatives.

The impact of a curfew can be broken down into four areas:

I_ l, impact on passenger
service

2. impact on air cargo service
• fJ
_ 3. impact on mall end express

[_ '" impact an maintanenac an(] repair a=t_.vitlea
ta

In evaluating curfew coats, the worst case (e nationwide

I0 p.m. to 7 a.m. curfew) has been esaumed. Actually, there

nrs eome alrporta where no curfew would be needed or where
P

lasa restrictive llmlta could be imposed. The transfer of

, _ name maintenance and Freight operations to these airports would

;_ leases the ecoeomlc lose to an area.

Impaat on Passenger Service -- Using the Official Airline

Gulde,(22) e eurvey was made of the arrival patterns of passenger

i_ aircraft at several alrport_ scrams the country, including Los

.I._ Angeles Internatlonal. Only about 157.of passenger aircraft

movements occur botwssn I0 p.m. end 7 a.m. nnd_ of that number,

! about half are within an hour of the curfew limits. Therefore,

at least one-thlrd of curfew-affected flights could be raacheduled
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to arrive or depart during non-curfew hours. The remainder

,, could not effectively bo rescheduled and would represent sn

17 overall decrease in airline capacity of about 10Z (2/3 of 15%).

.. Approximately half of this capacity might not bo replaced F_'!

b_ directly but could bo absorbed on non-curfew flights by increasing i

their load factor. To replace the remaining 5%, however, the

_ airllnoe would have to buy new equipment to compensate for

-_ decreased aircraft utility and scheduling flexibility. The

"- oorreepondlng increase in fleet size would raise annual dopreoia-

: tlon costs over preeently planned expenditures by 5Z. Since

depreciation reproonnts about i0_ of the total oporstlv_ costa,
: _- the change in overall cost because of the additional aircraft

_ would be 0.5Z,

_ Additional flight crows would be needed to operate these

' .Si ; '_ new olrcraft. Since crew costs represent about 13% of the to_nl

operstlng costa, (23) a 5% increaee in crows (corroepondlng to

? the 5_ increase in the number of alroraft) would raise the overall

i! [_ operating costa 0.65_ (13% of 5_). Bnsed ce those _lguroo, the

; total increase in operating costs caused by a i0 p.m. to 7 a.m.

ii_ curfew would then he the sum of the 0.5% depreciation increase r

I_ andthe0.65_crowcostsincreaseor1.1S_annually. !
Usln B the soma assumptions and procedures dorlved far the

_ _! analysis of prior alternative policies, thin 1.15% increase in c

_: coats creates a .30% decrease in area economic benefit (i.15%

:, _ .26). Assuming the curfew were imposed in 1973, the total

,_! lo_e compounded forward at 8% to 1985 would ha $320,000,000

resulting from the impact on passenger service. ,
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Impact on Air Car_o Service -- Since approximately 5_/_

of air cargo moves in passenger aircraft, the impact of a

curfew on this portion of the buelnesa would be included in
I

the passenger service calculations. The remaining 50Z moves

in all-cargo aircraft which fly almost exclusively at night.(24)

It is difficult to estimate the impact on system economlce

I_ if e curfew required a resehedullng of those aircraft since

the carriers themselves (other than e_cluslvo air cargoI

&arrlers) have little feel for the value of cargo business. !,

11)- As recently stated by Eastern Airlinee' Division Vice-Pre_ident

for Cargo Sales and Services, ..

In discussing the economics of Air Cargo
from the carrier point of view, the first premise

[_ Io that the combination carrlers...really do'notkuow'proclsely the costs associated with providing
a viable cargo service; thus the debste roges as .

[_ to the profitability of cargo--the result, an iunwillingness to make commitments to the cargo
business as freely as they are made to passenger
development.(25) .

It is clear that ell-serge operations lose money in general.

[_ The extant of this loss was reported in a presentation by n

member of the Civil Aeronautics Board staff who said

...For n number of years, domestic all-cargo
services have generally been conducted at operating

losses. For only two 12-month periods since 1963...have the operating revenues from such services,
including a minor proportion of mall and express,
exceeded operating expenses. For the 12 months '

ended December 31, 1971, domestic trunk and all-cargo carriers reported operating revenues of $259
million and operating expenses of over $294 million

resulting in an operating loss of $35 million for- o o " (26)[all ¢arg operatl nsJ.

mm

I:
.... _........ j
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Nighttime operations are at least part o£ the reason for

this loss. Because of the traditional eervlee pattern of

_ _ overnight delivery, there is a large influx of shipments into
A

._ the freight terminals after the close of business 0£ shipper

i: _ £i_uS. Ehe resulting congestion often exceeds the ability of 'ii

the freight facility to handle the shipments. Additional t!

,I people muse be employed (at evening rates) for these peaks Ii
h

end must be paid a full day's wage even if they are needed
only for s few hours. (This reduces the productivity of

:i _ employee_ in the air cargo industry to about I/lOth
of that

in the trucking industry. (27)) After the peak, the faetlittee

etend nearly idle until the next evening. AS a reeult of this

_a cyclic peaking then idle capacity, at least one-half of the

coots of moving sir freight are for ground handling. _28)/

[_ Thus themselves prefer to trnnafor
the eerriers would

s large part of their cargo activities to day hours to spread

iiI' :!

the traffic flow and make better use of manpower and facilities, i i

[_ With the advent of the wide-bodied jets with their large cargo _ _
compartments, the airlines ere now able to move more freight

during the day on scheduled passenger flights. In fact, the use i
0£ such "belly" capacity can greatly improve the profltabillty

0£ passenger flight and offset the low load factors often

experienced on wide-bodled aircraft.(29)
For all these reasons, the elimination of all-cargo flights

m _

I_ at nl_ht might actually improve the financial performance o_

the air system rather than create additional costa. However, the I

l

]
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alrllnes contend that nil-cargo service cannot be evaluated I-

apart from overall system cargo service because the existence

of freighters, properly marketed, generates traffic for the

total fleet. Often more traffic will be delivered for a

" _ freighter flight than can be accomodated so the overflow moves
_.i

as belly freight on passenger flights. Also, once a shipper

has stopped to make one delivery_ he may use the same airllne

to _hlp additional goods to other places rather than go to

other tsrmlnals. (30) Airlines also argue that nighttime

{_ eapaelty w£11 be required in the future because of the rapid
e.xpa_slon of the air cargo business (as indicated by =h_ 400"_

L| increase in the overall volume of domestic alrfreight from
J

1960 to 1970 and the even greater' growth rate for all-cargo

{ atroreft traf£1°'(31)) i!i; [_ It ia impossible to evaluate the impor=ance of these

_ factors or to predict how they might change if all-freight ,_

_i aircraft were still available but required to fly by day. l

_! Rather than attempt to quantify the effaces of a curfew on

ahipments by examining the carrier's performance, it may be

[_ useful to examine the needs of the shipper. J

Air cargo shipments can be placed in throe distinct i

v.s categorlao:

I. routine planned traffic that could be dlvorted to
surface transpor_atlon because it la not perishable;

2. routine perishable traffic that is time-sensltive|

but its movement in planned in advance; and
[I
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3. emergency traffic which is unplanned and highly time-

sensitive (32)

A curfew would have little effect on the first two, since
day freighter service could be planned as an alternative. Also,

• _ since those types of shipments can be anticipated and contain-

erized more easily than unplanned emergency traffic, they

represent lower coat to the airlines. Thus a marketing thrust

ti[._ can be anticipated in the direction of high-density, high-
volume regular movements with s corresponding de-emphasis on

emergency cargo. (33)

The real impact of a curfew on air cargo movements is on

_ the emergency shipments. It is estimated that 25 to 75Z o£

el all air freight ie emergency tra£flc or at least pe_reeived to

require emergency shipment by the shipper. (34) It can be
|1

_ [, a0sumed that most o£ these shipments are not perishable, since

" e shipper o£ perishable goods would normally anticipate and

plan hie shipments in advance. Therefore, a few hours delay

:_P_.['! in most "emergency" traffic will result primarily in inconvenience,

i nor spoilage.

The emergency market can be divided into two geographic

markets--one where alternate sarvlce by truck exists and one '!

whore it does no_. 1£ truck service is a viable alternative,
I

then moat emergency shipments probably already move by truck
!

because the cost Is about half that of air service. (35) Assuming

an average speed 0£ 50 miles per hour Ear trucking, a pickup made

at S p.m, could be delivered anywhere within a 750-mile radios by i

- I
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, 8 a.m. the next morning. Assuming a 500-mile-per-hour spend

for aircraft, a jet could also provide overnight service in

= _ this market if it could depart before 8:30 p.m. (in order to
l,Z

arrive before the 10 p.m. curfew is enforced). If the plane

],I could not depart until 7 a.m. the next morning, It stlll would

provide faster service than the truck for distances beyond ;i

I,_ 850 miles (the dlstancs of an overnight truck drive pl_s the

j_ additional distance the truck could travel in the two hours
I|

necessary for the plane to overtake it). Over greater dlstenecs_

aircraft would have a clear speed advantage, Therefore, much ,_

_, Of the emergency trefflc that movao by elf today would atil_ go :_

[l, by air since there is little al_ernatlve, The difference '

[_ would be that ahlpmonts would not arrive as qulekl_ as they do
[:l

today.

[_ The major problem would be for emergency shipments moving

l_ cast since time zone changes decrease the apparent speed ofaircraft. To arrive on the east coast before 10 p.m._ a flight

I_ would have to leave the west coast before 2 p.m. (5 hour flight

plus 3 hour time zone change). This would essentially preclude

any shipments that could not be picked up from the shipper before

lO or ii a.m. Alternetively_ it would be posslble for a plane

i_ to depart the west coast at i0 p.m., delay one hour in flight

and arrive on the east coast at 7 a.m. (5 hour flight plus one

.i hour in-flight delay plus 3 hour time zone change). This would /m increase the cost of such a flight by 20% because of the hour /delay, but the cost could be passed along to the ohlppor if he

-- really desired next-day dellvory,

m_
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. Foiling either of these two options, the shipper would

i hove to wait for n 7 a.m, departure the next morning, arriving

_: on the east coast at 3 p.m. with little likelihood of delivery
L_

until the following morning. With these alternatives in mind,

the shipper would probably become more conscious of which ahlp- .

mnnts were really emergency end which were n0t, poying the !_- I_
l:J premium for eyesight service only when it was Justified. I

t'i!__ gu=erisingtheseo_foote, i
i. The 50Z of air cargo that presently moves in passenger ._

oircroft would not be affected by a 10 p.m, to ? o.m,
i

curfew,

2. Between 25Z end 75% o_ the remaining traffic iO "emergency" .:.:

:. trellis. oonmiogtheset,elnosherin the° II
_:i the freighter traffic presently moving at night la non- ,,

_' [_ emergency and could be diverted to day flight.

3. The 5VA emergency traffic moving at night is 25Z o£ the ;

I; -
total sir cargo troffic. In meet caeee_ next day delivery -

l

[_ could still be achieved by either getting the goods to

the airport in time for a pre-curfcw departure or by

I?
settling for a mld-day delivery the next day, based on

I

a poet-curfew departure. Since the shipper has little
alternative, he would still use air service for most o£

I_ those shipments although it would not be an convenient

e_ without the curfew.
I$

_. 4. The greatest impact on traffic _ on shipments moving from "

the west coast to the east coast. Aenumln_ tha_ half
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the total air cargo moves north-south and half moves

east-westj then only half of the 25% (or 12.5%) of

the total traffic that represents emergency shipments

moves in the cross-country direction. The half of this

that moves east to west is much lass sensitive to

curfew e£fects._36;"" Of the temainlng traffic moving

wast to mast, perhaps only half is transcontinental.

The rest is distributed at lesser distances and therefore
z|

capable of mid-day delivery on the next day after ship-

merit. Therefore, only 3.125Z of the total air cargo

,, traffic (transcontinental =astbound emergency traffi_ ,.

presently moving in night freighters) could be severely i,

[[ rmetrictcd by a curfew. " ii ,

5. However, thla 3,125% of'the traffic could still move oh i

lg •an overnight freightey by paying a 2_h premium, Assuming :' /

[_ the .7 elasticity used for passenger traffic (which is
not unreasonable since "emergency" traffic is relatively

!
I_ insensitive to price changes), 14Z (17 x 20% rate premium) L

i
of 3.125Z would be lost, Thus the total air cargo traffic

t_ lass attributable to a curfew would be 0,4375Z,

|_ 6. Since domestic alr cargo shipments provide about 6,5%
p %

of total air system revenues,_37; this traffic loss would

decrease revenues by .028% (6.5% x .004375)° Sased on

total system revenues of $9.6 billlon,(383," the loss would

bo about $2.68 million.

L
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Even if the assumptions made in this analysis are much

{i too low and iv reellty 75% o£ the traffie is emergency, 75Z of

all traffic is in the cross-country markets of which 75Z moves

west to east and 75_ of this amount is transcontinental, the

il_ ,esultlngrevemu,lea,wouldbesmlyabout*ISmillion.Zo
put this into perspective, it has recently been estimated that

lJ the security procedures Just adopted by the airlines are coating

$150 million or more.(39) The Civil Aeronautics Board has
al•Ioweda 34 cent fare increase per ticket to eovar these

_ costs. (40) approximately a oTZ average fare increase. Since

the $15 million loss o£ air cargo revenue under the ommlmum

11 'Ions assumption would be only l/lOth the security cost, the

I_ average passenger fare increase would be 3.4 cents or .07Z.

Oelng the same elasticity and area loss factors as bnfot_, this

would be approximately $30 milllon--a .02Z lose in economic

benefit to the Los Angeles srea or less than 1/lOth the nlze

;,, of the impact of additional aircraft purchases.

_ Impa_t on M_il and Express -- Mail ,trafficreprssente about

3.3Z(41) and express about .4Z(42)"of total system revenues,

{_ approximately half that of Following a similar
cargo. type

of analysis, the impact of a curfew on air system coots and

revenues duo to changes in the carriage of mall are vary small.

Here, however, public convenience may he more important.
Most of the country could still receive one-day delivery

'_ from other areas if the postal service were to shift its

._, delivery service to afternoon, allowing meat north, south end I

!

i
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westbound flights to leave at 7 n.m. and arrive in time to

,p ._

distribute the mail. In lieu of this, a change in postal I
i

.m pickups could allow earlier sorting and delivery to planes 'I
4

in time to depart early evening and still arrive in time for I".

_ _ . night sorting and next-morning distribution of mail. In short, '

t,
• a great deal o£ the inconvenience could be minimized by revised

I_ pickup and delivery services. _ :'

i
m The worst case, as with cargo, is overnight service from
.| t

the west coast to the east coast. But again, premium service

on departures Just prior to the start o£

m

could be available

tho curfew,

I_ Banks would perhaps be hurt most by delayed express

I_ deliveries. It has been estimated that e curfew wduld cost
New York bnnke @34.8 million per yenr.ln lost interest because

;I l_ of delays in hendllcg <raussctionn betwec, banks, the Pederal

Reserve and the bank clearing houses. (43) l't can be assumed,

,! U however, that much of this loss could be regained by earlier : ' /
nn

•CI _ processing by using computers'or hiring additional personnel,
""i]

am that shipments could be made on earlier fllghts. The cost

measures would considerably less than the potential i '
of these be

loss of interest and actually benefit the regions involved by !i

• _ higher employment,

L I_ Impact on Maintenance and Repair Activities -- In the
h,

(44)
Lockheed case, tile district court opinion spent some time

discussing :he potential impact of a curfew on malntenanca' 1

and rcpsir activities, concluding that considerable cost increases
II

i! /

i
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would result. However, it is doubtful whether this would really _:

occur. About 2% of all present flights are non-revenue operations

connected with maintenance, training or movements to reposition

,'_i equipment.(45) Host of these are planned well in advancet

however, so those influenced by a curfew could bc eliminated by

schedule changes. In addition, because of the high reliability

._I:i o£ present jet aircraft, most malntenancc is done on an as-needed

: _ basis. Many airports ere already cqulppcd to do various minor

_ li repairs and back-up aircraft are available if major repairs

require an empty flight to a ropalr base, Thus the unnecessary

duplicate facillglee feared by the eour_ either already exist

or are really not needed. In either race, the additlonal aircraft

i| purchases required as a result of reecheduling passenger service
l|

would provide enough flexibillty to allevlate many of the scheduling

I_ and planning problems associated with maintenance activities.

Summary of Curfew Coats -- Although c curfew would affect
t_

_i_ maintenance, mail and _prees, air cargo and paseenger operations,

ill; tboma or mpaoton ,|oo stoowooldbot.roughthoporohoooof
additional olrcraft to make up the capncity lost by the inability

[_" to move aircraft at night. The e£feets of cargo are about 1/10th

this amount and other effects are insignificant by comparison. In I,
F!

the Los Angeles area, the combined impact of additional aircraft

purchases and cargo losses would result in $350 million in lost
wages, purchases of supplies and visitor spending during the period

H £rom 1973 to 1985.
lie

1'
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The Benefits of Noise Reduction
am

[i In the Los Angeles area, it is estimated that between

40,000 and 60,000 families live in areas exposed to a Noise I

Exposure Forecast (NEF) of 30 or more, -45" a relatively
[

i_

high noise level. (See Appendix A for a definition of NEF

and other noise measurement technlquos used in this section.)

Using the higher estimate and an average of 2.7 people per

family,(47) this totals 162,000 people. Assuming a uniform :_
d/atribution of these people within the 30NEF contour, a

: given percent reduction in contour eros represents the same

percent reduction in overall community annoyance. (48) :hereforo_

:, multiplying the annual percent reduction in land area exposed

T_ to 30 NEF by 162,000 people yields the reduction in the people's

annoyance for the year. If this is then multlplied by the

number of years between the time o£ the reduction and 1985,

the result is the reduction in people-years-of-annoyance, (49)

the measure of non-dollar benefits used in thia analysis. ';
I

To determine the dollar benefits resulting from noise [i,i_ reduction, the value for a unit of NEF reduction is multiplied

by the amount of reduction and by the number of dwellings

affected (assuming one dwelling unit per family). The value

[I Of a unit of noise reduction per dwelling unit has been estimated '

between $110(50) and $360(51) per decibel. For this analysis,
an average value o£ $200 per unit of NEF is used. Since 60,go0

U
famlly units are within the contour at present, each unit a£

NEF reduction in the LOS Angeles area would be worth $12,000,000

to the community.

i
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Ueln_ the relationships between exposed land area changes

I-I and the thanes in decibels 0£ noise level developed in Appendix

i._ B_ the yearly percent area reductions as detecmined from Figure
VII-_ can be converted to a corresponding change in NEF. (In

Ule case of a curfew, the change in NEF computed _n Appendix C

is convnr_ed _o land area change by the reverse process.) The
m

" I,_ " corresponding Coral change in land value can _hsn be computed

/ i_,_ and the result compounded at 8% Interest to 1985, Table V11-5
le'e 0ample of these calculations.

i,

I,

i ,

I
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Table VII-5

Calculation of Non-Dollar end Dollar Bsne£1_a of Policy Alternative A (Business as Usual)

tear _ 1972 Yearly Yearly People- Total Yearly. Yearly 8% Yearly
Area Change in Reduction in Years-of- Change in Change in Change in Interest. Change in
(a) _ People Annoyance NEF NEF Propcr_y Factor Property

Annoyance to 1985 (d) Value Value with
(b) (c) (Millions) 8_ Interest

(e) to 1985

_972" 100.0 .........................

L973 97.5 2.5 4,050 52,650 ,110 110 $1.32 2.52 $3.33

_974 95.0 2.5 4,050 48,600 .223 113 1.36 2.33 3.17

.975 92.5 2.5 4,050 44,550 .339 116 1.39 2.16 3.00

.97& 90.0 2.5 4,050 40,500 .485 146 1.75 2.00 3.50

,977 90.0 0,0 0 0 .485 000 0.00 1.05 0.00

.978 90.0 0.0 0 0 ,485 000" 0.00 1.71 0.00

1979 88.0 2.0 3,240 22,680 .555 .070 0.84 1.59 1.34

,980 86.0 2.0 3,240 19,440 .655 .100 1.20 1.47 1.76

.901 82.8 3.2 5,184 29,920 .820 .165 1.98 1.36 2.69

982 79.6 3.2 5,184 20,736 .991 .171 2.05 1.26 2.58

983 76,4 3,2 5,104 19,552 1.169 .178 2.14 1.17 2.50

984 73.2 3.2 5,184 10,368 1.355 .186 2.23 1.08 2.41

985 70.0 3.2 5,184 5,184 1.549 .194 2.33 1.00 2.33

Total: 306,180 People-Years- To_aI: $28.61 _lllon
of-Annoyance Appreciation

in Land Value

(a) From Figure VII-1
(b) Yearly _ change x 162,000 people
(e) Yearly reduction in people annoyance x number of years to 1985
(d) As computed by methods in Appendix B
(e) Yearly NEF change x $12,000,000 1972 dollars

i.
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Benefits of a Curfew

f_ Host techniques for measuring ths cumulative effects of

m aircraft operations over time place a heavier annoyance weighting

J_
on nighttime operations than those during the day. The Noise _

Expoeura Forecast method used In this paper considers a flight I{

between iO p.m. and 7 n.m. to he almost as offensive as 17 :

l'l flights at any other times. As a result, the nllmination of

these heavily weighted night operations through the imposition
I|

of a Curfew yields a dramatic reduction in NEF levels with a
r_

l_l corresponding decrease in the land ares within amy given NEF

F_ contour. Applying the mathematical techniques developed in

Appendices B and C and the assumptions used in determining

[_ curfew coats (that 15% of the present total operations occur

during the proposed curfew psrlod, 1/3 of the cancelled flights

could be shifted to non-curfew hours and 1/3 could be resehedulmd

|_ with new aircraft), calculations show that a i0 p.m. to 7 a.m. I,

curfew would reduce the land area exposed to any NEF level by . _ .

• 74_. Thie reduction would be In addition to any other noise :

abatement technique employed and would be based on the total

i: land area exposed at the time of the curfew's implementation.

For example, in the Bu01ness as Usual case the land area
exposed to 30 NEF would he 70% of its present size in 1985.

A curfew imposed at that time would reduce this by 74_ so that
L

: thm resulting exposed land area would be only 18.2% of the ..:

! _ 1972 area. If, instead o£ Buslnecn as Usual, the 6°/3 ° glide

!, . slope, quiet nacelles and the totally new aircraft options were .
.'i_ i

,i
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implemented, the 1985 land area would be reduced to 2_ of its

present size. A curfew imposed in 1985 would then reduce this : .

amount by 74Z leaving 5.2Z of the present land area exposed to

" !i
30 NEF.

Combining curfew calculations with the cachniqus_ for

emputlng dollar and non-dollar benefits (as used in Table VII-5),

the benefits arising from each policy alternstlvc can be computed

" [_ and added to those benefits which accrue concurrently.from the
J_

Business as Usual case (Table VII-6).

I_ Table VII-6

i[_ Comparlson of Total Non-Dollar and Dollar Benefitsof Noise Ahntement Policy Alternatives with the Addition of
a I0 p.m. to 7 a.m. Curfew Imposed in _973

DaUnt Dencflt i_.!
iS Non-Dollar Benefit (Increase in

. _ Policy Altcruative (Decrease In People- Property Value .
,. Years-of-Annoyance as of 1985 in
i

l as of 1985) Millions of

i'il_ 1972 Dollars)

without with without with

i _ curfew curfew curfew curfew "

Business an Usual (A) 306,188 1,660,000 28.6 206.2

A + glide Slope (B) 583,200 1,716,000 52.3 227.960/3 °

A + Nacslle Treatment (C) 805,950 1,791,000 82.9 265.8

A + New Quiet Aircraft (D) 383,940 1,686,000 63.5 239._
A + g + C 1,082,970 1,847,000 105.6 287.5

A ÷ g ÷ D 660,970 1_742,000 87.2 261.1
: A + C + D 883,710 1,817,000 117.8 299.0

_ A + B + C + D Ij160,730 1,873,000 141.5 320.7

m

l,
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Computation of the Soelal Value Function

The social value of each proposed'noise abatement olterna- ' :

rive can now be calcol'ated by combining the change in benefits , :

to' tbe area with the change in costs for each alternative, The I_
:! ; i

:_ _ 8oelal value of policy alternatives A (Business aB Usual) and _I
A + B (Business as Usual plus Operational Procedures) are ; L

calculated in detail below, The results _or all options ore I

Burmnrized in Table VII-7. ! i

SV(A) - 306,180 reduction in people-years-of-annoyance i I
I

_,, + _28.6 mllliou inernase iu ,ropur_y voluos ,_.
ii

.!I

- _0 cost to region beyond presently-planned expenditures _

= 308,180 + _28.6 million

"_I_ SV(A "I"B) = 583,200 reduction in people-years-of-annoyance "
I

_| + _52.3 million increase in proper_y valuen i:!

! - _6.6 million cost to region beyond presently-planned

I] ,expenditures i"
i
r*

- 583,200 + _45.7 million ,: :
!

b

'
. 1,

l,
i
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B Table VII-7

Social Value Functions
for Noise Abatement Policy Alternatives .

d
Non-Dollar

Policy Benefit Dollar Costa
and _enofltsAlt_=natlvQ (Decroaeo in

(in Hillions of 1972 Dollars)Poople-Yoara-
of-Annoyance) Beneflta Costs Net Cost !

I. SV(A) 306,180 $ 28,6 $ 0.0 $-28.6

2. SV(A+B) 583,200 52,3 6.6 -45,7
;. 3.'SV(A+C) 805,950 82.9 102.6 19.7 ,i

4. SV(A+D) 383,940 63.5 0.0 -63.5

5. SV(A+B+C) 1,082,970 106.6 109.2 2.6

6. SV(A+B+D) 660_970 87.2 6.8 -80.6

I_ 7. SV(A+C+D) 883,710 117.8 102.6 -15.2

8, SV(A+B+C+D) 1,160,730 141.5 109.2 -32.3

_l 9, SV(AeE) 1,660,000 206.2 350.0 143.8

|_ i0. SV(A+8+E) 1,716,000 227.9 356.6 128.7

I_ ll. SV(A_+E) 1,791,000 265.8 452.6 186.8 .
12. SV(A+D+E) 1,686,000 239.4 350.0 110.6

i l_ 13. SV(A+B+C+g) 1,847,000 287.5 459.2 171.7_: 14. SV(A+B+D+E) I_742,000 261.i 356.6 95.5

15. SV(A-_C+D+E) 1,817,000 299,O 452,6 153.6

16. SV(A+B+C+D+S) 1,873,000 320.7 459.2 138,5

I_ A- 8ualnosa soUsual _
B = OporaClonal Proaedu_es

C - Nacelle TreatmentD m All Now "Quiet" Ensln_
E - National i0 p.m.-7 a.m. Curfew

t'l /
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The goal of any policy alternative should be to maximize

._ benefits while minimizing cost. _zen a given policy provides

more benefit at lower cost than an alternative policy, it is l

2 therefore preferablo. To analyze the Social Value Function ,:

_ •results shown in Table VII-7 in this rospect, it le hQlp£ul I

': to relate the net cost to society and tho amount of reduction _._

[,_ in people-years-of-annoyance for each option (Figure VII-2).

REDUCTIOIIIII r." _EOPLE-YEAR$- <

OF-NI_OYANCE " ' i;!

" A - BUSINESS_sUS_L • !.;
fi - OPE_TI_IALPROCEDU_S 2,00OsOO0 16

[_ C-flACELtETREATHERT : _5 ,u. I"''_:'!D " ALL_EW "QUIET"_IGI/_ES _IC,.E - tlAI"IQtlAL10PH - 7AHCURFE_ "_"""-_"

9 - A*E r"t

• ,OOO,OOO 1 " A+C 11"" A_C+E

/ _ 4 - A+Q' 12 "A+D*E ':-d qi,
_:[_ " 5 " A+°+C 13•A+B_C*E

_, 6 - A+n+D lq " A+B+D_E

- _ [ 7.A+C+D ' ZS-A+C_B,E I_

_I;Ii'_ , _ 8 •A+B_C+Dr16 .A÷D,C+D,E .

$100 O +$1OO +$200

,,I_ ,_EOSX_N.ILLIO_SO_IOn_OLL_eS' i'] .
Fig. VII-2 Social Value Functions far Noise Abatement i

Policy Alternatives (The broken llne connects i'
those points that are clearly superior to all iothers in the figure but not necessarily to ' ,

each other,) !

]
U Now i_ becomea obvious that point 6 is superior to polnta I_ r

. 2 and 4 since 6'provldes both s higher reduction in _otal annoyance i

['l /
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and lower cost. For the same reason, point 8 is superior to

points 3, 5 and 7; 14 is superior to 9, 10 12;
and and 16 is

superior to 11, 13 and 15.

However, the choice is not clear when one policy provides

_._ . more reduction in annoyance but the other offers lower cost.

,_ For example, point 8 offers a reduction of 1,160,730 people-

! yoors-of-annoyancewhile6onlyofforn660,970.6yields
n higher oconomlc benefit ($80,6 million v. $32.3 million).

In such cases, the economic efficiency of the alternatives

[_ provides additional information.(52)

Thin efflelency can be computed by dividing the net cost

for each option by the reduction in people-years-of-annoyance,

I,_ yielding the not cost per unit of reduction. As shown in
Section Ill, the most efficient nolutlon for noclety on a whole

I_ is when the benefit of each unit of noise reduction equals its
cost, i.e. when the net cost for that unit of noise reduction

is zero, If the net coat per upit of noise reduction is positive,

then society is paying more per unit than the noise reduction is

•worth. If the not cost is nogotivej then society in getting

more benefit per unit of noise reduction than that unit costs ,

and should be purchasing more units of reduction.

Figure VII-3 shows the efficiency of the four superior plane

from Figure VII-2 as a function o£ the total amount of reduction
in peoplo-years-of-onnoyance. To neloct the "bast" policy from

_! these alternatives, the goals of the society must be considered. __'

If maximum annoyance reduction is essential and economic efficiency
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!: [,_ _D[ICTI_I I_lPEOPLE- !_

YEA_S-OF-NIf_OYAtICE i:

: • 2_000,000 16
A - BUSlfiESSASUS_L • _._

'B - OPE_TInIXAI.P_OCEDtI_ES 1_1" :_L ,

C - II_CELLET_AT_E;tT
D = ALLI;E_"OUJEP'EtIGi/IES _

J
;, pW E - _IA]IO_iAL 10 PM - 7 AH CURFEW ,.

! 1;oo_2oo( '

:i _ 6- ^.B.D _,:8 = A_B*C+D
i 6. ltl • A÷B_B_E

; _ 16 ' A÷B+C_D_E

I J J i I i---$150 -$1_ -SS0 0 *$50 ¢$100 *$150

i

i:i
:_:|_ Fig, VII-3 gfgielency of the 4 Superior Noise

• ili _ Aba_emen_ ,Policy Alternatives

. _i

, 'is secondary, then one of the polleiee baaed on a cur£ew would be

_:_ eolooted,point14orpoi_t16.poi._l_ offerst_e_ost
• iii annoyance reduction but by such a small amoun¢ that point 14

_:. might be the beet overall aolutlon because it is more economically

_ efficient. If, on the other hand, economic efficiency Is the

primary goal and total hOleS rcdustlon is aecondary_ thee point 8

iI $ la euperior eince it ia closest to a net coot of zero percent of

noise reduction. Finally, if minimum _otal coot ia the goal, then

point 6 is the best solution for the society. But there ia one

further factor to consider before the options are clear.

The Coat o£,,a Judiclal Alterna_Ive

i At any time, the courts could adopt a policy of allowing a

!t / i

l,
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recovery of noise damages by any person exposed to high noise i

annoyance (30 NEF or greater). The economic impact o£ such

n decision on the region would depend on both when the decision i:

was made and what noise abatement policies were in effect at • '

_, _ che time,
_j

Since nn additional Judicially imposed alternative would

neither reduce nolss nor increase property values, it would

not add any benefit to the region. Rather, i_ would transfer
2_

bene£1t from the user o£ the slr oyst0m to persons exposed

to the excessive noise. Yt would# however, impose additionali
costs on the region.

_le number of combinations end permutations of policy :

I_ alternatives made the calculation of these costs _nmanageable,! untll some of the alternatives were eliminated. The nalectlon
!

_'I_ process wa_ based on m_xlmum annoyance reduction at Iowsr costs.

The alternatives eliminated had leas noise reduction and therefore

)' would have been subject to higher eour_ damage awards. This,"in

turn, would have raised their cost proportionately more than form

the options selected which would involve lower court awards.

Since the selected options had lower costs to start, they would

therefore retain that advantage and still be superior to those

_,_ alternatives deleted. Thus, no policy alternatives were overlooked I

• _ by evaluating Judicially imposed costs at this time.
The Limited Impact of Judicial, Action on Noise Levels -- Before

the court awards compensation, the only incentive to lower noise is

the threat 0£ a law suit and an adverse judgement. An seen in
r!
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Section V_ actions brought to date have had only limited success

•and damages are normally small lump sums when awarded. Additional

damages are only awarded if noise levels substantially increase.

Therefore_ the same amount of noise can continue Indcflnitely ones

_: _ compensation has been paid. 0b¢iously, there is no incentive 'to
decrease noise levels.

._ _{_ To remedy this, a "time-limited" easement has been proposed

_ which would be based on periodic payments and periodic renegotiation
_I

the slza of the payments if noise levels change. (53) Thus theOf"

;" [_ person paying the damages can reduce his liability by lowering noise

levels. Thla approach, however, has ye_ to gain acceptance as

i. calculations in thi_ paper are based on.a lump sum payment and no

I_ re.ultlng effect on noise levels.
_to. Asacamnent o_ Damages *- The measure of damages normally

"_ I_ Is the difference baeween the property value before and after the
P_

_ high noise levels began. Yradltlonally, the amount of the damages

_: i_ ascertained by the use of expert appralaers, (54) with the court

often splitting the difference or using average values of the

evidence introduced. Recently_ however, there have been instances

o£ the courts a_ least considering technical data. The Federal

Court for the District of Connecticut used a geometric fo_Tnula !

[_':" derived from an artlcle in The Appraisal Journal (55) in a recent

ca_e. (56) In the words of the Court,

We are dealing here with expert opinion.

No opinion is necessarily concluslve. Usa of
this formula in an airport case, in the absence
of any other pertinent dataj seems to ms to afford
a reasonable basis for the experts* opinion .... (57)L,

l
'i
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'_ Acaliforsiecourthasgonesofaras_oeossidsrthe Ii

Noise Exposure Forecast value for the property in question. (58) i
i

Although the amount of the award was not based on the actual 'i
i

:: NEF exposures the Court did usa the concept to identify which ;

pieces of property were entitled to recovery, saying .iI'
,,.The development of the NEF contour areas [ "

' provides a good means of drawing a reasonableline between those landowners who may establish
a cause of action for inverse tenderisationand

thoae who may not. All landowners who suffer

from substantially the same noise level are
• treated on an equal basis.(59)

In light of this trend, it is not unreasonable to anticipate

the courte at some future date basing damages on a formula

_._ similar tO that used in thin paper for estimating praperty value ...

• ahasgeadestoeolao perfamily.nitperdealbalehasga i

: in NEF). Tharefore_ for consistency .with other calculations_ "

thls formula will be used to estimate the size of potential court
awards. 1

I
Potentlal Damage Awards -- There is no noise problem for

!

_ eroaa where the N_F ie lasa than 20. Thorafore, calculatioss !tlwill be based on the amount the actual NEF exceeds 20, For NEF

values between 20 and 30, damages are not substantial. Since the
recoveries would he small and perhaps not even cover litigation

l_ costs, it ie assumed that few actions would be brought by persons :

exposed to 20 to 30 NEF and the overall impact would be inalgnificant.
It is also assumed that no one is living in an area with an NEF

• _, rating greeter than 50 since these conditions would be intolerable,

Therefore, the vast majority of damages awarded would go to people
I*

exposed to 30 to 50 NEF.
i

/
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Of the 60,000 family units around Los Angeles International

,l Alrpor= exposed =o 30 NEF or greater, it is estimated that 20.000

are exposed to 40 NEF or greater.(60) Assuming that the family
units are distributed uniformly, it can be shown either geometric-

!!_ ally or from the basic logarithmic formulntlon of the NEF measure

that the average noise level per unit between 30 end 40 NEF is

about 37.5 and between 40 and 50 NEF is about 47,5. The average

! [__ recovery per unit would then be $3,500 ($200 x 37,5-20) for those
between 30 and 40 NEF and $5,500 ($200 x 47.5-20) between 40 and

: 50 NEF. Multiplying these awards by 40,000 and 20,000 family units

reepocttvely_ the total potential damages wnuld be $250,000_000F_7

! t_ 1972 dollars based on the 1972 land area.

sI_. Sinca a untform diatrtbution o£ family unite is assumedj
reductions in land area exposed to these noise levels would reduce

the potential oize of damage awards in direct proportion. Thusr

i the potential impact of a change in court policy in the future can

_. be measured by multiplying $250,000,000 by the percent o£ the

_:_I_ 1972 land area that would still be exposed to 30 NEF or greater at

the time o£ the policy change. J

I_ The Impact of Damage Awards on the Re_lon -- On the basis 0£

2

the Origgs ease, (61) it can be assumed that the damages would be

aseossed against the airport operator. In order to raise such .,,

largo amounts of capital over a relatively short time period, the
i

airport operator would be forced to issue bonds. The airport

operator would then pass the cost o£ eorvielns these bonds on to i

the users of his facility and consequently to the region, Since
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the damage awards would be pald into the region and would eventu-

u ally be recovered from the region, the awards themselves would

have no net econ_nle impact. The impact would result from the

cost of the capital: the interest payments that would not have ,:

been made if the damages had not been assessed. Therefore, '_

this interest coat is a measure of the regional economic impact

[_ of llberallzed damage awards by the courts, (The income from

[7 airport bonds is normally tax exempt so they usually carry a
lower interest rate than other bonds. Howevers since manX

i. eirporte probably would find thsmsolvee in the same position at

: the same time, they might be required to pay a higher teen normal

interest rate to ettraah enough capital. Therefore, the same 8%

tri rate that has been used for other calculatiene in this analyaie

will be used for airport bonds.)

i. I '! Sines bonds normally simple .interest, the cost to the
pay

region from the time of the damage award to 1985 could be computed

by multiplying the $250_000,000 base ease by the percentage of

"- land still exposed to 30 NEF or greater (as compared to 1972) by
8_ and then by the number of yeare until 1985.

'_ Computation of the Loss -- As mentioned, the change _o court

policy could come at soy time. If an agreseive noise abatement [,,

policy is followed, there is less chance that the courts will

!.

I,| liberalize awards. If any awards are granted, they will be small.

If abatement policies are not pursued, it is more likely that the _i

castro will act, that they will sat sooner, and that there will be

i q_ ¢orroepondingly higher damage award,, i

• tl

I'I ]
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"IOTALCOST !i

rm 1972IIOLLASS) Ji
A _ BUSIIIESSASUSUAL, ,_

B - OPE_TIO_IALP_!OCEDU_ES _C _ flACELLEllbZAl_EtIT !
' B _ ALL/:E)I"OUIET"ENOII_ES '

, 200 \_. E " IIATIOZtAI.10PI'I- ? APtCURFEW i

t 1973 1875 1877 1979 1981 188] lg85

, _ yEARS ,"

" Fig. VII-4 Decrease in Maximum Potential

_i_., Court Awards for the 4 Superior
_!'I_ Noise Abatement Policy Alternatives

iiF'
!_I_ Figure VII-4 shows the decrease in the mazlmum potential

-:_ amount oF damages with time For the policy alternatives selected

for further study. To assess the impact of these damages on

I_ area economics, three possibilities are chosen; a change in

sour= policy occurring in 1973_ in 1978 and in 1983. The Social ri

•Value Functions for the poli ey alternatives selected can now

,, bs recomputed to re£1act the caste associated with a change :

in nour_ policy in these three years (Table Vll-8). Based on

this in£ormation_ the a£fleleney of the policies can be reaomputsd

to chow the s£fecte o_ Judicially imposed costs on the relative

attractiveness o£ the policy alternatives.



Table VII-8

Social Valuo Yunocions for Policy Altornatlve8
Considering Potential Judicial Costs,

Basic Judicial Total

Policy Non-Dollar Cost Costs Costs
Alternative Benefit (Millions of (Millions of 1972 Dollars) (Millions of 1972 Dollars)

(a) 1972 Dollars)
(a) 1973 1978 1983 1973 1978 1983

SV(A+B+D) 660,970 -80.6 214.5 121,6 82,8 133.9 41.0 -47.8

SV(A÷B+C+D) 1,160j730 -32.3 214,5 72.0 17,8 182,2 39.7 -14,5

SV(A+B+D+E) 1,742,O00 95.5 54,6 32,0 9.0 150.1 127.5 104,5

SV(A+B+C+D+E) 1,873,O00 138.5 54,6 19.2 4.8 193.1 157.7 143.3

(a) Prom Table VII-7 A - Busi.ess a. Usual
B n Operational Procedure8
C - Nacelle Troa_mant.
D = All New "Quiet" EnSinao
E - National iO p.m.-7 a.m. Cur£ew
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_DUCTIONIN PEOPLE-
- YEARS-OF-N_OY_

4, i

2,_0,000 A " BUSINESSkS USUAL'15 B=OPE_TI_ALPROCECII_S
I_ C - ttACELLEI_EAU'_IT

D=ALLIE_I"OUIET"E_GI_FS

]_ E"flATICrZAL101'_]-7 AHCURFEW

1,_0,000

6 - A+B+D
!: *6. '_ 8 - A_B+C+D

- ,_ lii= A+_+D*E

16- A*B+C+_E:i

r l
15195 452_ _$300

11972_OLLARS)

fficioneyofthe aperior, AbatemcntPotcy Al.ternativeeIncluding

_ the Cost of a 1973 Court Declolon

_ Figure VII-5 chows the results of o 1973 court decision. I£
r _

_i_ the fear of such an adverse decision is l_ulnont_ there iS

" little chance for technologies] change to offset the increased

coats ¢o the area, Only those policies which rely on a

i_ curfew for immediate relief (combined with longer range tech-

noloslcal improvements) arc still superior to other policy

alternatives. Thus only point 14 and polnC 16 should be con-

_P sidered. Poln_ 16 oglers the maximum noise reduction, while

14 offers lowest cost and best efficiency. 1,
I

If, however_ an adverse judicial opinion is not expected 1
t

• until 1978_ point 8 becomes a viable alternative (Figure VII-6).U

, ! /
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_ULICT[_IIN PEOPLE-
" YEARS-OF-_'IOYANCE
]i -

2,O00,OO0-

° 1G

_>__'R A - BIJSINESSASUSUAL
_:_ n" OPERATIO_IALPROCEDURES

? * 8 C" NACELLETUEATHEUTB= ALLf_EW"QUIET"_IGINES

RATIOffALI0PM- I AMCURFEW
LO00,OOO m

• 6 U- A*B÷D

8 _ A*B_C+Dlq - A,B+D*£

i; 16-A+B_C+I}*E
m

I
•$100 $$200 +$30Q

!:_I_ COSTPERo972UNITDoL_)OFREDUCTIO_

_ Fig. VII-6 Efficiency of the 4 Superior Noise
_{-:t_ Abatement Policy Alternatives Including
_; the Coat of a 1978 Court Decision

Within this time frame_ acoustic tteatmenn Of the nacelles .

}: offers somewhat competitive noise reduction to a curfew. If
[

_'}_ the aoclal goal is maximum annoyance reduction, then either

_: point 14 or 16 offers a better alternative, with 16 being best.

! _ If Of£1eloncy or lower cost ia the primary goal, than point 8

should be the eholeo. Since points 8 and 16 both Incorporate

thQ _omo teehnologlcal ahange (Business as Usual plus Operational

• II Procedures plus Nacelle Treatment plus New quiet Enslnes)p the

bn_la choice i_ whether tha additional baneflta of a curfew

U people-years-of-annoyance) 8rearer basic
(712,000 o_et

root ($170,000,000 without judicial coats).
i! ;.

/
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-il i
ILE,DUCTIONiNPEOPLE-

r.* YEA_-OF-A!ItIOY_CE

I,! 2,000,000
=_USHIESS_SUSUAL .16

i _ II= 5PE_TI_ZALPHOCEDURES Itt*
'_=1_; C= t_A.CELLET_AT_;s_Ir , •
: D- ALLt_EW"qlllU" ENGUtES

E" tIATIO_ALJOP_- 7 AHCURFE',4

i

" 1,000,000.
i;

,e" 6= A+B+D
J_,, 8 ='A+B+C+D

$6
_. 14= A+B+D'E

i _ " 16 = A+B$C+D*E

¢

,._ : ... I . I , I
c i ' : -$_00 ' -IlO0 -$i00 +ilO0 +$200 +$_00
I|_o cOSTEllHIIITOFEDUCTIOti

• ' (1972DoI.LARS)

• i! i Flg. VII-7 Efficiency o_ the 4 Superior Noise
,: Abatement Policy Alternotlves Including

1" l

I _ the Cost of a 1983 Court Decision

. Finally, if the adverse Judicial declelon is not expected

'l; until 1983_ point 6 must also be considered nlnee it ylelde

fl the highest dollar benefit to the area (Fi_urs VII-7). However,
.I

_: potn_ 16 still o_£ere the greates_ noise reduction end point 8

;_ iJ Che bent efficiency while providing a modereCe level of noise

,odoe.oo.
: Summary of Social Value Function Analysis

!'_ The Social Value Functlon computations reduce the number

fl of acceptable policy alternatives from 16 to 4. When the effects

k_ 0£ potential demage awards Chat could be imposed by _he courts :

U are consldered, the selection of the optimum solution from among

these four alternatives depends on when the court award occurs.

i
?
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If an adverse judicial decision is expected in the near

,' £uture_ the most effective strategy is the imposition of a

,:_i _ curfew ir_nediately,while alan seeking a long-term technological
aolutioa. Over greater time periods, _he relative merits of a

t1

I_ curfew decrease as technology lowers the overall level of

annoyance,

All four of the potentially acceptable alternatives contain
i

-- at least the following policy options: ' i
[ -- A - guelneea as Usual allowing for tile gradual replacement _i

I_ Of oldur noisy aircraft

![5 n - OporatlonslProceduresuslega ° glldooloooon ,!i landlng '_

,,f_ D - All New "quiet" Engine combined with an all new aircraft

l|"

designed around the engine to provide even greater noise

.iI_ relief upon its introduction in 1980. _'i

Thereforej these common options should be actively encouraged or

}._ required no matter which overall policy alternative is ehosan. _,

!_ Whether the additional options of nacelle treatment or curfew _._- , 4t.LS
or both should be required as well is n difficult decision which

#_

I: _USt be booed on th_ relative value to thQ eoelety of m_imum

soles reduction, economic efficiency or lowest social cost. These ,',

values may vary depending on the time frame and loeality in question.

" I! Since the decision depends on social values, the choice is moat

approprlotely made through the .polltleal proeees,

I
,n p

f

, ti
I'
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VIII. EVALUATION AND RECOmmeNDATIONS

•Based on the Social Value Funetlon analysis, both the

adoption of operational noise abatement procedures and the
- Hi

,, development of an all new quiet engine on all new aircraft

,i_ _ should be implemented aa policy alternatlvca for reducing
{"f

noise in the vicinity of airports. Since both alternatives

;l_; affect the aircraft, an instrument of interstate co_ercn,

-- they should be adopted at the national level.

/ Nhethcr nacelle tree.ant, curfew or both should also

be required is a political issue based on the value society

places on low coat and cco.omle efficiency on the one hand

and maximum annoyance reduction on the other. The resolution

i![_ of this issue may be affected not only by the political

climate but also by the judicial attitude toward damage awards

!i[_ in any _ivcn region. If large awards are imminent, a curfew

h_

in the only policy alternative that can offer offsetting noise

reduction in the near future. If the threat of court action

t_! is remote, however, it is no longer clear whether a curfew
Justifies its Cost.

I:_ The top 15 airports in the nation account for an estimated

50% of those operations that would be affected by a curfew.(I)

I_ In the rose of the countryj a curfew would have little impact

I'_ since not many night flights occur anyway. Consequently, for
h,

.. the nation as a whole, nacelle treatment would seem to be a

better policy alternative than a national curfew. Since theat

treatment would be made on all the aircraft in the fleet, its

{
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benefits would accrue to anyone who livea near any airports

not just to those in high noise areas.

- _ A curfew can be useful in particular areas, however, an

the analysis of the Los Angeles region shows. In regions

that ere highly industrialized and need air service but have

acute noise problems, the curfew could be a powerful tool for
controlling damage awards and the consequent economic impact

on the region. Likewise, limited condemnations or sound-

proofing programs could also be effective at a particular

, _ airport even though their cost would prohibit national appli-

[_ cation. Thus it would seem that, in addition to national "!
programs, local authorities should be able to adopt their own rl

|_ noise abatement plans tailored to Chair own specific needs, r_

_r

_ti_ raises the problems of multiplicity of standards and

[_ conflicting local and federal Jurisdictions. i'i
,r

I_ TO avoid these diffieulties,,a plan has been proposed
that would combine federal powers with local flexibility. (2)

_r

". In addition to noise standards for the
setting aircraft,

federal government would also set minimum standards for eonmmn-

icy noise exposure (as hna been done on other federal programs).

For example, the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
has announced that

HUD's general policy to
It is foster the

creation of controls and standards for commun-
ity noise abatement and control by general
purpose agencies of S_ate and local governments,
and to support these activities by minimum
national standards by which to protest citizens

, agalnst the encroachment o£ noise into their
_ communities and places of residence. (3) :

I'
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In addition to minimum standards, two or three other decreased

levels o£ community noise exposure would also be proposed.

The local government, working with the airport operator (as
I

i i_ the California Plan discussed in Section VI) would be !
i

allowed to impose any one of the additional standards specified J_

by tllefederal government if the minimum standards were not [j

: felt _ufficient for the region, j Ir

i 'aa in the California Plan, the federal government would ii

enable the alrporn operator to comply with the standards by

[_ making several local policy alternatives available (Impoeition _k
_u

_ of curfew, capacity limitations, land purchases, etc.). Th£a ;

would allow the operator to eeleet those options best suited
:l

I', _C his e_'n location in tC=a of both noise reduction end 1

economic impact, r

IiI
[i_ Since the federal government octs the. standards, any con- ,'!

flies between local and federal powere is eliminated, There

are only a _ew atnndarde to consider ao the airllnes are not 1

"_i_f faced wlth the problem of each and every locality developing
different rules and regulations totally independently of each _

I

other, Thus the impact on the air ayetem is leas. i _

The plan oleo involves the local community in the airport "i

planning proeese. This involvement has been held essential

to future development and growth of airports and, consequently, I
the sir transportation eystem. (4) In addition to noise reduction, !_.

_ such a plan would open new channels of communication between the

developers of tha air system and the community. The resulting
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r
mutual understanding of the problems end objectives of both

_ sides could break the planning deadlock and permit rational

development of new or expanded airport facilities in the

region,

i! _ In eummory_ the federal government should require opera-
tlonal changes and encournge the development of new quiet

i

i _ engines and aircraft by imposing higher standards of noise

reduction over a period of _ime. In addltlon_ nacelle treat-

ment should be required on present aircraft. The longer thle

treatment is dclayed_ the more its effectiveness is reduced

as all new aircraft eventually enter service and replace

I _I present planes.

7,; Local participation is also essential to solve particular
L

problems in partledlar places. To settle issues of constitu-

i tionallty once and for all, the federal govcrnmcn_ should

_ preempt the field of regulating noise exposure around airports.

_ llowover_ n large portion of this control should be rcdclogated

_ to the local community once the standards are set and the scope

_; of participation defined at the federal level,
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APPENDIX A ,.I

_ "
Noise Neasuremene

_ 'Noise messurcmunts can be classified into three types:

i. _hoee used to measure noise levels at a given point

from n single aircraft operation;

2. those used to measure noise exposure at a given point
over time from s number of aircraft operationa; and

3, those used to measure noise impact over time throughout

the community from s number of aircraft operstlons. (I)

In this paper, perceived noise level (LpN or PNdb) sad

I:_ effective perceived noise level (LEp N or EPNdb) are used as

single event measurements. Both are measurements of the pressure

i.:t_.,, level'of the sound with respect'to a reference pressure and are

".)_ in decibel unite which arc measured logarithmically. Ass result,
k_

come caution must be used when comparing different sound levels.

,_'I_ For example, if a single aircraft flyover has a rating of x

decibels, two simultaneous aircraft flyovers have a rating of

:i x. zdecibels,mot2x. thcms=ically,thlecanbeeecusa

U follows: !;
If n Is the relative sound pressure level of s _tngls noise,

U then the noiec level (x) in decibels le
i

J

_ x - I0 log n .

If two sounds of n pressure level occur stmultsneoualyj then

y - I0 log 2 n .

[!
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But 10 log 2n = 10 log n + 10 log 2

' I_ = x + (i0 x .3010)

!, _ (x+3)db .

' The perceived noise level measurement places varying welghta
!

_ on the frequency of the sound to compensate for the sensitivity of
J,

the human ear to different tones. High frequency components of the

I r_ sound are given heavier _elght than low frequency components. (2) In

!_ addition, the effective perceived noise level adds a correction forthe duration of the sound as well as its frequency characteristics. (3)

I_= The effective perceived noise level le the technique used under the
:'_|

Federal Aviation Regulatlon's Part 36 which specifies maximum noise

[_ 1ovule for sireraft operetiono°

In general, perceived soles levels are used in this paper where

}_ an objective measurement or comparison of the meEnltude of different

1! Bound events is made. Effective perceived noise levels are used
where subjective reactions are being studied.

_!_]_ The Noi.e I_:posure Forecast (NEF) technique is used for
the

second class of measurement since it incorporates the number of

aircraft operations end their time of day. As the technique is i',

based on the use of effective perceived noise levels for individual
events, NEF is also a logarithmic measurement.

The first attempt to compensate for the effects of the number

end time of day of aircraft operations wee the Composite Noise

Reties (CNR) developed in 1952, (4) }[owover, it wan ba_ed on the

i
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perceived noise level scale. With the proposed use of effective

]i perceived noise level for federal slrcraft standards, a new

measure was needed. This led to the development of the Noise

[_ Exposure Forecast. NEF is defined as

NEFt
: _ NEF - I0 log _ antilog 10

where NEFj = (LEPN)j + 1O log _ND)j + 16.67(NN)j] - 88

computed _or a elegle type of aircraft (J) producing a specific

i:! I_ noiee characteristic; and

(LEpN) j - the specific noise chsraeterietlc for aircraft type j

(ND)j " number o£ d.y (7 a.m. to I0 p.m.) operations of J

type aircraft

._ (NN)j - number of night (10 p,m. to 7 a.m,) operations of J

• type aircraft

88 - scalar value used to produce s number Chat will not

be confused with a CNR compatntlon,(5)

One night flisht produces the same amount of annoyance as 16,67

day flights in this computation.

Community response Co NEF levels can roughly be correlated as
follows:

i: NEF less than 20 No holes problem.

NEF between 20 and 30 Soma melee complaints are possible and

noise may interfere with some activities.

/

m

. • . ,. , • •
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NEF between 30 end 40 Individual reaction may include
vigorbus repeated complaints and

concerted group action. Construction

. of homes, schools, churches and

• othor noise sensitive land uses

_'_ should not be undertaken without
: detailed analysis.

NEF greater than 40 Serious problems are likely. No

_' land uses or construction should

f f+' i go eonslderedwithout complete

[I °nalyals" (6)
For the third type of measurement used to compute nolae impact .,_

over time throughout the community, peoplc-years-of-annoyanoewill 'j

be used. It can be shown that, assuming a uniform population .

/ density, the number of people exposed'to a given level of annoyance

I_ is proportional to the land area within a given noise level con-
_! coat. (7) If the land area decreaan is multiplied by the average i

population density, the reaul_ing reduction is proportional to

the reduction of peoplh annoyed If this isfurther multiplied !i

by the number of years the reduction exists, it becomes a measure

:ii of redaotiooofoooonlt,ansoyonoes+ortioe.<' Ir

References for App,endlx,A ii

I. Rays nnd Simpson. Supra, Section IV, reference 12, p. 4, :

2, Id, p. I0. :!

3. fd.j p. 17.
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,, L0

So _db = 10 lo_ R12
- L0

-_ _ R22" L0

- 10 log _ x LO

R22
- 10 log _'

R12 'L_

_!;I_ NOW AreaI ._

;_:_:_ So R12 " Areal1; ci

"_: _ Area 2
_': IL22 " 17

!_; Areo 2
1t22 1'1

_'_; So _db - 10 log R-_" 10 log TAroal

Area2 _t , .

;,_ = 10 log 17 " A",:'ea1 iJ

_ _ Arca2 •..:i_; - 10 log _ • j i

'" _ There£ora, if: the ra_io of area8 is known, the chnnge in decibel_ is

A1:eo2

A db = 10 1o_ Ar-_ol.,

m_
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I i Conve_-sely, che area ratio can be deCermlncd i_ the change in

decibels la known:

Area2°Area I an_llog adb

' ' The relationship between area and changes in noise level ia
"...

graphically shown in Figure B-I.1i
1.0

' i_ o,o ,

r_ _ _ 0,2 '

i: ' -5 -I0 -15' -2(_
_', ,

r_, [_ _IS. B'I Ef£ee¢ of decreasing noise on area ,
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APPENDIX C

NEF Reduction Resulting from a I0 p.m. to 7 a.m. Curfew I_

i

If NT equals the total number o£ sireraft operations and i

i _ P the fraction of the total that occurs at night, then
u-

!_ NEF(prossnt_oLEpN+10log_N_CI-,_+_ _ _ ---.
If the fleet mix is assumed constant so that LEpN remslns the

-- same and if all fllghts banned by a cuzfew are shifted to day

i'_,__ operations so that NT iS constant, then

NEF(curfew) ,,, LEpN + 10 log NT - B8 . and

,_ NEVCpresent)-NErCeurfew)-'10log[_T(Z-P)+_ NTP]-I0logNT•I;
No,["Tel-,)+_ NTP]-N_[(l-,)+_ ,_

" NT [I + 15.66P]

ill', .o101o CN  I""+'TdlolegE, (l+J -- - 15.66P)_

I.! - 10 log NT + 10 log (I + 15.66P)

Now NEF(present) - NEF(eurfew) ° i0 log NT + I0 log (i + 15.66P) - i0 1o8 NT ''

!_ _ m 10 log (1 + 15.66P) . : '

For appropriate values of P, the change in NEF can now be computed '
i

(Table C-1), '.

I'b; :
C.
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